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Irwin’s sensational new Sellopak 

makes auger bits self-selling 
for all purpose 

boring in wood 

PRICE 

It’s easier than ever 

to sell Irwin auger bits 

®@ Sellopak makes bits easy to 

display where customers 

can see and buy. 2 

Space-saving and conven- 

ient. Hang on peg board, 

nail, pin, hooks, or lay in 

island trays. 

uu 

bias Rbe eit ie ada “PF end Keeps bits factory fresh 

and inviting until sold. 

Red plastic tip keeps 

screws and cutters factory- 

sharp. 

Self-selling — carries own NIMdi 
sales message, size marking 

and space for pricing. auipu ays SO pooG sp 4iq Asaaa 

62T open stock sizes 

Y%tolinch>-> | 
b 

Cash-in on the best looking 
auger bit display package ever designed 

Here to build bigger dollar volume is the combined stock as it is inviting to customers to see, handle, 
selling power of America’s best known auger bits select and carry to the cash drawer counter to make 

and a brand new Sellopak display jacket. the sale. There’s no extra cost for the extra dollars 

Irwin’s Sellopak is the first auger bit package to Irwin’s new Sellopak display jacket is sure to bring. 

give you the profitable advantages of modern dis- And this makes it the biggest extra value package 

play. It’s designed to fit today’s growing trend to for dealers in years. 

self-serve sales. It's way out front a country mile This one will sell big—so order big from your 

in eye and buy appeal. It’s as practical and easy to Irwin wholesaler. Do it today. Sizes 14 to | inch, 

Order From Your Irwin Wholesaler Today 

The Irwin Auger Bit Company, Wilmington, Ohio, USA 



The Line with More | 
FOR INDEPENDENT DEALERS! 

Re 

MARTIN 
WARE 

Order Today from Your 

MARTINWARE WHOLESALER 

Billings Hdwe. Co Billings, Mont John Pritzlaff Hdwe.cCo Milwaukee, Wis. 

Drake Hdwe. Co Burlington, lowa Rogers & Boldwin Hdwe. Co Springfield, Mo 

Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co San Francisco, Cal Salt LokaMardware. Ce Grand Junction. Colo 

" ir inn ’ . ; ren, Cone, Con & Se oS, Son Baise, Idaho; Salt Lake City, Utak 
Harper & Mcintire Co Ottumwa, lowa : 

Codar Reoids. fave Seattle Hawe,/Co re’ Seattie, Wash 

Kasco. tn Denver, Colo Strevell-Patersdn Hdwe, Go Salt Lake City, Utah 

Inland Hardware Co Pasco, Wash Townley M@tat & Hdwen Co. Kansas City, Mo. 

Janney-Semple-Hill & Co Minneapolis, Minn Union Hwa PM etal tbe Los Angeles, Cal. 
Jensen-Byrd Co Spokane, Wash Isaac Walkenett we Cat > Peoria, Ill. 
May Hdwe. Co Portland, Ore : : . i 

Bend Hardware Co Bend, Ore Wright & Wilts Seq Omaha, Neb. 

GENERAL METALWARE COMPANY 

Minneapolis 13, Minnesota 
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Red Dewil Tools 
for “HOOK” and “BIG HAND” SCRAPERS 

Combined Lines Have Tools for Every Scraping Purpose 

Red Devil, Hook, and Big Hand Scrapers 

are now selling side by side. 

By acquiring Hook Scraper Mfg. Co., a 
leading maker of high quality tools since 
1927, Red Devil Tools has brought together 

America’s two most popular lines of scrapers. 

The Red Devil and Hook lines comple- 

ment each other, and every retailer can 

Rad Devil - Hook 
FINISHING SCRAPER No. 15 

The 1-5/16” wide cutting edge makes 
this scraper ideal for use on window 
slides and in other confined places. It’s 
handy, too, for easing sticky windows, 

profit from both. Red Devil Scrapers are 
general use tools for the removal of paint 
and other heavy surface materials from 
wood. Hook Scrapers are generally used for 
finishing. There is a Big Hand Crack Scraper 

for plaster. All have replaceable blades. 

All are members of Red Devil’s growing 
family of fine, fast-selling tools. 

Rad Devil - Hook, 
FINISHING SCRAPER No. 75 

This is the tool to use for scraping bor- 
ders, closets, and door saddles when 
machine-sanding floors. Fast and smooth 
cuts made easy by pistol grip handle 

doors, and drawers. and angle of hooked cutting edge. Cut- 
ting edge 212” wide. 

Rad Devil - Hook, 
FINISHING SCRAPER No. 25 “a 

This is the tool for fine scraping and 
finishing. Handle shape gives perfect f 
control of 212” cutting edge. It’s ideal : : 
for cabinet work, refinishing fine wood ter head. A Poe 7 the knob aes 
surfaces, and paneling. Cutters ,( blades) Peri ge Agree . 3 Bear aes 

. ss ” 4," ° 44 « 

come ie: SAY FO" OS SN” Se and good control. Recommended for 
floors, decks, boat hulls, and other large 
surfaces. Narrow edge for fast scraping; 
wide edge for smooth finishing. 

, << : 9? “agent uF 
ae one Rad Dewil Toots. waren » 

_ BIG HAND 
__ Hanon CRACK SCRAPER 

Designed for wall and ceiling plaster repair 
work, these self-sharpening cutters produce 
clean, V-shaped grooves. Handle permits up and 

down strokes on walls and overhead on ceilings. 

: Red Dewil - Hook 
FINISHING SCRAPER No. 3425 
A professional tool, with reversible cut- 

BIG HAND 
SCRAPERS No. 1 & No. 2 

Here’s a rugged, fast-cutting scraper for remov- 
ing heavy coats of paint, varnish, shellac, and 
glue. Four cutting edges; two are serrated for 

rough cuts. Two are straight for finishing. Edges 
on No. 1 are 1544” wide; on No. 2 214” wide. 

Red Devil’s Policy of Full 40% Discount to Dealer Applies on All Hook and Big Hand Products 

. 7 

A PRODUCT OF Red Devil Toots. UNION, N. J., U.S.A. 

World’s largest manufacturer of Painter's and Glazier’s Tools since 1872 

G (2 a G he 
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vow. BOYEO svines you 
=| QUALITY PRODUCTS 

| Competitively Priced 

THE NEW 
¥// BIGGER, ROOMIER 

SHAMROCK 
e full 4 cubic foot trade capacity 

® light weight — yet tough as the heaviest 

® rugged construction — one-piece seamless 
tray, tubular steel handles, strong pressed 
steel legs, semi-pneumatic tire 

@ perfect balance — wheel centered 
under load 

THE ROLL EASY GARDEN CART 
A popular seller! Has full molded, semi- 

pneumatic puncture-proof tires, 34” one- 

piece tubular steel handles and 34,” channel 

steel legs. Axle brackets welded to body 
for plus strength. 

VALENCIA GARDEN TOOLS 
Carrying the U.S. Steel quality label, Look for our exhibit at 

these rugged tools are made for the eye ny mean 
budget-minded gardener. They have same © No. Coast Retail 

quality steel heads as famous Hardware Association 

Black Beauty line. © California Retail 
Hardware Association 

@ Pacific Southwest 
Hardware Association 

UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS 
5100 SANTA FE AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA ¢ 1849 OAK STREET, ALAMEDA, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISION 

Uris STATES 
For Details Circle 4 on INQUIRY CARD 
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Here's the 

oscillating sprinkler 

that outsells 

: er ——- all others 
ME ss? 

woe (by far... 

Swingin Sprays create buyers 
for everything Melnor makes... 
and Melnor makes weies 

NOW! 4 SWINGIN’ SPRAYS 6.95 to 13.95! | BRAND NEW AQUA-DIAL SPRAY CONTROL! | A COMPLETE GARDEN ACCESSORY LINE 
New 6.95 model opens huge suburban = (7-1 Fingertip dial gives any desired 4 Hose nozzles, connectors,. sprinklers, conven- 
market! All models have lifetime lu- J spray area. New advance now avail- ‘ : ience items like the famous Stop 'n Flo shut- 

bricated “Perma-Sealed’* motor unit. °“\& able on 3 Swingin’ Spray models. off and Aqua-Gun hose nozzle. 

MELNOR INDUSTRIES, INC. (Garden Products Div.) 300 DeWitt Ave., Brooklyn 36, N.Y. 
For Details Circle 5 on INQUIRY CARD 
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COMMEN T — 

One-Twelfth is Almost Zero 

It amazed me to find out from several wholesalers that this 
“one-twelfth of a dozen” on order blanks was not a joke, but 
appears more often than it should. 

One item in stock when sold leaves nothing. If it is the type 
of merchandise that your customers call for, you are liable to 
miss several sales before you can re-order. The actual sales then 
of this item as compared with the potential sales is practically 
zero. 

If you buy just one of an item to try it out, you are making 
positive proof that the item won’t sell. The reason: after the 
first sale it obviously isn’t there to appeal to the impulses of your 
customers. How can you tell if anyone likes it? 

Buying has to tie in with your sales and promotion programs 
and you should develop a method of buying so that you give each 
item a fair chance of making money for you. 

How many customers and potential customers are there in 
your trading area? It seems logical to try and estimate how 
many persons in this area might want the item you are consider- 
ing. If you can only think of one person, don’t buy it. That 
person might not come around for nine or ten months and your 
money is frozen from normal turnover. 

One of an item is an expensive way of procuring merchandise 
to sell. It means broken packages at the wholesale level which 
costs the wholesalers plenty, and it costs you profits when the 
item is not around to sell. 

There is an old adage in the trade which is still a good one to 
remember: “Have one to show and one or more to go.” 

Retailers should buy with the “intent to sell,’ which means 
that you should acquire an adequate stock, then make plans to 
advertise it, display it, talk about it and do everything you can 
in your store to sell it. If you work thusly you won't have any- 
thing to do with that “twelfth of a dozen” practice. 

SWitilb ee hen 
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here’s the secret of 

ASSURED UNIFORMITY 
for Greenlee 22 

solid-center auger bits 

p a \ 4 

a | 

They’re milled on automatic machines 

“‘How can you get such uni- 
formity in your GREENLEE 22 solid- 
center auger bits?’’ we've often 
been asked. 

It’s understandable why this 
question comes up because with 
the old-time, standard method of 
making auger bits, so much hand 
work was involved that close uni- 
formity in most details was im- 
possible. 

For some time now, GREENLEE 
has been making solid-center auger 
bits on a battery of huge automatic 
machines . . . specially designed and 
built at the Greenvee plant to do 
this job alone. This operation was 
adopted solely to bring about as- 
sured uniformity so that all bits are 
the same . . . an important feature 
you and your customers have al- 
ways needed! 

All cutting parts, point, throat, 

and twist of these GreENLEE 22 
solid-center auger bits are automati- 
cally processed. You always get 
bits with true cutting edges, perfect 
squares, accurately hobbed screw 
points, and cold-formed shanks that 
never vary. 

All this adds up to a new concept 
of auger bit uniformity . . . a decided 
selling ‘“‘plus’’ for you. Here’s 
reason again why it pays you well 
to stock and sell the products of 
GREENLEE . . . your highly depend- 
able source of fine hand tools. 

Write today for full details on 
the milled Green ze 22 solid-center 
auger bits with assured uniformity. 

TOOLS FOR CRAFTSMEN 

<x 

GREENLEE TOOL CO., 1782 HERBERT AVE., ROCKFORD, ILL., U.S.A, 
For Details Circle 6 on INQUIRY CARD 
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OUR READERS WRITE 

... to the Editor 

Wants A Look in 10 Years 

Dear Editor: 
Congratulations on your 50th Anniver- 
sary issue! The stories and editorial 

comment are very interesting, and it 
is good to be a part of it. 
Your article, “THE FUTURE OF RE- 
TAILING,” will no doubt develop 
many good observations. My under- 
standing is it is based ou what hard- 
ware stores will be ten years from 
now. It occured to me that these com- 
ments should be filed and reviewed 
again in the Year 1966. It should be 
very interesting. 

Dom A. Civitello-General Sales 
Manager. 

The Thomson-Diggs Company 
Sacramento 4, California 

Senator Likes November Issue 

Dear Sir: 
Your thoughtfulness in forwarding 

to me a copy of your Golden Anni- 
versary edition of Hardware World 
is most gratifying. 

If the brief remarks that I prepared 
for that issue proves, as you Say, 
suited to your editorial needs, that is 
cause for happiness. It is a pleasure 
to be included in such a fine work. 

I wished more, however, to assure 

you of my general interest in this 
particularly meaningful and informa- 
tive edition. The specific sections on 
our Western States, of course, imme- 
diately struck my eye, and I delighted 
not only in reading about my own 

native state of Utah but also our 
neighbors. 
We in Utah, just as you, stand on 

the threshold of a “golden” era. We 
sense it, too, as the Christian Science 

Monitor’s Kimmis Hendrick noted in a 
recent Editorial page feature (27 No- 
vember)—“Utah: A State to Watch: 

“The possibilities are clearly enor- 
mous. Utah people have never sensed 
this more. Quite obviously, they are 
preparing for a big future .. .” 

During the 84th Congress passage 
of the Colorado River Storage Project 
legislation keynoted our progress to- 
ward obtaining a sovereign need in 
developing our water resources. More 
even than agriculturally, its inevitable 
meaning in the years ahead will be 
industrial and municipal. Its effects 
will be precussive, stimulating and 
all-pervasive. Our new Governor 
George Devey Clyde, fortunately, is 
the State’s leading water expert and 
his presence in the Capitol will great- 
ly stimulate our water consciousness. 
May I recommend to you for refer- 

ence EJRoy Nelson’s Utah Economic 
Patterns, (University of Utah Press, 
Salt Lake City) just published. In it 
you will find many recent data on our 
manufacturing and mineral progress. 

HARDWARE WORLD 



If you could sometime see fit to devote a considerable 

section of each issue to the development possibilities in 
each of our Western States—a continuing series, one State 
per month—I believe it would be fruitful. 

Be assured of my cooperation, and thanks again for the 
Golden Anniversary issue. 

Cordially yours, 

Senator Arthur V. Watkins of Utah 

Tells About 2nd Contest 

Dear Sir: 

I just received my copy of your December issue and 
want to let you know that we are very pleased with the 
article and pictures of our table setting contest (pages 20 
and 21). It might be interesting to you that we had 
another of these on November 29 and drew a crowd of 
1124 adults and 120 children in the three-hour period. 

If possible I would like to get two extra copies of this 
issue. Thank you again. 

Very truly yours, 
E. C. Helms 
Manager—Housewares & Appliance Dept. 
Redlands Store 
Imperial Hardware Co. 

Reports Another 50-Year Vet 

Dear Sir: 

In connection with your fifty year recognition program 
I wish to report that we have a member of our staff who 
qualifies in this regard. Mr. Lloyd Harvey, whose address 
is Route 3, Box 279, Klamath Falls, Oregon has been 

actively connected with the hardware business for more 
than 50 years. 

His first employment was in the Grants Pass Hardware 
Company of Grants Pass, Oregon in 1904. Following his 
years of service with this firm, he and his father entered 

into the hardware business in Glendale, Oregon in 1913 
under the name of Harvey Hardware Company. 

In 1920, Lloyd Harvey became connected with Basche- 
Sage Company, a wholesaler hardware firm in Baker, Ore- 
gon. He left them in 1922 to purchase an interest in 
Roberts and Hanks Hardware at Klamath Falls, Oregon. 
This firm later became known as Roberts and Harvey 
Hardware. 

Lloyd Harvey sold out his interests in this operation in 
1937 and was then connected for a time in a sporting goods 
store in Klamath Falls known as Ray Telford’s. 

In 1942 Mr. Harvey joined the staff of our firm, Bell’s 
Hardware and has been with us ever since. 

I shall be most pleased to see Lloyd Harvey recognized 
in your fine publication for his years of service to the hard- 
ware trade. 

Very truly yours, 

Ed Bell, owner 

Bell’s Hardware 

Klamath Falls, Oregon 

Liked "Career Day” Story 

Dear Sir: 

Will you get me about three issues of the 1956 HARD- 
WARE WORLD—the one that shows the Pot and Kettle 
Club luncheon for Ben Halliday. 
We certainly want to thank you for participating in 

this program. We also appreciate the fine article put out 
by the Hardware World. My very best regards. 

Charlie Lutz 
Buyer-Household 

Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 

FEBRUARY 1957 
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Heritage Ao 
OF FINE MAIL BOXES 

So new! So beautiful... 
THEY WERE SELLING BY THE THOUSANDS 

BEFORE THE FIRST AD APPEARED! 

Tht 

Positively so rich, so handsome, you can’t 

believe their sales possibilities ’til 
you see them. Flawless workmanship in 
heavy-gauge, highly-polished brass...and 
in “black-and-pebbled-brass” combinations. 
As exciting in price as they are in appeal! 

Write for detailed illustrations, complete 
information, prices. 

Hittttt 

Seed ||| 

ie 

“The CONCORD" 

“The MAYFAIR” 

ASK YOUR 
JOBBER TO 
SEE THEM... 

Then =— 

YOU'LL 
BELIEVE 
IT! 

“The SUFFOLK” 

DUTTON-LAINSON COMPANY 
Dept. HW-2 Hastings, Nebraska 

For Details Circle 7 on INQUIRY CARD 



PACKAGED 

PLYMOU 
That’s right! The eye appeal, buy appeal of 

quality rope packaged in gleaming cellophane 

is a real profit maker. Plymouth sells itself right 

from your shelf. Many dealers have doubled 

and tripled their sales, at no extra selling cost, 

with Plymouth. 

The Plymouth plan of packaging and mer- 

chandising rope sparks more rope sales. .. turns 

SELLS 

Th 
ON SIGHT 

shoppers into impulse buyers. Plymouth helps 

you choose the displays and packaging best 

suited for your store and supplies you with 

business-building sales aids, free. 

Carry the complete Plymouth line. Ask your 

distributor’s representative for the packaging 

and displays that will help you sell more... 

earn more. 

FIBRE-WHITE CLOTHESLINE— 

The clean looking line that stays white, does not absorb water or 
dirt, won’t swell, holds any type clothespin firmly. It’s a low-cost 

PlymKraft product that is doubling in sales. 

SYNTHETIC FIBRE ROPES— 

Nylon, Dacron, Polyethylene. Plymouth 
pioneered the development of these synthetic 
ropes. Strong, long lasting and impervious to 

marine microorganisms. These ropes are now 

available—and packaged—for your custom- 
ers. Ask your distributor for full details. 

HARDWARE WORLD 



*AMILA ROPE 

tae. Men, i yy %% * 
Se <> 

THE HANDYPAK — 

sells rope in 50' and 100' lengths. 
May be obtained in 13 assorted 
coils, of 14", 3%" and '%" diameter 
rope, to serve as your basic, low 
inventory stock. 

CARTON PACKED 
COIL ROPE— 

ideal for floor, shelf or counter 
display, keeps rope clean, easy 
to handle, easy to use, easy 
to sell—in half and full coil. 

= 2@ 
MOTOR STARTER ROPES 

POR Alm 
ovtboards . lawn mowers « farm equipment 

ea 

YACHT MANILA ROPE 
Made from very choicest of 
manila fibers. Excellent for 
sheets, halyards and all other 
running rigging of yachts and 
other pleasure craft. Also linen 

WATER SKI ROPE 

Three rope types available, 
Yacht Manila, Linen and 
Polyethylene. Each towline 
75' long with 5" eye for tow- 
ing, and a 12" wood handle. 

Ath, 

° PLYMOUTH es vg MANILA ROPE 

FEBRUARY 1957 

yacht rope. A soft, smooth, 
white rope made from fine 
yarns spun from carefully 
chosen flax. A new treatment 
gives it water resistance and 
flexibility even when wet. 

PLYMOUTH SHIP BRAND 
MANILA ANCHOR LINE 

A specially treated rope for 
anchor lines. Takes up al- 
most no water at all, is 
mildew proof and long wear- 
ing. Stays easy to handle 
when wet. 

THE SALESRAK— 

takes little floor space. Equips you to sell rope 
off the spool in any length up to 300'. Supplied 
free with basic 16-spool inventory of 3 best 
selling sizes of manila, sisal, nylon or dacron 
fibers. 

Plymouth Cordage Company 
Plymouth, Massachusetts «¢ New Orleans, Louisiana 

For Details Circle 8 on INQUIRY CARD 
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NYLON STARTER ROPES 

Will outwear 5 cotton starter 
ropes. Comes packaged, 12 
ropes to an attractive dis- 
play carton. Each nylon 
starter rope 3' long complete 
with smooth wood handle. 

ALL PLYMOUTH 

PACKAGED ROPES 

Come in attractive display 
coils of 50' and 100'; 14", 546", 

34", and 14" dia. Standard 

shipping cartons of 14", %4«" 
and 3%" contain 3-100' coils 
or 6-50' coils; 1" dia. contain 

2-100' coils or 4-50' coils. 



ady to se// more 

CounsELor 
brings you the first 

sure-fire sales-building promotion 

in the bath scale industry! 
Here's a promotion “‘natural’’ to zoom your sales of Counselor Scales. 

Every customer who buys any price Counselor Scale between April 20 

and June 30 may order from us, for $2.95, regular $5.95 Bath Set. The 

Set is beautiful snow-white chenille embroidered in gold. Customer 

sends us your sales slip and her remittance. We fill order direct. 

25,000,000 advertising impressions in national magazines will tell the 

with no extra story. Brochure (shown below) has blank for you to order FREE Sales 

Aids. Get set now. Contact your Jobber today, or write us. The 

sales effort! Brearley Company, Rockford, Illinois, World's Largest Producers 

of Bathroom Scales. 

Extra sales 

FREE Sales Aids 

eal — 

For Details Circle 9 on INQUIRY CARD 
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Hardware Week 
Special! 

HER HANDS STAY LOVELY... 
DISHES SPARKLE FAST! 

No more messy dishrags . . . no more half-clean 

dishes, glasses, pots and pans or silverware. The 
long-handled Speedy-Clean keeps her hands out 

of haxsh dishwater while it cleans all kinds of 
dishes better, cleaner and faster. She’ll have more 
free time for movies, TV, bridge. Faced with 

millions of dishes to wash in her lifetime, every 
housewife will want a Speedy-Clean Dishwasher. 
Better stock up right now. 

SELL HER ALL THESE USES! 

GLASSWARE—Fully rounded SILVERWARE—The only an- 

face washes glasses thor- swer to cleaning spoons, 

oughly—cleans bottles, too. knives, between fork tines. 

Fe 

POTS 'N PANS—tLong- 
ing SARAN bristles clean out 
corners and edges of sticky 

pots and pans. 

SCRAPING DISHES FOR 
AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER 
—With Speedy-Clean, dish- 

washing becomes almost nicel 

The light, sturdy brush 
that washes dishes 

~ FASTER, EASIER, BETTER! 

SELL IN VOLUME 
WITH SMART DISPLAYS 

DISPLAY PACK 

6 Speedy-Clean Dish- 
washers (3 yellow, 3 

pink) protectively pack- 

ed in stand-up display. 

Just insert colorful top 
sign and start to sell. 

INDIVIDUAL PACK 

One Speedy-Clean Dish- 
washer, carded for hang-up 

display, in printed, folding 

carton ... ideal for mass or 
jumble display. 

irha 

hardware week 
April yh thru May 4 

SPEEDY-CLEAN sy49 
ea, WILL RETAIL AT (Reg. $1.69) 

See Your Jobber for all details! 

We are an industry Sponsor 

farha, Advanced Course in 
Hardware Retailing 

OX FIBRE BRUSH CO., INC. 
FREDERICK, MARYLAND 

Lelabliched /§§4 



Merchandise Now In The News 

125—HANDY “Combination-Detach- 

able” screwdriver kit with four quick- 

change points fits into the hip pocket, 

tool box, or glove compartment with 

ease. Each blade is double ended with 

a press-fitted hex sleeve in the center 

which fits the two-inch long handle. 

Handle bushing also doubles as 7/16” 

nut driver.—Xcelite, Incorporated. 

126—COLORFUL Sabre-Set kitchen 
tools with magnetic handles comes in 

six-piece sets with bright assortment 

of popular colors. Magnetic feature of 

handles will let tools stand alone on 
stove or countertop or tools may be 

magnetically attached to the combina- 

tion shelf and wall bracket packed 
with each set. Made of stainless steel. 

—Turner & Seymour Mfg. Company. 

12 

127—ROTATING VISE for hobbyists, 
gunsmiths, model builders, tool mak- 

ers, etc., permits working in any po- 

sition. The jaws rotate a full 360 de- 

grees and lock in any position. The 

base rotates in a full 360 degree hori- 
zontal swing, and also locks in any 

position. Comes with a double set of 

jaws, one set smooth-faced the other 

with V-slot.—Wisler Western Arms. 

128 — PROMOTIONALLY PRICED, 

Carleo plastic watering can features 

wide-mouth opening and a reinforced, 
extra long tapered spout. The quart- 

size container is molded of high im- 
pact styrene plastic and is available 

in four popular colors: Black, Yellow, 
Red or Emerald Green. Cans are leak- 
proof and the long spout gives even 

water flow.—Carlisle Mfg. Co. 

129—TWO NEW SANDERS of or- 

bital and belt design have been added 

to the Stanley line. The H36 orbital 
sander shown is a heavy-duty tool 

weighing 6! lbs and is 11% in. long, 
334 in. wide and 6%% in. high. Sander 

makes 4500 orbits per minute. Orbit 

size is 3/16 in. Can be operated effi- 
ciently in restricted areas.—Stanley 

Electric Tools. 

130—CLEAN, SHARP LINES mark 
the contemporary Bennett - Ireland 

fireplace furnishings. Third dimen- 
sional effects have been achieved by 

combining solid brass and cast iron 
to emphasize shadows and reflection 

to bring out full beauty of the pieces. 

Distinctively different, yet suitable 
for the most unusual of hearths. — 

Bennett-Ireland, Inc. 

HARDWARE WORLD 



For additional information on 
any item shown on these 
pages, please circle number 
on the Reader Service Card, 
facing Page 74 in this issue 

131—WHAT’S COOKING? You'll 
have to look to find out. This new 
Catalytic Lid destroys all odors and 

grease spatters by means of an elec- 

trically-heated unit fitted into the 
center of the aluminum cover. The 
housewife may use the lid, which 
burns all annoying smells and splashes 
into a harmless effluent, on any pot 
or pan 12” in diameter or less.—Oxy- 
Catalyst, Inc. 

132—THREE-POUND WOODWORK- 
ERS VISE made of aluminum-alloy 
is completely portable. The No. 702 
can be clamped te any projection up 
to 24% inches thick. The “L” shaped 
jaws of vise have capacity of 3' 

inches and are fitted with holes for 
attaching faces of cushioning mate- 
rial. All steel parts on No. 702 are 
plated to prevent rust. — Stanley 
Tools. 

FEBRUARY 1957 

133—ALL-PURPOSE CUTTING 
TOOL. A portable jig-saw which fea- 
tures a “square reciprocating shaft” 

has recently been introduced to the 

low-price field. The saw, equipped 
with grip-switch handle and 3 conduc- 

tor safety cable, creates an air stream 

to blow sawdust off the guide line. A 
new principle aids in faster, truer 
cuts. —Dalton Manufacturing Co. 

134A—NEW NOZZLE weighing only 4 

ounces, 45% less than most nozzles, 

has been designed especially for the 

light small-diameter plastic hose so 

popular with the woman gardener. 

Called the “Noozle,” this new prod- 

uct is finely machined from sheer 

brass, is guaranteed to be leak-proof 

and packed 10 to a display.—W. D. 

Allen Mfg. Co. 

135—A SANITATION ADVANCE 
has been made in the design of the 
“Igloo” portable water cooler. Crys- 
talining, a plastic lining, keeps drink- 

ing water and other liquids clear and 
taste-free. A new bottom reduces heat 

transfer.—Bettis Corporation. 

136—TAKE A LOAD OFF YOUR 
DOOR. New wrought steel hinge call- 
ed the “Anchor Hinge” has been de- 

signed to absorb additional stresses 
placed on door supports where door 
holders or closers are in use. The 
hinge is made in 5 x 4!” size and 
is fitted with 4 bearings.—McKinney 

Mfg. 

137—NEEDLE SHARP teeth are a 
feature of this new tree pruning de- 
vice which is actually a combination 
pruner head and pole saw. The blade 
on the pruner head is for clipping 
small branches up to one inch in di- 
ameter and the saw for larger limbs 
to five inches.—Seymour Smith & Son, 

Inc. 
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LITT 

E-A-S-Y to put up... 
HOME OWNERS CAN ERECT — no sstretch- 
ing tool needed. 

50 and 100 FT. ROLLS HANGS IN PLACE — on drive posts or 
Mesh—2” x 25¢— wooden posts. 

Gauge—No. 16 FITS UNEVEN GROUND — just by kinking 
Widths—24", 36”, 48”, line wires to remove slack. 
oe; 7. 

E-A-S-Y to sell... 
ONE-THIRD LOWER COST — means more prospects can afford to buy. 

LONGER LIFE — galvanized after welding for greater rust resistance. 

BETTER LOOKING — smaller mesh increases attractiveness and protection. 

E-A-S-Y to promote... 
SALES AIDS PROVIDED — write for free posters and newspaper mats. 

. «and wecan say the same about... 

Gard:N-Beauty 

FLOWER 
BORDER 

COMPLETE WITH 
14 SLIP-IN STAKES 

50 ft. rolls, 2° x 25’ Mesh, No. 16 

gauge, 18” width. 

} 

WIRE 
Propucts 

— te 

For Details Circle 11 on INQUIRY CARD 

NEW PRODUCTS 

138—PUMP WITCH pipe puller, that 
can be used as a rental unit or by 

store’s service dept., will set or pull 
pipe at a rate of 12 to 15 feet per 

minute. Unit can be operated by one 

man, and handles pipe up to 2 inches. 
—The Charles Machine Works. 

139—EXPANDED LINE of Hunter 
bright plated wrenches now includes 
a line of hex Drivers, Torque Drivers, 

a complete range of hex keys in short, 

long and extra long series, as well as 
various assortments, all packaged in 
plastic kits—Hunter Tools. 

140—ALL - PURPOSE Cory “Capri” 
automatic electric percolator has large 
3-to-10-cup capacity and is ideal for 
family or “party” coffee making. Unit 
has beautiful chrome finish and fea- 
tures drip-proof pouring spout and 
heat proof plastic handle and base.— 
Cory Corp. 

HARDWARE WORLD 
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[ BETTER BUY Y NATIONAL 14 

“NAT” STANDS OUT 
for one-source buying 

Want to reduce your fastener handling and ordering problems? 
Switch to one-source buying. National stands out as your most logical single source 
because: 1. It’s the complete line. 2. Packaging is uniform, colorful, with buy appeal. 
3. Color-coded labeling makes stock handling easier. 4. Quality is unsurpassed 
assures constant customer satisfaction. 

Standardize on National and eliminate costly prob- 

lems of multiple-source buying and handling. Sell 
National, and you'll be selling the complete quality 

line—the one that stands out. 

Ask Your Distributor... He Knows 

NATIONAL SCREW & MFG. co. OF CAL. 
3423 So. Garfield Ave., Los Angeles 22, Cal. 

ene i ; 54 CHAINS Div. of The National Screw & Mfg. Company, Cleveland 4, Ohio 
HOISTS 19 } = ; 

For Details Circle 13 on INQUIRY CARD 
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Fase . 

ee! Sbarkling New PowerTools 

2 New-HotHomeotions _ 

3 New Long-Profit Deals 



A sparkling new 6%” saw at a special introductory price. A new, improved 1%” drill. Most powerful drill for the money. 

Makes every cut required—even 2” lumber at 45° bevel. Power- Now a full 2.5 amps! New helical gearing delivers increased 

packed motor — over 1 horsepower! Exclusive ‘Vari -Torque” power smoothly, efficiently. Cool-running! Geared chuck and 

slip clutch. Lightweight, compact. Foolproof lower blade guard. key. Safety-type trigger switch and locking device. Compact, 

Regular $54.95 value. Model 536 now only $49% rugged, yet weighs only 3% Ibs. Model 549—$28%5 

@w Powerloo 

New, heavy-duty, ball-bearing 61%” saw for the craftsman who All new SKIL Jig Saw! Full 4” stroke: maximum cut 2” lumber. 

wants the best. Professional-type saw! Extra powerful motor— Powerful motor, 3350 strokes per minute. Accurate, versatile 

helical gears. Exclusive “Vari-Torque” slip clutch guards — cuts straight lines, curves, short radius, irregular shapes. 

against motor burn-out, excessive wear on gears, bearings. Lightweight, compact — weighs just 3% Ibs. Easy-to-use, com- 

Foolproof lower guard! Model 552—$6495 pletely safe to operate. Model 511—%425° 



It’s the only way to describe the new SKIL 

program. From product to customer every step 

has been planned to sell more SKIL power 
tools for you. 

e Nationally advertised to reach all of your very best 

power tool prospects: 

LIFE SATURDAY EVENING POST 

SUNSET BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS 

POPULAR SCIENCE POPULAR MECHANICS 

PLUS 
e Powerful “profit package"’ that adds eye appeal to 

buy appeal. 

e Exciting new window displays. 

e A complete package of local tie-in promotions. 

e Cash advertising allowances for local ads. 

e Sell-yourself’’ packaging for all SKIL tools. 

jay Ev ening 

“re 
The Saturc 

D 

SKIL 
TOOL CENTER. 

Tool Center Display No. 18630 

Display this SKIL TOOL CENTER 

The hottest power tool display ever offered. Every SKIL 

advertisement urges buyers to look for this selling display 

at their local dealer. It draws buyers to your store. Be sure 

to have it ready when the Spring buying season starts. 



GAL PROFIT SENSE 
SKIL quality merchandise helps you get the top HERE'S YOUR stele 

u 

profit dollar from every SKIL power tool sale. emaasianninial Retail 

Your customers know that SKIL is the choice of HE fas Pod og 

professional buyers. Now, we tell them that you sell 1 sy Bae tO 

these same professional quality tools at home work- It costs you only 
YOUR PROFIT 

shop prices. We also tell them that SKIL quality does PLUS 
ns ¢ $10.00 advertising allowance certificate 

cost more . . . let them know that it is not a “‘cut- AND 

price” line. What’s more, the special price incentive BONUS PACKAGE 
. Special stock i ti lan: A tra 5% di t i] 

plan for the Spring program helps you make a longer additional purchases of SKILSAWS Models 552, 553 or 
fit with th SKIL lin 554! Offer expires March 31, 1957. 

pront wi e eC. 

SKIL tools are on the move in 1957! Exciting new 

tools. Powerful national advertising. Strong mer- 

chandising tools. They all help pull customers into 

your store. Timed to sell when people buy power 

tools for their Spring projects. There is no time to 

wait. Send for complete facts today. Just mail in 

the coupon and we’ll get you the details. 

——_ a deceit ieaiiatieaiaaiiiaiiliiiai 

SKIL Corporation, Dept. M-12 

5033 Elston Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois 

[-] Send me SKIL tool center Display No. 18630 plus all the SKIL 

| 
| 
| 
| 

7 selling helps. Bill me through the wholesaler below. 

| () Please have a salesman call on me with more details. 

| 

My wholesaler's name. 

| My name 

| 
| 

| 
| al i ida a 

Products of SKIL Corporation Factory branches in all leading cities. 

Printed in U.S.A. Prices subject to change without notice. F-14224 



Set up a simple display like this 

and see what happens... 
You don’t have to wait ’til the fly 
season arrives to sell screening. In 
fact, the current and growing “do-it- 
yourself” trend makes screening an 
all year business which really booms 
before the early spring thaws set in. 
So, now is not too soon to start show- 
ing Cyclone Insect Wire Screening 

and Cyclone Hardware Cloth. 

DO /T NOW! 
This early promotion on 

CYCLONE QUALITY PRODUCTS 

will put you a jump ahead 
of competition. 

An attractive, easy-to-make display, 

something like the one shown above, 
should certainly make a lot of home- 
owners aware of the advantages of 

doing their re-screening themselves. 

And when you’re making the sale, 

be sure to impress upon your cus- 
tomers the top quality of the 
Cyclone products they are buying. 

Point out to them the superior ccn- 
struction of these fine products .. . 

PRE-SEASON SPECIAL 
FOR 

"DO-IT- YOURSELF” 
SCREENERS! 

CYCLONE INSECT WIRE SCREENING 

.OO¢ PER FOOT 
CYCLONE HARDWARE CLOTH 

.OOF PER FOOT 

TACKS. ....00¢ PER BOX 
HAMMERS. .OO¢ AND UP 
SNIPPERS. .OO¢ AND UP 
DOORS... .OO¢ AND UP 

HOW ARE YOU FIXED FOR STOCK? 

Better take a look at your inventory now, 
for you can’t sell what you don't have on 
hand. Your jobber can take care of your 
orders in a hurry. Be sure to have plenty 
of Cyclone Insect Wire Screening in all 
three types—Galvanized, Bronze and Alu- 

minum—in stock. It comes in standard 18 
x 14 mesh, in 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 42, 
and 48-inch widths. Cyclone Hardware 
Cloth is available in 2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4.x 4, and 
8 x 8 mesh sizes. Also in 34” and 54” heavy 
grades... in 24, 30, 36 and 48-inch widths. 

how the improved selvage insures a 

snug, flat fit . . . makes both the 
insect screening and hardware cloth 
easier to handle. 

CYCLONE FENCE DEPARTMENT, AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE DIVISION, UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION 

WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS + SALES OFFICES COAST-TO-COAST + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, NEW YORK + PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS—OAKLAND, CALIF. 

USS CYCLONE «ped faq 
HARDWARE PRODUCTS 

CLOTH 
HAROW ead Fabric 

Welded, tdge-W 

— nn 
aT at 

oe + 

i =< 

WIRE SCREENING 
onze Aluminum 

a 

insect FLEXIBLE STE 
Galvanized Br ° 
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YOU CAN PUT YOUR 

CONFIDENCE IN THE MIKE 
VINYL WEATHER STRIPPING 
BRAIDED NYLON LINE 
SEINE TWINES 
SEINE CORDS 
TROT LINES 
STAGING 
VENETIAN BLIND CORD 
SASH CORDS 
CLOTHES LINES 
MASON LINES 
FISHING LINES 
NYLON CASTING LINES 
STARTER ROPE 
JUMP ROPE 
MOP HEADS 
WRAPPING TWINES 
KITCHEN LINES 
EXPRESS TWINES 
CHALK LINES 
PARCEL POST TWINES 
POLISHED INDIA TWINES 
PLASTIC CLOTHES LINES 
JUTE TWINE 

This itemis RED HOT 

WEATHER 
STRIPPING 
COMPLETE 
DO IT YOURSELF KIT 

) SAVES ON testing 
cost, seals out cold, dirt, noise, 

dust and drafts. 

EASY FOR YOU .. 
apply to wood or metal, can be paint- 

ed any color. 

LONG LASTING meisture 
and temperature changes will not affect this 

vinyl weather stripping. 

18 FEET tacks inccuneo 

Full directions on reverse side of label ART. 902 

KT orvers OF $50.00 OR MORE, FREIGHT | 
PREPAID. Orders of less than $20.00 f.o.b. Mill, 

Lawndale, N. C., Van Nuys, Calif., Marietta, Min- 

nesota, Dallas, Texas, or Waynetown, Ind. Orders 
of $20.00 to $50.00, freight allowed to $1.00 per 
cwt. Freight prepaid does not include extra charges 
incurred outside carrier's regular zone of eee 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 

100% VINYL 
. WEATHER STRIPPING 

KIT 

18 FEET e TACKS INCLUDED 

Hammer and scissors only tools 

needed— enough for average 

door or window. 

—for All Purpose weather stripping 

—for heating or air conditioning 

insulation—Grey color 

Packed 12 to box 

in individual display Polyethylene bags 

Price per box — $7.20 

When you display the MIG line- 

it Sells! 
LAWNDALE, NORTH CAROLINA 

ESTABLISHED IN 1873 
For Details Circle 16 on INQ 

4 

Cleveland Mills Com - 7261 Sepulveda Bhd. Marie 
Van Nuys, California i 

R 

22 

Y CARD 

3104 Gaston Ave. 
Minnesota Dallas 26, Texas 

Waynetown, Indiana 
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YARDLEY Ww 
...pioneer of improvements , : i TOUGH... 
in plastic pipe out-performs 

now introduces : ms 

NYLON 
INSERT FITTINGS 

for use with PLASTIC PIPE 

MADE OF ZYTEL® NYLON RESIN 
Manufactured in accordance with Yardley’s exacting quality standards, these 
fittings are made of Du Pont Zytel nylon resin—the engineering material 
widely used for gears, cams and bearings. Each nylon fitting bears the seal 
of the National Sanitation Foundation. 

NYLON FITTINGS REPLACE ALL TYPES OF METAL 
No need to stock metal fittings. The new Yardley Nylon fittings resist repeated 
impact blows of 42 ft. pounds — damaging blows to fittings made of brass or 
steel. Most sizes are priced below brass; resistance to corrosion is a big advan- 
tage over ferrous metals. 

GREATER OVERALL LENGTHS 
Yardley’s advanced design provides nylon fittings with shanks of greater 

INSERT THREAD ADAPTER overall length, longer than metal fittings, for extra clamping space. Yardley 
Item No. 25AN Nylon adaptors, couplings, tees and ells, for use with any ID flexible poly- 

ethylene pipe, are available in sizes: 44”, 34”, 1", 144" and 2”. 

NOW, greater-than-ever profit 
opportunities for you with the 
YARDLEY quality line of fittings, 
flexible and rigid plastic - Pressulia 

Yardley Nylon Insert Fittings are 

packaged in multi-colored cartons 
a Ve with high display visibility. 

YARDLEY PLASTICS CO. 
Cae 142 Parsons Avenue 
a ' Columbus 15, Ohio 

pe 7, COUPON i 

Send me complete information about Yardley Nylon 

insert fittings. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

INSERT ELBOW INSERT TEE 
Item No. 36AN Item No. 35AN 

For Details Circle 18 on INQUIRY CARD 
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NOW ms) 
More reasons than ever to sell Wis MODELS 

ECLIPSE tne compete tine promotionally 
dd up the reasons for selling any brand of e d a 

mower and Eclipse comes out ’way ahead every price & 

time. Eclipse gives you 19 models of power mowers Here’s your chance to attract even 
more customers with two low cost 

(rotary, reel and sickle bar) and 5 hand models. mowers with the Pr ont Beli os tau 
; and quality. Now you can sell all the 

It’s the standard of comparison in the industry... mower market with a chance to sell up 
4 4 to better profits. 

provides excellent discounts . . . practical sales aids. . 

unsurpassed service facilities . . . convenient warehouses 1 8’ BEL M AR 

. iron clad guarantee from the factory. And repair 
: ; PRICED TO ¢ 

parts are always available for any Eclipse mower ever SeLL AT 99” 3 

built. Most important of all—ECLIPSE works to 
Here’sreal quality at an econ- 

i . 4 cycle Briggs & [f protect your profits—even offers a profit-protected omy price, 4 ayeie Briegs. & Te 

retail credit plan. controls. 

” 

Convenient Eclipse Distributors: 17 PAL 

PRICED TO 
ARIZONA Stockton, Austin Brothers OREGON y : SELL AT $§Q95 

Phoenix. Mallco H. San Diego, McBride Distributing Compan nix, Malico Hardware Distributors San Francisco, Baker & Pearse ated Portland, May Hardware Company a“ 

CALIFORNIA San Francisco, A. J. Glesener Co., Inc. Gs eds 
Los Angeles, Aggeler & Musser Seed Co. San Francisco, J. W. Jewett Company — Nationally advertised? 2 a Angsiee ——, Hardware Company IDAHO be rere — oe Co. ; 3 cycle POWER PROD- 

Los hageten, Hoffman “ers oni Boise, Davis Supply Company, Inc. ne ee ee On C | UCTS engine. Leaf 

Long Beach, American Wholesale Hdwe. Co MONTANA WASHINGTON mulcher included. 
Pico, Co-Agencies, Inc. Billings, Winter Hardware Company Seattle, Hardware Distributing Co. 

The Eclipse Lawn Mower Co., Div. Buffalo-Eclipse Corporation - Dept. 2723-F - Prophetstown, Ill 
For Details Circle 17 on INQUIRY CARD 
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WASHINGT 

— By N. R. REGEIMBAL 

or WESTERNERS 
Chilton News Bureau, Washington, D. C. 

Rail Freight Rates Push Transportation Costs 

Up As Westerners Fight For Shipping Tax Repeal 

Transportation costs, already several notches higher than a year 
ago, appear likely to continue rising in 1957. Pressure for rate 

increases for rail, truck, and mail shipments is strong. 

Meanwhile, prospects are dim 
that Congress will go along with 
demands of Western business- 
men for repeal of the 3 percent 

excise tax on freight and 10 per- 
cent on passengers. The rising 
cost of government virtually 
rules out any broad excise tax 
cuts. 

Railroad freight rates are al- 
ready up 5 percent on Western 
lines; 5 percent on interconti- 

nental shipments, and 7 percent 

on Eastern lines. The Interstate 
Commerce Commission, which 
recently approved these “emer- 
gency” increases, will act late 

this spring on the remainder of 
the railroad rate increase re- 
quests, which now total 22 per- 
cent. 

In addition, the ICC recently 
approved a 4 percent increase in 
the rates for most less-than- 
carload shipments sent by Rail- 
way Express. Freight forward- 
ers — firms which contract to 
ship merchandise by rail and 
truck—are expected to seek rate 
increases similar to whatever is 

granted to the railroads. 
And postal rates, too, may be 

due for a sharp increase. Postal 
officials, with White House ap- 
proval, are again going to ask 

Congress to raise mail rates by 
about 33 percent, including par- 

FEBRUARY 1957 

cel post rates. 
Among the Westerners who 

testified before Congress seek- 
ing repeal of the excise taxes on 

transportation were D. R. Mac- 
Donald, traffic manager of But- 

ler Bros., a Los Angeles depart- 
ment store, and Preston W. 
Davis, representing the Los An- 
geles Chamber of Commerce. 

Mr. MacDonald, speaking for 
the Western Traffic Conference, 
pointed out that the taxes are 
“discriminatory,” because they 
force the Coast retailer to pay 
“over three times more tax 
based on freight charges” than a 

Cleveland merchant for identical 
merchandise purchased at an 
identical cost from the same 
source and sold at the same 
price. 

Mr. Davis argued that the 
freight tax especially hurts 

smaller merchants buying in 

smaller quantities because of 
higher freight rates. The tax 
also permits large volume ship- 
pers to establish their own haul- 
ing systems and escape the tax, 
thus giving them a further com- 
petitive advantage, he added. 
The passenger tax, he contended, 

holds down tourist travel, which 
hurts Western businessmen. 

SALES TO FARMERS this 

year appear increasingly prom- 
ising. Farmers’ income is ex- 

pected to be up 5 percent over 
1956, and 10 percent better than 
1955. Farm equipment makers 
predict a 15 percent gain in 
sales. The average farmer in 

1954, according to the U. S. 
Census Bureau spent $1,069 for 
livestock and poultry feed and 
several hundred dollars for fer- 

tilizer and lime. 

HOUSING DECLINE, espe- 
cially sharp in the West, shows 
little sign of picking up. Credit 
funds will remain tight. Strong 
opposition is showing up to pro- 

posals for Congress to raise the 
interest rate on Veterans Ad- 
ministration home loans from 
414 percent to 5 percent, to 

match a recent action on Fed- 
eral Housing Administration 
loans . . . Raising the VA rate 
would cost the vets $500 mil- 

lion in additional interest, Rep. 

Wright Patman, D., Texas, says. 
The housing sag has particu- 
larly hurt Western lumber pro- 
ducers . . . Shipments are off 
12 to 26 percent below 1955. 

NEW HIGHWAY locations 

are being pinpointed by state of- 
ficials . . . More than half of the 
40,000 miles of interstate ex- 
pressways already are located, 
including most of those in Colo- 
rado, New Mexico, and Texas. 
California has located 30 percent 
of its 2,159 miles; Arizona 36 

percent of its 1,187 miles; Ore- 

gon 60 percent of its 757 miles, 
and Washington 67 percent of 
its 632 miles. 

25 



A&B 
TAPPING 
SCREWS 

Slotted or Phillips. Steel or almuinum. Flat, 
round, oval, pan or truss head styles. In bulk 
or EZ to C © packages. No. 4 to No. 14 diam- 
eters, Y4'' to 255 long. Write Box 1360-HW, 
Statesville, N. C. for Catalog C-3 and Stock 
List. 

= 

By South 
scRew COMPANY 
STATESWHLAL = MORTH CAROLINA 

Warehouses: New York Chicego 
Dalics Los Angeles 

Southern. 

Slotted or Phillips in steel, brass, aluminum 
or stainless steel. Fiat, round, oval, pan, 
truss, binding or fillister head styles. In bulk 
or EZ to C © packages. 2-56 to 3-16 tb diam- 
eters, /,"" to 6° long. Write Box 1360-HW, 
Statesville, N. C. for Catalog C-3 and Stock 

scREW COMPANY 
sravesy 

Warehouses: New York Chicago 
Delics Los Angeles 

CARRIAGE 
BOLTS 

Roll-thread, undersize shank in steel with 
standard heads and American standard 
square nuts, 3/16", ¥/,", 5/16" and %" 
diameters up to 6°’ long. Available in bulk 
or EZ to C © packages. Write Box 1360-HW, 
—r N. C. for Catalog C-3 and Stock 
ist. 

SCREW COMPANY 

Warehouses: New York Chicago 
Dolias Los Angeles 

Sold Through Leading Wholesale Distributors 
For Details Circle 19 on INQUIRY CARD 

Southern. 

Slotted or Phillips im steel, brass, silicon 
bronze, alumi or inl steel. Flat, 
round, oval or special head styles. In bulk 

or EZ to C © packages. No. 0 to No. 24 diam- 
eters, 3/16" to 6 long. Write Box 1360- 
HW, Statesville, N. C. for Catalog (€-3 and 

Stock List. 

South 
SCREW COMPANY 
STATESWHAK = mORTH cam@cimd 

Warehouses: New York Chicago 

Dalles Los Angeles 

STOVE 
BOLTS 

Slotted steel with flat, round or truss head 

styles. Square nuts unassembled. In bulk or 

EZ to C © packages. '/,"’ to 3" diameters, %/"' 

to 6" long. Write Box 1360-HW, Statesville, 

N. C. for Catalog C-3 and Stock List. 

South 
SCREW COMPANY 

Warehouses: New York Chicago 
Dalics Los Angeles 

HANGER 
BOLTS 

Piain or fluted center in steel with square 

nuts unassembled. Furnished from stock in 

Y,"", 5/16, and %'' diameters, up to 6" 

long. Write Box 1360-HW, Statesville, N. C 

for Catalog C-3 and Stock List. 

> 

ed 

Warehouses: New York Chicogo 

Dallas Los Angeles 
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MONTAGUE-OCEAN CITY ROD & REEL COMPANY 

PHILADELPHIA 34, PA 



Heads 
New 
Quick 
Coast 
Sales 
Division 

Glenn 

Cottrell 

PORTLAND—Opening of a new 
Pacific Coast sales division with head- 
quarters in Portland, and the appoint- 
ment of Glenn Cottrell as manager of 

the division has been announced by 

Quick Manufacturing, Inc. 
Mr. Cottrell joins Quick after two 

years with Mitchell, Lewis and Staver, 

Portland distributor of agricultural 
and garden equipment and supplies. 

ee ee ee) 

RE 

NEWLY ELECTED vice president in 
charge of sales John Schmidt (left), 
of New Plastic Corporation, Los An- 

geles, California, discuses new cost ac- 

counting equipment with firm’s presi- 
dent, J. A. Carmien. Mr. Schmidt has 

been with the firm for 15 years, and 
for the past three years he was sales 

manager of firm’s tool division. 
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LATEST IN MERCHANDISE AND MERCHANDISING IDEAS will be 
brought first-hand to hardware, lumber and sporting goods dealers throughout 
Wyoming by means of the “Salesmaker Showcase,” a 27 foot house trailer 
which has been specially equipped and outfitted for display purposes, by the 
Wyoming Hardware Company, Casper, Wyoming. The exterior of the trailer 
is painted to match the station wagon (top) which is used to pull it. Inside 
(below), two of the walls have been equipped with Pegboard panels and other 
display fixtures. Currently the unit is touring the state with samples of fishing 
tackle and allied lines. Other proposed tours will cover lawn and garden tools, 
fall hunting needs, housewares and builders hardware. When unit is not in 
use as a traveling showcase, there is enough room for the firm to hold sales 

meetings in various areas. More News About People and Firms on Page 71 
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ABOUT 

PEOPLE 

Joins 
Barkell 
Co. 

C. R. (Rod) Adams, formerly Sac- 
ramento branch manager of the M. 

Seller Co., has been appointed a terri- 
torial representative of the Robert S. 
Barkell Co. of Berkeley, California. 

According to Robert S. Barkell, 

president of the representative firm, 
Mr. Adams will cover the San Joaquin 
and Sacramento Valleys, Nevada, 
Oregon and Washington. 

A veteran of 30 years in the house- 
wares and hardware fields, Mr. Adams 
started in 1926 with Baker & Hamil- 

ton, San Francisco wholesalers. In 
1926 he became a buyer for the Palace 
Hardware Company, San Francisco 

retailer. He joined the M. Seller Co. 
in 1929 as a salesman in San Fran- 
cisco. Subsequently he became house- 
wares buyer and in 1953 was appoint- 
ed sales manager of the San Fran- 

cisco office. He became manager of the 

Sacramento branch of the firm in June 
1955. 

He has been very active in the 
housewares industry activities and is 
a past president of the San Francisco 
Pot & Kettle Club. 

David Linzer Opens Branch 

LOS ANGELES — Officers for its 
new West Coast sales division have 
been opened by David Linzer & Sons, 

Inc., N. Y. C., at 2343 Saybrook Ave- 
nue, Los Angeles. Heading the new 

branch office of the 65-year-old paint 
brush firm, is Joseph Barnett who, 

most recently, was district sales man- 

ager for the 11 Western States. 
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GETTING THE “LOW-DOWN" ON “DREAM STORE” CONTEST 

SALES MEETING TO SELL A CONTEST occupies attention of these gentle- 
men at Nusbaum Wholesale Hardware Company, San Francisco, who listen to 

John Fordyce (second from left), Northern California representative for the 
Lee Arter Company, explain how a retailer could enter the event sponsored by 

Kordite Co., Division of Textron Inc. Arthur Nusbaum is holding more pro- 

motional material that these men will use in selling dealers on the advisability 
of entering the contest that offers two grand prizes of a $5000 remodeling job 

each. Employees of Nusbaum Wholesale Hardware (seated left to right) are: 
Gene Quinn; Harry Rose; and Morry Witte. Standing (left to right) are: 

George Hamber; Bud Goldman; Joe Hamilton; Harold Aborne; and Richard 
Levy, firms sales manager. Other members of the Lee Arter Company have 
been holding similar sales meetings in their respective territories to promote 
this contest. 

GETTING LATEST INFORMATION ON ASSOCIATED P & K CONVENTION 

. . 4 4 .* by ee 

THE DENVER POT AND KETTLE CLUB made a wise move when they made 

Dave Bartelme, San Francisco club member wearing the Alpine hat, an honor- 
ary member of the Denver Club. Mr. Bartelme, a former president of the 

Asociated Pot and Kettle Clubs of America, also received a packet of promo- 
tional material and reservation tickets for the National Convention of the 
Associated P & K Clubs, which will be held at the Stanley Hotel, Estes Park, 
Colorado, June 23-26, under the sponsorship of the Denver club. Checking 
various modes of transportation in the space of the Lionel Corporation, the 
Western Merchandise Mart, San Francisco, (left to right) are: Elwyn Knight, 

associate editor of HARDWARE WORLD; Mary Lou Sibert, Lionel Corp.; Mr. 
Bartelme, Bart-Kinnison Co.; Hank Siess, Lionel Corp.; and Jack Jackson, of 

Jackson Sales. 
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§ ‘Do It 

Give You 40% Profit 

Low Price Flat Varnish brushes for quick 
sales. 6 doz. assorted 1”, 114” and 2”. 

GOOD BRUSHES WILL MAKE A] ie 
THAT PAINT 08 SO, MUCH ULI 

Comfo 

Pure Bristle . . . popular Wall brushes move 
fast! 2 doz. assorted 3”, 314” and 4”. 

56-C 
Pure Bristle, medium grade Wall 57-E & 57-F 
Brushes. 1 doz. assorted 3”, 314” and 4”. 

Choice of two assortments: 57-E, Tynex Nylon and 57-F Pure Bristles (Illustrated above). 
Sturdy wire rack displays 3-9/12 Doz. 1%)” to 4” Brushes. Colorful display sign. Brushes 
are mounted on rack through a drilled hole in the handle—a useful and very modern feature. 
Each brush wrapped in eye-appealing jacket printed with full instructions on use and care. 

SIX ATTRACTIVE ASSORTMENTS 
Each in Free Modern Sales Booster Display 

e Recognized Line ¢ Quality Brushes 
e Rapid Sellers e Satisfied Trade 

Each display a credit to your store—each highlighted with selling copy that 
makes instant sales. Remember Morck Displays Pay You 40% Profit. Hand Wire Scratch . . . 2 dozen sturdy 

wire brushes with shoe handle grip. 
Ask Your Distributor To Show You Full Line Of Assortments 

Worch Brush Division 
25th STREET AND POTRERO AVENUE 

SAN FRANCISCO 10, CALIFORNIA 

BRUSHES - PAINTS - GLASS - CHEMICALS - PLASTICS 

PITTSBURGH Pe ATE GLASS COMPANY 

For Details Circle 21 on INQUIRY CARD 
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This neat, handsome rack is made of 

sturdy tubular aluminum. Equipped with 
two roller dispensing shelves. Set it up 

front in your store! 

{ 
COMPACT SINGLE RACK... 

fits snugly against wall. Has 
special roller-equipped dis- 

pensing shelf and space for 
extra screening rolls. 

LOOKS LIKE A MILLION... 
SELLS LIKE A MILLION ! 

You can double your screening sales with 

OPAL’S New Rack Deals... read why! 

Again and again dealers have proved they could boost 
sales with OPAL'’S Screening Racks. Last year some 
jumped profits 100% ...and even more. 

This newest OPAL double rack (shown above) was 
designed in answer to many requests. It holds five rolls 
of Opal Insect Wire Screening on each side. Neat, con- 
venient ... equipped with two roller dispensing shelves. 
Truly a merchandiser without equal in the wire 

screening field. Put it to work for YOU! 

/ 
Manufactured exclusively by 

NEW YORK WIRE CLOTH COMPANY 
YORK, PENNSYLVANIA 

“America’s fastest-selling 
quality screening.” 

Five Big RACK AND ROLL DEALS 

Now you can have this handsome rack loaded with OPAL 
Aluminum and/or Galvanized screening in all popular 
sizes... in FIVE SURE-FIRE PROFIT-MAKING DEALS. 

REMEMBER, OPAL Screening is recognized for highest 
quality everywhere. Multi-Strand Selvage provides extra 
strength, keeps screening flat and easy to handle. Exclusive 
“marked and measured edge’’ assures accuracy . . . speeds in- 
ventory. If your distributor can’t give you full details about 
all the new Opal deals, mail the coupon NOW! 

NEW YORK WIRE CLOTH COMPANY 
Dept. HW, York, Penna. 

I'm interested in your new OPAL Screening RACK and ROLL Deals. 
Please send full details to: 

NAME 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY. ZONE___STATE 

For Details Circle 22 on INQUIRY CARD 
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"“CRESTOGRIP” 
A new and better Utility Plier 

- QUICK, POSITIVE 

ADJUSTMENT J 
4 

( Cut-away view 
shows joint 

ae il oo 
bearing surface capable of heavy 
loads. 

CRESTOGRIP No. P210 Utility Plier should not 

HALF A CENTURY be confused with ordinary “slip-joint” pliers. Its box 

OF FINE TOOLS joint provides twice the strength of the conventional 

lap joint and eliminates sideways twist and strain. 

The Crescent Wrench, originated It will grip flat, square, hex or round objects with 

in 1907, is probably the most im- powerful leverage. Adjusts to four positions up to 

itated hand tool in the world to- 144" capacity. It has no rivet projections and meas- 

day. Through the years Crescent ures only 14” at its thickest point. Handsomely fin- 

has not only improved this famous ished in rust-resistant zinc plate. Overall length, 914”. 

wrench but hasdesigned many new 

tools to fill the needs of changing 

industry and specialized skills. 

Crescent Tools are sold by Hard- ERIN. 

ware Dealers and Industrial Dis- CRESCENT TOOLS — =) 

tributors everywhere. Gi Wi pater _, os. 
as-#) 
x 

Yign of the Artisan 

Tymblol of COrcellence 

WA 

Crescent is our trade-mark, registered in the United Stotes and abroad, for wrenches and other tools. Sold by leading distributors and retailers everywhere and made only by 

CRESCENT TOOL COMPANY, JAMESTOWN, NEW YOR K 
For Details Circle 23 on INQUIRY CARD 
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SCREW SHANK FLOORING NAIL — 
Ideal for hardwood flooring and Mason- 
ite applications, these nails come in 6d, 
7d and 8d sizes. Choice of Oil Quench 
Hardened or Bright Stiff Stock. a 
RING SHANK GYPSUM WALL BOARD 
NAIL —Recommended by the Gypsum 
Association for Gypsum Wall Board Ap- 
plications (11/4 length). Other available 

lengths include 1344 and 12”. 

screw and 
ring shank 
nails 

RING SHANK HUMMER NAIL—A ce- 
ment-coated nail recommended by the 
Certain-teed Corp. for Gypsum Wall 
Board applications. Size range 1%”, 
1%" and 2%". 

drive right 
Somnenal SSHrTETPeTererererneng! 

RING SHANK SIDING NAIL—lIdeal for 
shake siding applications, these nails 
are available in 144“ and 2” lengths. 
Hot galvanized coating for long life. 

and hold tight 

SSS 
SCREW OR RING SHANK PALLET NAIL 
(screw shank illustrated)—Specifical- 

ly designed for strong pallets, these 
nails range in length from 154“ through 
4’. They are available with smooth or 

checkered flat heads and a variety of 
finishes. 

<—es “" 

RING SHANK UNDERLAY NAILS —For 
laying plywood and Masonite subfloor, 

this 1%“ long nail is furnished either 
Bright or Oil Quench Hardened. 

If your customers need nails that won’t 

work out, loosen or pop after they’re 

driven .. . that actually improve their 

grip as time passes... sell them 

CFeI Screw and Ring Shank Nails. 

Manufactured under the rigid quality 

control of CFeI, these nails always 

have well-centered, well-formed heads 

and points. And CFe&I Screw and Ring 

RING SHANK STAPLE—These staples 
are designed for maximum holding 
power where strength is a must. Both 
1%" and 1%” lengths are available. 

Milian 
RING SHANK SPIKES—These spikes 
are ideally suited for construction of 
wooden bridges or heavy wooden struc- 
tures which require great holding power. 
Lengths range from 6” through 10”. 

as 

SCREW (above) OR RING SHANK 
(below) BOX AND COMMON BOX 
NAILS—For those every day odd jobs 
which require strength, rigidity and per- 
manence. Most popular sizes are 6d 
and 8d. 

All nails actual size. 

FEBRUARY 1957 

Shank Nails can be supplied in the 

following finishes—bright, galvanized, 

cement coated, blued or oil quenched. 

Contact your nearby CFel 

representative today for complete 

details on CF&I Screw and 

Ring Shank Nails. 

THE COLORADO FUEL AND IRON CORPORATION 

Albuquerque - Amarillo « Billings - Boise - Butte - Casper - Denver 

El Paso Ft. Worth Houston + Kansas City + Lincoln (Neb.) 

Los Angeles * Oakland + Oklahoma City + Phoenix + Portland 

Pueblo + Salt Lake City - San Francisco + Seattle - Spokane + Wichita 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES AT: Calgary - Edmonton + Vancouver 

For Details Circle 24 on INQUIRY CARD 



AIR-LITE 
OWENS-CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 

Easiest to frame 

longest lasting 

SS a ; 

———— 
Never needs maintenance fae | 

NRHA APPROVED DISPLAY 

Sell Air-LiTE Fiberglas*—most profitable screening 

you can handle—off this new, N.R.H.A. approved Display Rack. 

This traffic-stopper uses less than 4 feet of floor space 
to store, display and dispense the 6 most wanted 

Screening widths. Gets your sales story across even 
when you’re busy elsewhere in the store. 

_ -—- -<— -- wooo” 
-- -—— = 

FREE: $16 BONUS 

‘ Cloth 

Put the Am-Lire Fiberglas Rack E Furniture 
to work for you. Order 6 rolls 
of Screening now and the 
Rack is yours for less than reening- 
¥2 our cost. Shipment is 
prepaid. AND THAT’S 
NOT ALL. You also get a 
50 ft. Bonus roll of Air-LITE 
Fiberglas in popular 26” width 
—retail value about $16. 
A tremendous national 
advertising campaign in Store 
magazines and on TV will 
keep your stocks turning over Street 
fast. See your wholesaler or 
clip the coupon for more 

“ "nen 

information. Today, please. “or See 

wholesoler’s name 

*t/m OCF Corp. 

For Details Circle 25 on INQUIRY CARD 
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Beautiful new “ten-hundred” series-HAND DECORATED with exclusive BeautyWare design 

This beauty mark identifies genuine Beauty Ware 

The newest home fashion trend hails “Royat 
Rooster,” the charming decorating motif that’s 
sweeping the nation! The exclusive BeautyWare 

“RoyaL Rooster” pattern is colerfully Hanp 

DECORATED on heavy gauge white enameled steel. 
Available in complete matching ensembles. 

Stock BeautyWare “RoyaL Rooster” now — to 

spur your pantryware sales to new high figures! 



LwLroducing - - a new slim selling silhouette for '57 

Health-o-Meter 

Pr Wf 

Once again... Health-o-Meter gives you a distinct sales 

edge over any other bath scale! None have the Model 87’s 

sleek, flat, sheer design...a design that brings the beauty 

of modern simplicity into any bathroom. 

Other features that will captivate your customers: 

Retails for only @ Exclusive built-in handle for safe, sure 
: 95 lifting. 

1] ®@ Brilliant enameled finished colors accen- 

tuated by gold and chrome trim. 

Yet gives you maximum Wide-eyed 260-ib. capacity Panoramic 
profit per sale! Dial ends bending or squinting. 

All-chrome $1495 Precise weighing mechanism engineered 
Model 89 for extreme accuracy. 

All-gold finish Scuff-resistant, anti-skid vinyl platform 
Model 89G $18.95 mat. 

(Prices slightly higher ‘ . . . ; 
Banca and Wen Write now for infcrmation and quantity prices 

fe alt h-o- € a r Precision-built weighing instruments 

N for over 30 years. 

CONTINENTAL SCALE CORPORATION ¢« 5701 Claremont Avenue * Chicaao 36, Illinois 
For Details Circle 27 on INQUIRY CARD 
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NOTHING SELLS LIKE REPUTATION! 

Pennsylvania 
Most respected name in mowers since 1877 

Your business is built on the quality of the products 
you sell. Sell the best and you get known for it... 
you cash in on it. Not only today, but also tomorrow! 
That’s why it pays you most to sell the Pennsylvania 

Lawn Mower line. Simply because no mowers made 
today carry as fine a name for sheer quality! Stock 
them ... feature them! 

1957 Pennsylvania ROTARY POWER MOWERS 

18” Penn Acco 

Rotary Power Mower 

Now equipped with new hand throttle con- 

trol. Has easy starting 1.75 H.P., 4-cycle 

Briggs & Stratton engine with new low- 

tone muffler. Rewind or rope starter. 

Easily masters those tougher, faster- 

growing grasses — in addition to 

giving a “green velvet” trim to 

finer grassed lawns. 

Model 66118A (Rope Starter) 
Model 66218A (Rewind Starter) 

21” Penn Acco Self-propelled 

Rotary Power Mower 

Finest, easiest-to-use rotary you can sell! 

Rugged 2.75 H.P., 4-cycle Briggs & Strat- 

ton engine has plenty of extra power for 

both self-propulsion and heavy mow- 

ing. Low-tone muffler. Finger-tip free- 

wheeling and throttle controls make 

it easy for customers to match their 

walking speeds. 

Model 68221 
(Rewind Starter) 

20” Penn Acco 

Rotary Power Mower 

Has new hand throttle control. 2.25 H.P., 

4-cycle Briggs & Stratton engine with re- 

\, wind starter, low-tone muffler. As with 

all Penn Acco Rotaries, 

one front wheel may be 

staggered to prevent 

scalping. 

Model 67220A 

(Rewind Starter) 

al | ss) 
ON ALL 

PENN 

f:Yage) 

ROTARY 

MOWERS 

18” Penn Acco Electric Rotary Mower 

The quality electric for small lawn own- 

ers! Powered with special, heavy-duty 

Yy H.P., 3450 RPM motor. Mowing 

and body features same as 18” 

PENN ACCO Rotary. 

a 

Model 6601812 

a 

om,’ 



1957 Pennsylvania 

REEL POWER MOWERS 

a onl 
. 

oe .% 

New! Pennsylvania 

21” RIDING MOWER 
Pennsylvania’s answer to your 
“carriage-trade” market! A great 
new “sit-down” mower for large 

lawn care. “Has everything” 
plus all the quality that made 

Pennsylvania famous! Cuts a 
full 21” swath with Pennsylvania’s 

exclusive self- whetting mowing unit. 
3” wide semi-pneumatic tires give super 

traction. Large, padded coil spring seat. 

Model 42221C 

2.85 H.P., Continental ‘Red Seal’ Heavy Duty 
4 Cycle engine, rewind starter 

RIDING CYCLE converts most 
late model Pennsylvania 21” 

reel power mowers to riding 

mowers. 
Model 4430-2619 <==. 
TWIN TRAILER attachment widens 
scope of Pennsylvania Riding Mow- 

I Model 42 
er to full 56” mowing width. aineieneed 

Pennsylvania 18’ EXETER Power Mower 

Tailor-made for your mass market. Features 
easy-turning, tight-corner mowing. Has 
Pennsylvania’s exclusive double-ground, 
self-whetting blades that stay sharp for 
years of normal use. Dependable 1.75 
H.P., 4-cycle Briggs & Stratton en- 
gine has low-tone muffler. Rewind 
or rope starter. Exclusive grass 
stripper prevents fouling of drive 
chain, sprockets. Low cut mod- 
els also available for bent 
and fine grasses. 

Model 22118 (Rope Starter) 
Model 22218 (Rewind Starter) 

Model 22118LC (Rope Starter) 
Model 22218LC (Rewind Starter) 

Pennsylvania 21° DE LUXE Power Mower 

The finest reel power mower you can sell! 4 
Has new lever controls. Blades are full Model 40221 
spring-tempered, crucible-analysis, double- 
ground and self-whetting. 1.75 H.P., 4- 
cycle Briggs & Stratton engine has 
rewind starter, low-tone muffler. a 
Equipped with Pennsylvania’s 
grass stripper. Also available ly PENNA Cy 
with 7 blades for bent and 4 ————— 
other fine grasses. ee AY Wem ._ 
Model 407221—7-blade for creeping bent SS a . _ — «t 
and other fine grasses ili 

bee 

Specifications subject to change without notice. 

PENNSYLVANIA LAWN MOWER DIVISION 
American Chain & Cable Company, Inc. 

Stevens Lane, Exeter, Pennsylvania @ Bridgeport, Conn. 
Export Dept.: 230 Park Avenue, New York City, N. Y., U.S.A., Cable Address “AMCHAIN” N. Y. 

1957 Pennsylvania 

HAND MOWERS 

( See 
GREAT AMERICAN 

Best hand mower you can 

sell! 

Model 2415 (15) 
Model 2417 (17”) 
Model 2419 (19”) 

PENNA-LAWN 

Top value for medium price! 

2 models: 5-blade; 7-blade 

for bent and other fine 

grasses. 

Model 1516 (16”) 
Model 15716 (16” 7-blade) 

Model 706E 
(Trimmer and Edger) ‘os 

TRIMMER and EDGER 

A best seller! 3 tools in one 
— replaces half-moon hoe, 

grass hook, hand shears. 

Model 706A 

(Trimmer only) 

Pennsylvania 
SPECIAL 

Your high quality, 5-bladed 

mower at a low price. 16” 

width. 

Model 1416 (16”) 

PENNETTE 

Narrow in size, wide in ap- 

peal! 12” and 14” widths, 
4 blades. 

Model 2112 (12) 
Model 2114 (14”) 

Litho in USA 



ATTRACTIVE FRONT OF NEW STORE LOCATED IN SHOPPING CENTER AREA NEAR SALT 
LAKE CITY 

X CAN EQUAL SUCCESS 
Detail Planning Makes All Departments of New Store Run Smoothly 

MBARKING in a new busi- 

ness is always an adventure 
filled with many unknown equa- 

tions. X can equal many things: 

the sales volume, the gross 
profit, the overhead expense, lo- 

cation potential, competition, 
inventory, and employee func- 

tions. All these can be head- 
aches which no aspirin can re- 
lieve. 

Mr. Dean H. Adams, manager 

of Hofmann’s, the new hard- 
ware, sporting goods, and ap- 
pliance store at the Granger 

Shopping Center, located at 

3600 South and 2400 West, ap- 
proximately eight miles south- 

west of the center of Salt Lake 

City, Utah, has done much to 
eliminate the ‘new storeitis’ 

headaches. Before Mr. Adams, 
who has been in the hardware 

business for 11 years, accepted 
the location at the Granger 

Shopping Center he obtained 
reliable information from vari- 

ous sources which enabled him 
to estimate more accurately the 
potential sales possibilities for 

the area. 
The first thing to determine 
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. . - Hofmann's 

Salt Uake City, Utah 

was the population of the area 
to be served. Surveys showed 

that there were approximately 
110,000 people available within 
seven minutes driving distance 
of the Center. The age curve of 

the population was another im- 
portant factor which would in- 
dicate the merchandise needs. 

While the surrounding area had 
been a farming section for many 

years, the last ten years of ex- 
pansive home building had be- 

gun to fill the countryside with 
new home subdivisions housing 

young people with growing 
families. Their needs would be 

numerous in the basic house- 
hold items. 

A survey of the area in rela- 
tion to the subdivisions under 

construction and on the plan- 

ning boards also revealed the 
growing potential in the years 
ahead. The growth of industry 

with prospects of new enter- 
prises meaning larger payrolls 

and a good flow of money for 
the area foretold a growing 

sales volume that would guaran- 
tee the success of the new ven- 
ture. 

The size of the store was 

chosen for compact, easily ac- 
cessible arrangement of mer- 
chandise. Decorating 4,000 

square feet with a 50-foot front- 
age and 80-foot depth was done 
in neutral shades of grays with 
trims and accents in tan and 

brown shades. This color scheme 
made the space expansive and 
inviting, lending an air of quiet 

relaxation to the store. The lack 

of harsh colors furthered the 
enhancement of the display cen- 
ters allowing only the accents 

of color in the merchandise thus 

drawing the attention and in- 

terest of the customers in the 
store. The four main depart- 
ments: hardware, sporting 

goods, appliances and cookware 

and ceramics were plotted to 

the estimated volume for each 
department and made accessible 
in relation to their importance 

in the store’s traffic. 

Works Closely With Dept. Managers 

To give the store a versatile 

merchandising plan Mr. Adams 

delegated the managership of 
the sporting goods department 
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TOOLS, both hand tools and garden tools are displayed along the walls in the 

background, with related merchandise, including garden hose, seeds, etc., on 
compact fixtures on display in foreground. 

to Mr. Art Trott, who has been 

in the sporting goods merchan- 
dising field since 1921; the ap- 
pliance department to Mr. C. A. 
“Chic” Lund, who has _ spent 
two very competitive years in 
the appliance field; and by 
choice Mr. Adams handles the 
hardware department together 
with the general supervision of 

the store. A general sales meet- 

ing is held every two weeks in 
which is discussed all sales prob- 

lems by departments. Each de- 
partment manager presents his 
own solution and asks for sug- 
gestions from others. Mr. 
Adams does not project his own 

ideas on the others but tries to 
lead the group discussion into 
profitable channels. 

In addition to the bi-monthly 
sales meetings, whenever a new 

item or product is placed on the 
floor all the sales people get to- 

gether to discuss its merits 
among themselves, and if nec- 
essary practice selling each 

other the item, which gives them 

good ideas for their own sales 

presentation of the product. 

With the idea that customer 

satisfaction is the greatest as- 

set of the store, long a serious 

conviction of Mr. Adams that 

no product is better than the 

store that sells it, the customer 

is treated with courtesy and re- 

40 

spect regardless of whether he 

buys or not. If the salesmen 
in the store are busy when addi- 
tional customers enter, one of 
the salesmen makes a point to 
greet the new customer with a 
friendly smile and a hello if pos- 

sible. Thus, each customer is 
recognized and made to feel 
welcome, no one is allowed to 

wander unnoticed in the store 
and leave without a friendly 
greeting. Customer relations 

must be good, there is no pres- 
sure in selling. It is intended 

that customers be relaxed for 
Mr. Adams believes a relaxed 
person will make decisions in 

buying much easier and faster 

than the one who is pressured 
or buying under tension. The 

customer satisfaction under this 
relaxed buying is far greater 
and means much more repeat 

business. 

To aid the salesmen further 

in being more efficient in their 

work discussions are frequently 
held pertaining to customer 
classification. After the sales- 

man has fully explained the 
merchandise in which the cus- 

tomer is interested, he then asks 
for the order. If the customer 

hesitates, the salesman should 
know by the way that he acts 
whether the person does not 
intend to buy, or does not fully 
understand all good points of 

the merchandise applied to his 

needs. If the person does not 
intend to buy, the salesman does 
not spend too much time with 
him in pressing the sale, but 
gives him an easy, satisfied 
withdrawal. 

The customer who is unable 

to name his want, but is search- 

ing for something to fill a need, 

is given every assistance possi- 

ble. For example, a man came 

sor oe 

SPORTS DEPARTMENT MANAGER, Art Trott, examines a new fishing rod 
that has been added to the store’s stock. Rifles and shotguns are located in 
central location behind glass enclosed fixtures. 
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into the store wanting to join a 
1” pipe with a %” hose but 
didn’t know how to do it. When 

he was sold a coupling made just 
for that purpose he was might- 
ily pleased and left with a big 

“advertising smile” on his face. 

Such satisfied customers are 

good boosters. 

Keep Price in Line with Competition 

The pricing of merchandise is 

highly competitive in almost all 
fields of merchandise and each 

department manager is respon- 
sible for the prices in his de- 
partment. Mr. Adams stresses 

the importance of pricing com- 
petitively for he knows that 

should a customer come in the 
store and find only one article 

priced too high he immediately 
loses faith in the pricing struc- 
ture of every item in the store. 

Good leader items are used fre- 
quently and all sale articles are 

bonafide sales of stock merchan- 

dise. 
For example, competition was 

selling a Zebco Reel model 33 
for $14.95 which normally re- 
tailed for $19.50. This reel was 
sold in combination with a two- 
piece glass rod retailing for 
$12.50 for the total price of 

$19.50. This is felt to be a much 

better way of giving the public 
a better leader item rather than 
cutting the price of the reel 
alone. 

With only four employees, the 
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three men and one part-time 
woman who acts as cashier and 

sells in the cookware and ceram- 

ics department, Mr. Adams ex- 
pects to gross a healthy $125,- 
000 to $145,000 the first year. 
To do this with the prospects of 
growing steadily each year, he 

knows that no idea is too small 

to consider for use in futhering 

the sales potential of the store. 

Courtesy to people, in and out 

of the store, is of prime im- 

portance. The delievery man is 

instructed to drive carefully and 

courteously for his actions can 

be a good social front for the 

store. A reckless and inconsider- 

ate delivery truck driver can 
create much animosity against 

the store for whom he works. 

The store is always neat and 
clean. The merchandise is kept 
straight and orderly. The per- 

sonal appearance of each em- 
ployee must be clean and com- 

fortable. Mr. Adams wants his 
store to be a friendly, well- 

liked store. This idea is reflected 
wholeheartedly by the few words 

spoken to me by a redheaded 

customer who left the store at 

the same time, “Gee, isn’t this 

a swell store.” His blue eyes 

sparkled. ‘“‘We’re surely glad 

it’s here.” 

MANAGER, Dean H. Adams, (Top) 

who admits to being an avid reader 
of HARDWARE WORLD, stands 
proudly in the hand tool section. 

MOST COLORFUL part of the store 
is the housewares and cookware sec- 
tion shown here in the background. 
Power lawnmowers occupy a_ wide 
area shown in the foreground. 
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LARGE STRIP SIGN across front of store has been put 
in place to announce each clock sale as they are run. 

Pt 

MASS WINDOW DISPLAY OF CLOCKS attracts atten- 
tion of this shopper. Display represents many styles of 
modern clocks. 

. ee — ‘’ mn 

PULLED INSIDE by the outside signs and window display 
of clocks, customer is shown an alarm clock by smiling 

saleslady. 
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Not Satisfied With Normal Clock Sales, 

Maude Coffey, Store's Owner, Staged 

Promotion That Broke Previous Records 

and Won Her a Caribbean Cruise 

LECTRIC clocks will respond as readily as any 
other small appliance to specialized sales pro- 

motion and given the right slant can lead the 

field, according to Mrs. Maude Coffey, owner of 
Englewood Hardware Company, in Englewood, 
Colorado. 

Englewood Hardware Company, located in a 
populous Denver suburb,. has led all retailers in 

the seven-state Rocky Mountain area for clock 
sales, and has, in fact, carried out such a bang-up 
job of clock merchandising for the last two years 

that Mrs. Coffey last winter enjoyed a Caribbean 
cruise for 15 days, as a guest of the General Elec- 
tric Company. 

The whole operation began when in assaying 
sales records in her two store in the downtown 

HAVING MADE HER SELECTION, customer reaches 
into her purse for money to complete the transaction as 
saleslady stands by. 
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Times Clock Promotion 

To Tie-in With Two Sales Events 

. . » Englewood Hardware Company 

Englewood district, Mrs. Coffey turned up some 

disappointing figures in electric clock turnover. 

True, the store was selling a “normal volume” 
but Mrs. Coffey felt that sales should hit a much 

better average and decided to “do something 
about it.” Conveniently enough, the announce- 

ment of GE’s dealer competition on all of its ap- 
pliance lines came along shortly afterwards and 
lent additional impetus to the selling program 
which Mrs. Coffey had already envisaged. 

“We had a lot of reasons for feeling that the 
clock market hadn’t been scratched,” she pointed 
out, “one of them was the fact that literally thou-. 
sands of new families had been moving into the 

area. Another was that we had enlarged our 
store to include a complete electrical housewares 

GIFT WRAPPING SERVICE was promoted along with 
clock sales, and here, customer who has made her purchase 

gets it wrapped. 
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Englewood, Colorado 

department which covered a much larger range 

of gift suggestions than anything we had ever 

shown in the past. 
“Then, of course, I felt that we had followed 

an all-too-familiar pattern in ignoring the neces- 
sity of putting promotion behind the clock in- 

ventory.” 

Employees Learn About Clocks 

Enthusiastic over the possibilities, and deter- 
mined upon making at least a worthy showing 
in the contest, Mrs. Coffey mapped out a long- 
ranged program. The first step was the staging 
of two dinners for her employees, split up into 

two groups, to permit handling the 20-odd per- 
sons involved on a personal basis. At each dinner, 

acting as hostess, Mrs. Coffey expounded her 
theories, based on three decades of retailing, and 
announced that the watchword for the forthcom- 
ing three months would be “clocks.” 

“We started right off by passing clocks around 
the dinner table to all of the employees,” Mrs. 
Coffey smiled, “after the dinner was over, the re- 
mainder of the time was spent discussing clocks, 

with demonstrations of new types, a study of 
what makes an electric clock chime, the selling 
features which each manufacturer stresses, and 

the trends in clock design which have come up in 
recent years. We asked a manufacturer’s repre- 
sentative to take a clock apart, show each sales- 

person what literally made it tick, what features 
were most attractive to customers, etc.” 

The Displays Go Up 

Next, Mrs. Coffey built two huge mass displays 
of clocks, one in each store, using panel displays 
furnished by manufacturers, several easels of 
her own design, and a big pin-up board which was 

spotted for the length of the three-month contest 
in a window flanking the store entrance. Here, 

a total of more than 250 clocks were displayed. 

Ranging in price from $4.50 up to the $75 classi- 
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fication. All clocks were in operation, and with 

very few duplications in style. 

“There were certain minimum standards set 
in the contest, but we decided to excel these sub- 

stantially,” Mrs. Coffey said, “the first bug de- 
veloped when we found that no distributor could 
supply us with anything like the number of clocks 
we wanted. As a result, we had to buy clocks 
from every jobber in the area, and to rush out 
special orders in order to back up the stock.” 

Timed Promotion for Xmas Selling Period 

Early in October, Englewood Hardware Com- 
pany started the ball rolling with a half-page 
newspaper ad, announcing a Fall clock sale, which, 
incidentally, was the first such ad to be run by 

any dealer in the area. Big banner signs went 
up on the store fronts, simply lettered “Clock 
Sale,” with arrows pointing to the mass display 
below. “We found that the newspaper ad and the 
signs around the store had a lot of surprise 

value,” Mrs. Coffey said, “inasmuch as few people 
had ever seen a sale based entirely on clocks.” 

“The preliminary training program and the 
dinners were the stimulus,” Mrs. Coffey said, “we 
found that six saleswomen and as many salesmen 
were actually digging in to capitalize on every 
prospective clock sale, putting in the kind of push 

which makes the difference between a stunt and 
an effective selling promotion. We found that 
most of the sales girls, for example, were carry- 
ing pockets full of manufacturer’s folders around 
with them to refresh their memory on selling 
points.” 

Pushed Clocks as Gifts 

Far and away the No. 1 selling asset which 
Englewood Hardware Company developed was 
the “gift appeal” approach. Englewood Hard- 
ware Company’s personnel chipped away con- 
tinuously at the importance of a clock as an al- 
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ONE OF THE MASS DISPLAYS 
™ set up on a wall section during 

the special push on clocks shows 
the variety of clocks, in modern 
and functional designs that were 
offered. Clock sales, usually about 

average for store in this area, took 
a sudden jump with the inception 
of the larger stock and promotion 
efforts, and climbed steadily dur- 

ing this and subsequent promotions. 

ways-treasured gift. Even women visiting the 
giftwares section of the store, the major appli- 
ance department, etc., were reminded of future 
gift obligations, such as wedding, anniversaries, 

birthdays, Christmas, St. Valentine’s Day, etc., 
with the suggestion that they keep in mind the 
universal usefulness of an electric clock and the 
fact that such a gift “keeps on giving” whenever 

the recipient of the gift looks at it. 

Clock Sales Take Big Jump 

At the end of 30 days, largely as the result of 
the first “clock sale,” electric clock turnover had 
increased by more than 150 per cent, and was con- 
tinuing to climb. As Christmas drew near, the 
gift accent was redoubled, with the addition of 

free, colorful gift wrapping, and the provisions 
of the handy lay-away plan “thrown in.” During 

the final month of the sales promotion, at least 
seven out of every ten customers coming into 
Englewood Hardware Company asked where the 
clock sale merchandise was displayed, proving 
that word-of-mouth mention had taken effect 
almost as well as the advertising program. 

“We have probably never played the gift em- 
phasis so heavily on any one item jbefore,” Mrs. 
Coffey said, “our salespeople used such themes as 
‘Everybody Can Always Use an Extra Clock.’ 

Net results by the end of the holiday season 

was a clock volume some 310 per cent over records 
for the year past. 

Volume has been continuing at the same pace 
ever since at Englewood Hardware Company, and 
sales volume has been held to 80 per cent of the 
pre-Christmas rush point. 

“We opened our own eyes to clock sales pos- 
sibilities,” Mrs. Coffey summed up, “it’s a long 
way to anything like complete saturation of the 
market and so long as we continue to hammer 
away on the gift aspect with plenty of vigorous, 
personal selling, electric clocks will supply a much 
bigger share of our hardware profits.” 
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The Future of Retailing 

THERE WILL BE MANY CHANGES 

BY HOWARD W. PRICE 
Executive Vice President & 

General Manager 

The Salt Lake Hardware Co. 

[* HAS been my pleasure to 

read with interest the opin- 
ions of many wholesale execu- 
tives with reference to the fu- 

ture of the hardware retailer. 
It is my firm conviction that 

because consumers seem to be 

impressed with a vast diversity 

of merchandise, which is well 

displayed in one-stop, easy-to- 
shop service locations, where 

adequate parking facilities have 

been provided, that this will 

greatly influence the basis on 

which hardware retailing will 

be done in future years. 

Hardware merchandise, be- 
cause of its wide diversity will 
always be sold by independent 

retailers. The type of retailer 

will be the “one” who best in- 

terprets the needs and require- 

ments of his customers and 

makes it easier for his custom- 
ers to buy. 

The retail hardware business 

is a good business. It has proven 

to be sound, stable and profit- 

able. It occurs to me that the 

appearance, location and meth- 

ods of hardware retailing will 

change. It occurs to me that the 

stores will be larger and more 

diversified as to the inventory 

of hard goods. The locations of 

the more successful hardware 

stores will be more carefully 

chosen in the future. 

Mass marketers have given 

themselves a better than even 
chance to succeed by reason of 
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This is a continuation of the subject started 

in our 50th Anniversary Issue Nov. 1956. If 

any other persons in the field .. . 

manufacturers, store planners, wholesalers or 

those in allied fields . . . wish to present their 

viewpoints, by all means send them to the 

editor, and we shall be glad to publish them 

in subsequent issues.—M.A. 

retailers, 

the passing traffic—this is cal- 

culated and not guessed at. 

It occurs to me that the hard- 
ware retailer of the future will 

be open a greater number of 
hours so that he can serve all 

types and classes of consumer 

trade using hardware items. 

We believe that the method, 
which will serve to be a very 

strong guiding influence in keep- 

ing the hardware retailer of to- 

day in a competitive position, 
will be a greater knowledge of 
stock control. We believe the 

retailer must have a_ better 

knowledge of his inventory— 
how many of any item he sells 

—a better understanding of 
turnover—and a better knowl- 

edge of the benefits to accrue 
from buying from relatively few 
sources of supply. 

A good stock control program 
will make it possible to attain 

a better turnover — improved 

turnover will permit a retailer 

to have fewer dollars invested 

in inventory, or make it possible 
to carry a wider inventory of 

merchandise without increasing 

the total number of inventory 

dollars. 

If inventory is already suffi- 

ciently diversified, then the ex- 

tra capital released by the more 
efficient stock control plan can 

be appropriately applied to con- 

sumer financing or consumer 

budget selling. Good stock con- 
trol makes it possible to dis- 

count purchases regularly. There 

is no necessity for management 
to spend time talking to too 
many salesmen when a clerk can 

be taught the simple know-how 
of controlling inventory syste- 
matically. 

Good inventory control leads 

to intelligent departmentaliza- 

tion to determine which depart- 
ments are profitable and show 

possible opportunities to further 
increase sales along profitable 

lines. 

The same system will show 
weakness in sales and merchan- 

dising methods as well as ex- 

cesses—too much space devoted 
to lines where too many dollars 

are lying dormant. 

Such a stock control program 
will make it possible for top 
management to think and plan 
more effectively and keep their 

fingers on the pulse of the 

business. Such important things 
as customer relations, building 
store traffic, selling related 

items, keeping the store “out 

front” in the minds of the peo- 
ple of the community, can be 

given more attention by store 
owners. 

We believe both the hardware 
wholesaler and the hardware 
retailer must come up with a 
better plan of operation; but, 
first—both wholesalers and re- 

tailers must soberly realize that 

they are necessary to each other 

—they must depend upon each 
other for survival. 
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Sells the Color Before the Paint 

Store Has Found That Color Conscious Customers Buy in Relaxed Atmosphere 

CCORDING to William Pyle, 
manager of West Coast Build- 

ing Supply and Hardware of 
Roseburg, Oregon, selling color 
instead of selling paint is the 
new rule at his paint depart- 
ment. What’s more, it is a good 

- . « West Coast Building Supply & Hardware 

Roseburg, Oregon 

rule because it means more 
women buyers, more profit per 
dollar paint sale, and these new 
paint sales geared to color have 
opened the door for a lot of 
other sales. 
“When you give a color match- 

TAKING “A BREAK” with a customer, William Pyle, store’s manager, helps 
select hand tools for customer’s hobby workshop. Store has found this relaxed 
method of selling pays-off in satisfied customers and extra sales. 
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ing service,” Manager Pyle says, 

“it’s bound to require more time 
with each customer. However, 
we believe this extra time is well 
spent because it opens the way 
for other sales and later follow- 

up sales. 

Extra Effort Results in Extra Sales 

“‘Here’s the procedure we gen- 
erally follow: The woman buyer 
comes in with a color problem; 
maybe a set of drapes to be 
matched in color, or she may 
want us to develop an overall 
color harmony for several rooms 
which are to be redecorated. 

“First, we invite her to have 
a bottle of ‘Coke.’ We moved 
our cooler on to the sales floor 
next to the color bar. We al- 

ways let the customer see us put 
the coin in the cooler. We think 
it helps to let the customer know 
that we pay for the Coca-Cola 
which we give. We’ve noticed a 

difference in customer reaction 
since we moved the cooler on the 
floor where the customer can see 
it and see us buy the ‘Coke.’ 

Color Selection Comes First 

“After the customer has been 
treated to a ‘Coke,’ we turn to 

the job of selecting the ‘right’ 
color blob from the 300 different 
colors and shades we have at 
the color bar. 

“When the colors are finally 
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selected, we note the numbers, 
get the color tubes and except 
for shaking the can, the sale is 

completed.” 

Manager Pyle estimates that 
it takes between 5 and 10 min- 
utes to make the sale and shake 

the paint. He also estimates 
that four out of five of today’s 
paint buyers, who are buying 
color instead of just paint, will 
spend as much for other items 
as they spend for paint before 
they leave the store. The paint 
sales run between $8 and $10 
per customer. Top months on 
paint sales are June and July 
with April and May next. Low 
months on the paint sales ladder 
are October, November, Decem- 
ber, January and February. 

According to Manager Pyle, 

there are other advantages be- 
sides the promotional value to 
selling color instead of selling 
paint. When you use the white 
paint and let the customer se- 
lect his own color, using the 
color tube to build the correct 

color and shade, the paint stock 
requirement is very low. West 

Coast Building Supply gets 
along with a tenth the paint 
stock that would be required if 
they carried factory color cans. 
There is also a big warehouse 
and display room space savings 
because of the small stock neces- 
sary. 

System Proves Popular With Women 

And there is the advantage 
of building a strong traffic, 
mostly of women buyers, at the 
store. Color matching has a fas- 
cination for nearly all women, 

Manager Pyle says. “Today, 
people are twice as color con- 
scious as they were five years 
ago. Anyone who doubts this 
need but look at the 1957 auto- 
mobiles that are being adver- 
tised, the bathroom fixtures, or 
the appliances. 

“Selling color instead of sell- 
ing paint and letting the buyer 
know that we are here to give a 
color service instead of just sell 
paint has really paid off for us. 

It has doubled the number of 
women buyers who came to 
our store and it has increased 

consumer paint sales by 40 per- 

cent. And the promotion has 
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REFRESHED BY A SOFT DRINK, a paint customer selects the most suit- 
able colors for her paint needs with the help of store’s manager, William 

Pyle. Once the right color has been selected it is but a simple matter to add 
the tube of color to the basic white paint and shake for a few moments for 
a complete mixing job. 

resulted in the loss of no painter customers to our paint bar and 
contractor sales—in fact these have us work out the colors for 
contractors often bring their them.” 

CHICKEN 
WIRE NET- 
TING formed the 
backbone of this 
window display 
to promote sales 
of garden sup- 
plies. Wire was 
stretched over a 
wood frame, and 
artificial leaves 
and small hand 
tools were ar- 

ranged in a radial 
pattern. 



MULTI-PURPOSE SIGN not only informs customers of 
tools stocked along with the rental price, but facilitates 
keeping track of which tools are available and which are 

out on the job. 

Sign Keeps Track of Rentals 

Many of the time wasting 

elements of operating a large 

scale tool rental service has 
been eliminated at Reed-O’Mal- 

ley of Phoenix, Arizona, with 
the sign pictured herewith. 

With some 50 rental items in- 

cluded in the inventory, Reed- 

O’Malley has found that mis- 
understandings, confusions, and 

mistakes as to whether a tool 

was available or not, seem to be 
some of the more serious prob- 
lems in rental operations. After 

studying the situation, Ronnie 

Foreman, head of the rental de- 

partment, came up with the 

solution in this sign which, as 
pictured, occupies a prominent 

point on the upper wall of the 

showroom, directly opposite the 
entrance. 

Nine feet long by four feet 

wide, the sign is lettered in 
bright green, red and white, 

with the heading “Do-It-Your- 

self Rentals.” Below, in two 
columns, are grouped the items 

available while in the three fol- 

lowing columns to the right of 
each item classification appears 

the rental price per hour, per 
day, and the deposit charged. 

Instead of lettering in the in- 

formation on the wooden surface 
of the sign, Reed-O’Malley uses 
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strip signs cut from white art- 
board which are simply fastened 

in place in the proper column 
with thumb tacks. The chief ad- 

vantage of these easily attached 

and removed “‘sub signs” is that 

whenever any rental machine is 

out or scheduled for rental to a 

customer on the way to pick it 
up, the appropriate strip sign is 

simply removed from the board. 

In this way the sign serves as an 

“at a glance” inventory system 

as well. Often, on busy week- 

ends when the weather is at its 

best, there will be only two or 

three strip signs remaining on 

Saturday evenings. 

The row of information as to 

prices and deposits likewise 

saves time inasmuch as_ the 

renter always has the proper 

amount ready after checking 

over the sign and determining 

the information from it. 

All rental equipment after be- 

ing used approximately three 

months is sold off at cost and re- 
placed by new machines inas- 

much as_ Reed-O’Malley has 

found that thoroughly opera- 

tional, reliable rental tools build 

a lot of good will and are the 

direct source of many new tools 
sales from the tool department. 

“How-to File 

Is Sales Booster 

More sales are made to the 

“do-it-yourself” customer when 

you can give him instructions 

or plans with his purchases, ac- 

cording to Mrs. Rae Anderson, 

office manager for Williams 

Farm Supply, Wendell, Idaho. 
The store has a card file on 96 

different How-To-Make-It sug- 

gestions. The blueprints and 

books of instructions go into 

numbered drawers behind the 

counter. The numbers corre- 

spond to the numbers on the 

cards in the indexed file. 

“When a customer comes in 

to ask about building a barbe- 

cue,” Mrs. Anderson says, “we 

go to the card file marked BAR- 

BECUE, and get the number on 

the card for the type the cus- 

tomer wants. The drawer with 

the same number on it is opened 

and the plans given to the cus- 

tomer. They show the type of 

grates, doors and so forth. 

“This filing system requires 

very little time to keep up to 

date and makes every piece 

of How-To-Make-It information 

that we have, available on a 

moment’s notice to our cus- 

tomers.” 

MRS. RAE ANDERSON, office man- 
ager, pulls a set of “do-it-yourself” 
information from the extensive files 

maintained by the firm. 
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WESTERN HARDWARE 
FIFTY-YEAR CLUB 

Members 
HARDWWARE WORLD on its 50th anniversary is giving recog- 
nition to Western Hardware persons or firms who have served 

the field for 50 or more years by honoring them in our Western 

Hardware 50-year Club. Anyone who qualifies should send their 
name with complete business background to the editor. Other 

new members will be listed in subsequent issues. 

74-Year Old Osgood & Howell 
Firm is a Tradition in West 

MONG the many sales organiza- 

tions which have served the 

hardware trade in the West for 

more than 50 years, the firm of Os- 

good & Howell has earned and 
maintained an enviable position in 
the trade. 

Covering eight western states, 

the firm came into being with the 

formation of a partnership be- 
tween Charles P. Osgood and John 

S. Howell in 1888. Contributing 

in no small measure to the lasting 

success of this 74-year-old firm was 

Duane C. Lyle 
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| Frank J. Martin 

Albert J. Howell 

. son of founder 

Philip J. March 
- partner 

a policy adopted early in the firm’s 

history of selling the jobbing trade 
and of taking on and thoroughly 

training younger men to be ready 

to step in and carry the load. 
This training of young men paid 

off, when in 1916 Mr. Osgood was 

forced to retire because of ill 
health, and Albert J. (Bert) How- 

ell, son of one of the founders who 

had joined the organization as a 
salesman in 1907, became a partner 
in the firm. He succeeded to sole 

ownership of the firm upon the 

John S. Lewis 
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IN THE WEST 

ARDWARE 

a 

John C. Adams 
- partner 

death of his father in 1930. 

Th firm, which just recently 
moved to new quarters at 427 

Bryant Street, San Francisco, 

opened their first branch office in 
Seattle, in 1919, under the direc- 

tion of Mr. E. R. Adams, who 

joined the organization that year. 

In 1924 it was decided to open a 
Los Angeles branch and Mr. Adams 

moved to Los Angeles to establish 

the third Osgood & Howell office. 

Mr. Albert Howell operated the 

firm until his death in March, 

1956, at which time, and in ac- 

cordance with an agreement be- 

tween him and Philip March and 
John Adams, these two men formed 

a partnership to continue the oper- 

ation. 
John Adams joined his father in 

the Los Angeles office in 1935, and 
upon the death of his father took 
over the operation of this office. 

Philip March joined the San 

Francisco office as a salesman in 

1940. 
Other members of the firm are 

Duane C. Lyle, San Francisco; 

Frank J. Martin, Seattle, and John 

S. Lewis, Los Angeles. 
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“Last Chance” Display 

Sells Small Tools 

SPECIAL display, designed 

to catch the customer as he 
leaves the store, has been built 

to the left of the main entrance 
at Opaco Lumber and Hard- 
ware, Las Vegas, Nevada. 

The upper half of the display 
is pegboard which holds small 

tools such as pliers, wrenches, 
pinchers, etc., tools that are 
commonly used around the 
home. The pegboard is flanked 

by a peek-a-boo partition wall 
made of small dowels to set off 
the display and directs the cus- 
tomer to the hanging tools as 

he approaches the door. 

The lower half of the display 
is made up of shelves. Here are 
shown boxed items which are 
also commonly used around the 
house. 

“This display,” Pete Sylves- 
ter, manager, says, “has upped 
the sale of these small tools. It 
is not uncommon for our ‘Last 

Chance’ display to be completely 
empty in a day’s time. 

“Especially women take ad- 
vantage of our ‘Last Chance’ 
display as it reminds them to get 
a certain tool which they have 
been needing but have forgotten 
to buy.” 

Se ey 
wa ” 

JUST INSIDE ENTRANCE, this 
custom-made display for small tools 

has boosted sales on these items. 

50 

40-PAIRS OF RUBBERIZED HEAVY DUTY WORK BOOTS are displayed 
on knee-high fixture for convenient browsing. Every item is price marked. 

MASS DISPLAY SELLS BOOTS 

HE Hamm-Weller Hardware 

Company, in Longmont, Colo., 

one of the largest hardware 

stores in the state outside of 

Denver, has done such an im- 
pressive job of merchandising 

farm boots that turnover now 

amounts to 2% of each year’s 

total volume. This is a surpris- 

ing figure in view of the $65,000 
inventory which the store car- 

ries. “We don’t sell farm boots 

to farmers only,” Dick Weller, 
owner, smiled, “instead they are 

continuously sold to almost any 

type of customer whose work 

involves outdoor operations or 

interior work where water, mois- 
ture, grease, and chemicals are 

a problem.” 

In the display are three stock 

models including plain boots 

without straps, specially rein- 

forced types, and all-purpose 
models which can be readily put 

to use on fishing trips, as well 
as in work usage. 

Clever eye-catching signs cre- 
ate original buying impulse and 

all salespeople in the store have 

been trained to carefully culti- 

vate such interest when it de- 

velops. Typical signs point out, 

“Feet Get Wet? Not With These 

Sturdy Boots!” Another may 
indicate, “Insulate Against The 

Cold!” Still a third sign may 

be written around the sports 

theme, with the suggestion “All- 

purpose Protection For Hunting 

and Fishing.” The signs are 

changed regularly from week 

to week and are always large 

enough to catch attention. 

“When a new customer tells 

us that he is a farmer, dairy 

worker, engineer, surveyor, rail- 

road employee, etc., it is a rou- 
tine procedure to point out the 

boot display and ask him to look 

it over,” Mr. Weller added. “We 

have found that 40 pairs dis- 
played standing up on a single 
table has irresistible mass ap- 
peal, and often the homeowner 

who has come in to buy only a 
few packets of seed and a sack 

of fertilizer is reminded of mud, 
snow. etc., and decides to buy a 

pair.” 

HARDWARE WORLD 



MERCHANDISE is stocked on open cabinet shelves, with 
each brand and pattern plainly marked, so that customers 
can become familiar with all merchandise stocked. 

Las Vegas Store Promotes 

Tablewares by Emphasizing . . . 

Brands and Patterns 

4alAJE pay great attention to 

brand and pattern names 
in all our publicity of table and 
housewares,” said Mrs. Ann 

Humbert, manager of the table 

and housewares department of 

the Bartlett Hardware Co., Las 

Vegas, Nevada. “Many women 
are already familiar with a num- 

ber of brands of china, glass- 
ware and various housewares, 

which receive publicity in the 
national women’s magazines. 

And it is to our interest to see 

that ALL women become fa- 

miliar with brands — especially 

with those we stock — and with 
all the patterns of each brand. 

“Everything in our table- 
wares section is open stock, and 

additional purchases can be 
made at any time. On the open 
cabinet shelves each brand is 

plainly marked, and also each 
pattern carried in that brand. 
The same plan is carried out in 
our newspaper advertising. Only 

one brand is mentioned in an ad, 
illustrated with a cut of one or 

more piece, and all the patterns 
carried in stock are quoted. 

“We lay considerable stress on 
brass and copper. Brass items 

are mostly in the gift line— 
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plaques, candlesticks, pitchers, 

little boxes, and fire sets. They 
are given prominent display for 

special occasions, such as 

Father’s Day, Christmas and 

anniversaries. 
“We have found radio a very 

effective means of advertising 

our table and housewares. In- 

stead of sponsoring a program 

and getting two or three one- 

minute spots (which most people 

listening to a play resent), we 

have a five minute spot program 
which is frankly commercial. 
But it is so interesting, giving 

information regarding the man- 

ufacture of glassware and china, 

the proper setting of a table for 
any occasion, and anecdotes in 
which tablewares play an im- 

portant part, that large num- 

bers of housewives make a point 
of tuning in for it regularly. It 

also enables us to tell of any 

new pattern that is being intro- 

duced, any old one that is being 

discontinued, or any sale we ex- 

pect to stage. A recent sale of 

dinner sets advertised over the 

radio resulted in the sale of 60 

sets—a very good record for a 

small city.” 

TRUMP Deluxe 

There’s a tool for every type of 
nang job in this new TRUMP 

eluxe line. Trump Deluxe tools are 
made of high-grade, 16-gauge, cold- 
rolled steel. They are superior in 
quality and balance; the materials 
and workmanship make them equal 
to tools costing far more. 

Complete line includes 2 trowels, 
2 transplanters, 2 forks, 2 cultivators, 
weed cutter and row cultivator; also 
long handle hoes, rakes and edger. 

; Bee 

GARDEN TOOLS 

TRUMP No. 800 Series 

Ideal partner for the Trump Deluxe 
line. These sturdy, low-priced garden 
tools help you sell the individual 
who’s looking for price, yet wants 
dependable merchandise, too. Made 
of 18-gauge steel with turned, hard 
wood handle plug. Baked green 
enamel finish. 

Complete line includes 

trowel, fork, cultivator, 
transplanter and weed 
cutter. 

No. 802 
Cultivator 

No. 800 
Trowel 

Order Trump 
Garden Tools now 
from your wholesaler! 

ANIMAL TRAP COMPANY OF AMERICA 
Lititz, Pa. » Pascagoula, Miss. » Niagara Falls, Can. 
For Details Circle 71 on INQUIRY CARD 



Only Super Kem-Tone 
can give this sales: 

SS 

OVER 1500 COLOR HARMONIES 

TAKE THE GUESSWORK 

OUT OF COLOR SELECTION 

a 

Another “Exclusive” for America’s 0 a The Manes Ate EAM 
. x lene iracle Alkyd Em: eed 

two fastest selling paints! «0s, Bathrooms and Finest Wooo 

) 
Wherever the Color Harmony Book is displayed and 

loaned to customers, sales of Super Kem-Tone, the 

Deluxe Latex wall paint, and Kem-Glo, the Miracle 

Alkyd enamel, take another big jump — UP! They're : 

selling faster than ever! A. Washable Super pu , Saad ee ae 

FEATURED PRODUCTS — HARDWARE WEEK 

APRIL 25 THRU MAY 4 

FOR FULL DETAILS ABOUT THIS PROFIT-MAKING COLOR SERVICE, WRITE 

HARDWARE WORLD 



and Kem-Glo dealers 
uilding color service ! 

New Color Harmony Book speeds 

color selection —increases sales! 

Here’s the ingenious new color book that takes the guesswork out of decorating! 

Big pages of actual paint colors show over 1500 authentic color harmonies . . . 

make it easy to select decorator-approved color schemes in seconds. No wonder 

homemakers, everywhere, are asking to see this new Color Harmony Book 

right now! It will pay you to use this wonderful new color service that is keeping 

Super Kem-Tone and Kem-Glo Retailers out in front in sales and profits! 

Top selling team of radio, TV and magazines 

is reaching homemakers in your area! 

Arthur Godfrey, America’s No. 1 salesman, 

shows, talks and sells the Color Harmony Book over 

272 CBS Network Television and Radio stations every 

week! A tremendous boost for Super Kem-Tone and 

Kem-Glo sales! 

ed 
saieSiTloneata | | 

an ’ that penetrate every trading area in the United States, 
my 2 

Big-circulation magazines, 

feature the Color Harmony Book this Spring in 

double-page, full-color ads! Result? A steady flow of 

Super Kem-Tone and Kem-Glo customers for you! 

To get complete facts, write: 

Super Kem-Tone, 1200 Midland Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio 

or contact one of these companies: The Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland * Acme Quality Paints, Inc., 

Detroit * JohnLucas &Co.,Inc., Philadelphia * W.W. Lawrence & Co., Pittsburgh * The Martin- 

Senour Co., Chicago °* The Lowe Bros. Co., Dayton ° Rogers Paint Products, Inc., Detroit. 
For Details Circle 72 on INQUIRY CARD 
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“Portion of Warehouse in RB&W’s Port Chester plant. 

Fifty million fasteners can't be wrong 
OXES, cases and kegs as far as you can see... all packed 
with RB&W bolts and nuts for shipment. This is just 

part of our finished stock . .. and in just one of our four 

plants. 

Obviously, only good fasteners with good reputation can 

sell in such volume. It proves that people everywhere recog- 
nize RB&W fastener-quality and buy it. 

MORE REASONS TO DO BUSINESS 

WITH THE RB&W DISTRIBUTOR 

The most complete line in the field 

Top quality throughout the line 112th year 

Complete reliability of supply and product 

Fast, accurate and friendly service 

The original upside-down package — extra strong 
for no-spill, quick, easy handling 

Next time you order, make sure to make it the RB&W line. 

Russell, Burdsall & Ward Bolt and Nut Company, P.O. 

Box 3336—Terminal Annex, Los Angeles 54, California. 

DISTRIBUTORS FROM COAST TO COAST ne 
For Details Circle 73 on INQUIRY CARD 
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Point the way to: 

INCREASED SALES of A 
garden chemicals 

GREATER PROFITS for garden 

supply dealers 

Every time you sell a Hayes spray gun, you are putting into the 

hands of your customer the right equipment to do an effective 

spraying job with the garden chemicals he buys from you... 

In this way, you are helping him to get better, more satisfying 

gardening results... at the same time, building a solid 

foundation for increased store profits through “repeat sales” 

of chemicals and all other garden items. 

APPROVED... 
The makers of garden chemicals have developed a wide range of 
dependable scientifically formulated products for destroying insect pests, 
controlling plant diseases and fertilizing lawns. 

But—you must realize—as they do—that their products have to be applied 
with efficient spray equipment to get satisfactory RESULTS in prevent- 
ing pest damage and assuring healthy plant growth, beautiful flowers, 
luxuriant lawns. 

ar? APPROVED 
leading manufacturers for 
use with their chemicals 

These leading companies have found by actual tests that the Hayes 
mixes, proportions and applies spray materials more efficiently than any 
other type of garden sprayer on the market. 

That is why they have gone on record as approving the Hayes Spray 
Gun for use with their products—the only garden sprayer to enjoy this 
remarkable endorsement by the outstanding companies in the garden 
chemical industry. 



_ MODELS FOR EVERY SPRAYING NEED 

HAYES 3—Makes three gals. 
of spray solution with one 
loading. Ideal for small gar- 
dens. $4.45 

HAYES 

SPRAYERS 
for Lawn FERTL-RAIN. Same 

, uses as Hayes 
Soil and Lawn Sprayer. 

Applies chemicals 
Turf in 1 to 120 propor- 

tion. Standard pint 
sprays 15 gallons. 
$3.65 

HAYES 4 — Makes four gals. 
of spray. Positive on-and- 
off control valve. $6.45 

HAYES LAWN SPRAYER 
Handles liquid and soluble 
fertilizers, lawn moth solu- 
tions, fungicides, weed 
killers, herbicides, etc. 1 to 
60 ratio. Quart size jar. 
Sprays 15 gallons. $3.95. 

IT PAYS TO DEMONSTRATE 

HAYES 
GARDEN 
SPRAYERS 

For 
insecticides, 
fungicides, 
crabgrass ge —Y 

killers; fly, HAYES-ETTE 
ant & 1% gal. spray- 

termite er. umb- 
control touch control 

orifice. $2.95 

HAYES 6— Makes six gals. 
of spray. Longer nozzle 
reaches to inside of plants 
and low-lying leaves. $9.95 

HAYES SOIL AND TURF 

SPRAYER.For semi-soluble 
Fertilizers, Soil Chemicals 
and heavy, viscous mate- 
rials. Large orifices. Non- 
clogging. 1 to 40 ratio. Quart 
jar sprays 10 gallons. $2.95 

NOTE THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES 

HAYES 1144-1% gallon 
sprayer with wide mouth 
jar for ease in filling. $3.25 

HAYES 12—A heavy duty 12 
gallon sprayer. For estates, 
parks, industrial use, dair- 
les, poultry and livestock. 
$12.95 

® 
FERTL-FEED. Same uses as 
Soil and Turf Sprayer. 1 to 
20 ratio speeds discharge. 
Comes with 30” tube for use 
with one gallon jug or 
larger container. $3.45 



MARCH MERCHANDISING 
FIRST WEEK SECOND WEEK THIRD WEEK 

March 2-8 

Dig-Plant-Grow 

Fixture Replacement 
Time (Cont.) 

March 9-15 

Dig-Plant-Grow 

Time For Spring Clean- 
ing 

Dig - Plant - Grow (Fea- 
ture all items needed 
for early Spring gar- 

dening) 

Fixture Replacement 

ADVERTIS- Time (Cont.) 

ING Auto Accessories (Fea- 
ture batteries, tools, 

seat covers, radios, 
etc.) 

Beekeeper Supplies 
Feature hives, supers, 

frames, brood founda- 

tion, masks, gloves, 

SPECIAL 
DATES 

March 1-31 — Nationa! 
Home Improvement 

March 1-31 — Spring 
Clean-up Month 

March 2-9 — National | 

4-H Club Week 

| 

| Month 

| 

| 

Time for Spring Clean- 
ing (Feature all types 
of cleaning supplies 
and equipment) 

Dig-Plant-Grow (Cont.) 

Auto Accessories (Cont.) 

Beekeeper Supplies 
Cont.) 

March 10-16 — Gir! 
Scout Week 

March 16-22 

Needed For Home Cook- 
ing 

Time For Spring Clean- 
ing 

Needed for Home Cook- 
ing (Feature kwar 
tools, cutlery and gad- 

gets tor preparation of 

food, dinnerware 
trays, lazy susans and 

other servers 

Dig-Plant-Grow (Cont.) 

Time for Spring Clean- 
ing (Cont.) 

Auto Accessories 
(Cont.) 

Beekeeper Supplies 
(Cont.) 

March 17—St. Patrick 
Day 

March 17-23—WNationa 
Wildlife Week 

March 17-24 — Camp 
Fire Girls’ Birthday 

Week 

FOURTH WEEK 

March 23-29 

Needed For Home Cook- 
ing 

Playing In The Spring 

Playing In The Spring 
Feature wheel goods, 

>ba supplies, 
backyard gym 

Dig-Plant-Grow (Cont.) 

Time for Spring Clean- 
ing (Cont.) 

Auto Accessories (Cont.) 

Beekeeper Supplies 

Up in The Air Displays 

1. TEN CENTS AND TEN MINUTES 

are all that is required to put up this 

barbecue display. Cut out circular 

cardboard or side of corrugated car- 

ton. Stick shiskebab skewers into it 

on both sides of board. Attach a wire 

to top of board and you have a “Bull’s 

Eye” display which swivels in air. 
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2. FOUR HOOK EYES and two 
lengths of wire takes summer hats 
and baskets right up to the ceiling. 
Attach items with thin wire, “twist- 
ems,” or Scotch tape. Props form 
natural frame for back-to-back mer- 

chandising messages which are strung 
across on thin wires. Can be used for 
many products. 

3. TWO PARALLEL WIRES from 
gondola to ceiling attract attention to 
mass display of seasonal items. Sign 
is attached between two wires. Same 
idea can be used for dolls, small ther- 
mos bottles, spatulas, hot pads, scour- 
ing pads, egg beaters, etc. Such dis- 

plays attract attention from long dis- 
tance away. 
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MARCH PROMOTIONS 

Dig... Plant... Grow 

Schedule: March 2-15 

low iS the time | 

NEWSPAPER 
AD LAYOUT, 
shows how illus- 

trations similar 
to signs in win- 
dow can be used 
to good advan- 
tage to dress up 
ad and help give 
it a hard selling 
punch. 

HOSE SPRINKLERS 

OBJECTIVE: This is the first-of-the-season 
garden promotion and is designed to stimulate 
interest among gardeners in starting their gar- 
dening with good equipment and supplies. 

WINDOW :—Signs are made out of garden 

tools and supplies or simulated equipment. Put 
the word “Dig” on a shovel with water paint. 
Paint the word “Plant” on a piece of cardboard 
attached to stake and place within a suspended 
window box or small planter. The word “Grow” 
should be painted on the side of a watering can 
suspended from ceiling of window. Simulated 
fences are used as props as well as background. 

NEWSPAPER AD—Use the layout shown here 
for an ad not any smaller than 2 col. x 10 inches. 
Artist can duplicate the illustrations or you can 
write to us ATT: Editor and ask for photostat 
which you can send to your engraver for cuts. 
Use these illustrations to divide the listed mer- 
chandise into three parts. List about four or five 

items under each heading. Show prices. 

HARDWARE WORLD 



MARCH PROMOTIONS 

Time for 

Spring Cleaning 

Schedule: March 9-22 

OBJECTIVE—Most hardware stores sell a com- 
plete line of merchandise that a housewife needs 
for spring cleaning . . . equipment, cleaners and 
containers. Actually a hardware store is about 
the only one-stop store for cleaning supplies. 
therefore much effort should be given to promote 
this type of merchandise during the spring clean- 
ing season. 

WINDOW—A very effective window can be 
achieved for practically no cost. Soap the inside 
of window at the right side. Take your finger or 
small brush and make the letters by rubbing off 
the dried soap as shown. The long arm is made 
out of wrapping paper to run from extreme left 

side of window to the right as shown. Place a 
sponge on hand. The paper is attached to inside 
of window with transparent tape. Display most 
of the cleaning equipment and supplies in the open 
area of window. 

DIRECT MAIL—Send a small bar of soap 
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(hotel size) along with a letter reminding the 
housewife that you have a complete set of mer- 
chandise for Spring Cleaning. Perhaps you can 
make a deal with your local hotel to supply the 
bar of soap. 

The letter should start something like this: 

“We are sending this bar of soap with our com- 
pliments to remind you that Spring cleaning time 
is here. We also want to point out that our store 
is a one-stop supply center for all your spring 
cleaning needs.” 

SPECIAL STUNT—With a purchase of $5.00 
or more from the “Spring Cleaning Supply” 

area, you could give a pair of rubber gloves or 

some new cleaner, or an assortment of small con- 
tainers of cleaners. 

NEWSPAPER ADS—Play up your store as the 
one-stop Spring Cleaning Supply Center in your 
community. In the ad show illustrations of many 
items ... cleaners, equipment and allied items. 
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MARCH PROMOTIONS 

Needed for 

Home Cooking 

Schedule: March 16-29 

OBJECTIVE—Is to concentrate all types of 
merchandise from the housewares department in 
one big over-all promotional event, rather than 
individua! promotions on specific types of house- 
wares. This makes a good representative promo- 
tion with wide appeal to all housewives and many 
husbands. 

WINDOW: The sign is in two parts. The first 
part, “Needed for’ is made of cut-out letters 
tacked to wood batten which is suspended from 
ceiling to read into the second part, “Home Cook- 
ing.” This part is made by painting letters on 
cardboard which is framed to simulate the signs 

that you might see in restaurants. 

SPECIAL STUNTS—Fry small meat balls in 
automatic electric fry pans and serve with tooth- 
picks pierced through meat along with napkin. 
The cooking odor will tie in with the Home Cook- 
ing idea. Other things may be substituted such 
as hot cakes, cookies, etc. This will also serve 
as a demonstration of electric housewares. Don’t 
forget the coffee. 

60 

DIRECT MAIL—Have mimeographed a page 
of your favorite recipes or recipes that have been 
made available to you by manufacturers of cook- 
ing equipment. Send a letter along with it telling 
about your promotion and store demonstrations 
and invite them to come see your display. Also 
send several manufacturers folders. 

RADIO: “What’s Cooking .. . at 
Hardware Store this week? You better come 
down and see, or, better yet, come and taste what’s 
cooking. We have everything that is needed for 
home cooking . .. for preparing the food, for 
cooking it, and for serving.” Spot this commercial 
and others like it during the daytime for the 

housewife. 

NEWSPAPER ADS — You can use the same 
lead as shown for the radio commercial. Illustrate 
many items for preparing, cooking and serving 

food. Give good description of each article and 

how it can be used, also show prices. 

HARDWARE WORLD 
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How to convince... 
WIN DOW WATCHERS 
The “USS” label is a sign that helps people make up 

their minds to buy. 

Convincing... 

USS FENCE 
For more profitable selling 

United States Steel Corporation + Columbia-Geneva Steel Division 

120 Montgomery Street, San Francisco 6 

UNMtt he 9a e Ss STEEL 
For Details Circle 30 on INQUIRY CARD 
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250—OPAL measuring and cutting 
shelf for insect wire screening does 

away with yardsticks and cutting 

tables. Used with the footages marked 
on edges of Opal screenings, shelf at- 
taches to the company’s tubular alu- 
minum display rack by means of sim- 
ple braces —New York Wire Cloth 

Co. 

251—DISPLAY PLATFORM for the 
Toast-R-Oven is included as a pro- 

tective pad in the colorful package. 
Uses of the product; making buttered 
toast, heating rolls, buns and pastries 
are illustrated on the carton. The 
imprint does double duty in shipping 

and sales.—General Electric Co. 

252—EYE-LEVEL point-of-sale is the 
purpose of this counter display for 

popular size wall grips. Printed in an 
eye-catching black, red and white, the 
display holds a good stock of a wide 
range of sizes. Reinforced metal edges 
lend strength to.the display.—Star 

Expansion. 
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Merchandising Aids 

253—REPLACING a plain bulk pack- 
aging, this new counter top display 

for bicycle locks becomes, through the 

use of colorful foldouts, a point-of- 
sale advertising display. Dividers 

separate the three price groups of 

four locks each.—Slaymaker Lock Co. 

The Only Screw Driver with All 7 Features? “ 

J / 
pis 

254—TRANSPARENT PLASTIC 
FILM sealed tightly around each tool 
and attached to the backing by a spe- 

cial adhesive serves the double pur- 

pose of effective display and protec- 
tion of the products on the counter. 

Easel backs support the display.— 
Speedring Mfg. Co. 

255—MAGNETIC CATCH demon- 

strator graphically presents operation 

of “floating-action” design. Details of 

application of the catch are illustrated 

on the display, which is furnished free 

to dealers as part of introductory deal 

by the manufacturer.—Amerock Corp. 

256—HIGH display visibility is given 
to clothesline, along with protection 
from dust, dirt and handling abuse. 
Two connected 50 foot hanks of No. 
6 cord, each in its own polyethylene 
bag, give this line unusual eye appeal. 
—John H. Graham & Co. 

257—CUP and closet hooks are given 
an interest boost by these colorful 
display cards. Advertising messages 
stress sturdy construction and rust 

proof qualities. A wide variety of 
colors should appeal to housewives 
and the nickel or brass plating to the 
men.—Gries Reproducer Corp. 

258—GIVE AWAY sample bottles of 
paint and varnish remover are the 

feature of this counter top display 

designed to build product interest. 
Twelve how-to booklets are also in- 
cluded in the compact kit which uses 
only 9 x 14 inches of counter space. 

—Star Bronze Company. 

HARDWARE WORLD 



with Supplex 

Tire-Cord-Reinforced 

PAR AAKRRBRR® 

~~ J JOII00000000" aa 

It can even be left in the sun under full water pressure for 
days without bursting. 

The reinforcement is visible through rugged transparent 
outer jacket. Your customers can see it’s burst-proof. Sales 
are easier—sales stay sold—you don’t get them back. 

“MARK OF QUALITY” — Bright yellow vinyl sleeves at the 
couplings of each tire-cord-reinforced hose...reduce sharp 
bends at the couplings...prevent reduced water flow. Also 

provides the “Supplex” brand for positive identification and 
a permanent “Mark of Quality.” 

COILABLE YEAR ‘ROUND. Even in cold weather, Supplex 
tire-cord-reinforced hose coils easily without kinks. It’s light 
and clean to handle, too. Makes sales a cinch. Get started 
with Supplex. Ask your jobber today for the complete line— 
it fills every garden hose need. SUPPLEX COMPANY, Gar- 
wood, N. J., Division of American Hard Rubber Company. 

GARDEN HOSE 

You can Shut & off at 
the Nessie - WON'T 

suPPLE 

RT-1 7/16” 1.D., 50 ft. ...... Retail $5.98 

Supplex Tire-Cord-Reinforced 
Garden Hose—new bigger line 

with visible reinforcement, 

7/16", 1/2”, 5/8", 3/4” 1.D. 

with opaque reinforcement, 
5/8",3/4", also 1/2” 4-Ply with Storage Reel. 

25’, 50’, 75’ lengths, all diameters. 

All with 10-year guarantees. Fair 
Traded in States where legal. 

Look for the AD-DOLLAR 
in your Supplex car- 
tons* pays 100% of 
your Supplex adver- 
tising up to the 
“dollars” you accu- 
mulate. 

* Except non-reinforced Hose. 

Tire-Cord Reinforced 
Garden Hose 

Won't burst even if left 
in hot sun under full 
water pressure. Full 
range sizes and lengths. 
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Tire-Cord Reinforced 
Garden Hose 

Packed on Storage Reel 
for easier handling— 
quicker sale. 4-Ply hose 
—tough and burst-proof. 

Non-Reinforced 
Garden Hose 

Finest quality traffic 
builders in V2” |. D. and 
7/16” 1.D. at real low 
prices with full profit 
margins. 

Flexible Sprinkler 
Best Seller of All 

Test after test proves 
that dollar for dollar it 
out-performs all others. 

For Details Circle 31 on INQUIRY CARD 

ee 
for Deep Watering 

Designed for foundation 
plantings, garden rows, 
etc. Virgin vinyl tube 
sprays upward to cover 
entire root system. 



NEW 

KLEIN 
CATALOG 

FOR 

e LINEMEN 

e ELECTRICIANS 

e INDUSTRY 

100 years ago in 1857, Mathias 
Klein opened a little forge shop in 
Chicago. Out of this has grown the 
national institution known as 
Mathias Klein & Sons. 

To dramatize this 100 years of 
service to industry, Klein has pre- 
pared a completely new catalog. 

It contains illustrations and de- 
scriptions of the wide range of pliers, 
grips, climbers, belts, safety straps— 
the tools and equipment needed by 
linemen, electricians and industry. 

A new feature is a section giving 
the dimensions of each plier—length 
of handle, length of cutting knives, 
width of head, size of point, etc. 

This Klein Catalog No. 100 will 
be of interest to linemen—electricians 
—good workmen everywhere. A copy 
should be in the hands of every pur- 
chaser of good tools. Write for yours. 

Mathias KLEIN & Sons 

 tstabisbed 1857] 
00 McCORMICK ROAD © CHICAGO i Gl LLINO 

For Details Circle 32 on INQUIRY CARD 
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MERCHANDISING AIDS 

Five Seasonal Circulars 

Available for 1957 

To help hardware dealers meet and 

beat chain and syndicate store com- 

petition by increasing their store 

traffic through hard-hitting sales pro- 

motion, five major seasonal promo- 

‘ tions are offered to the hardware 

trade by Cosgrave & Associates. The 

promotional program will consist of 

four, four-page tabloids in color and 

a quality Christmas Gift Book, all 

tailored to the needs of hardware deal- 

ers and featuring basic hardware store 

merchandise. Seasonal circulars in- 

clude the Mid-winter Sale Days Cir- 

cular, Spring Sale Days Circular, 

Outdoor Living and Vacation Needs, 

and a Fall Sale Days Circular. These 

promotions are available from hard- 

ware wholesalers. In the far West, 

Totem Wholesale Hardware Co., Seat- 

tle is handling the promotion. 

For Details Circle 259 on INQUIRY CARD 

Accounting System Offered 

A new simplified accounting sys- 

tem specially designed for indepen- 

dent paint and wallpaper dealers and 

adaptable to others has been devel- 

oped by the O’Brien Corp., South 

Bend, Indiana. 

The simplified accounting system 

book containing complete instructions, 

300 double pages for daily records, 

annual proof sheet, profit and loss 

forms and an annual balance sheet is 

available for $2.50 to cover printing 

and mailing costs. 

They have also developed a daily 

business summary form which pro- 

vides a dealer with a picture of his 

business at the end of each day. They 

are available in packs of 300 for $1.50. 

For Details Circle 260 on INQUIRY CARD 

West Bend Joins Promotion 

West Bend Aluminum Company, 
manufacturers of cooking utensils, 
will participate in the 1957 Mrs. 
America promotion. This marks the 
first year that West Bend will use 
the registered “Mrs. America” name 
in its national advertising, sales pro- 
motion and merchandising campaigns. 

Winners in the competitions will 
receive, amongst other prizes, West 
Bend utensils; in both state and na- 
tional finals. 

The selection of Mrs. America will 
take place in Fort Lauderdale, Flor- 
ida during the week of May 7-14. 

For Details Circle 261 on INQUIRY CARD 

STORE OPERATIONS 

262—PRESSURE SENSITIVE Price 

Markers are ideal for marking any 

item made of smooth materials. Mark- 

ers come in several forms; circle, 

rectangle or square, usually furnished 

in a perforated roll of material with a 

good writing surface.——Labelon Tape 

Co. 

2683—METAL FRAME showcase is 

now available at a price competitive 

with old-fashioned glass-on-glass con- 

struction. Durability of the “Flex- 

Orama” showcase is due to the use 

of solid extruded aluminum top and 

bottom frames.—Streater Industries, 

Inc. 

\ 

264—KEY MACHINE STAND of 

novel design removes the need for al- 

locating counter space for key ma- 

chines. Use of the new unit makes 

possible the moving of the key depart- 

ment from one location to another 

adding new appeal.—Curtis Industries, 

Inc. 

HARDWARE WORLD 



NEW PRODUCTS— Continued From Page 14 

141—FLAME RETARDANT white 
flexible ducting which is available 
either in kit form or in 5 and 8 inch 
lengths. A new four-page catalog on 
Venting Equipment has been prepared 

by the manufacturer showing all 

makes of dryer requirements.—Auto- 

matic Service Supply Co. 

'- 
ot es 

142—FOUR-WAY GARDEN TOOL, 
adjustable for use as cultivator, chop- 
per or edger, weeder or scraper, and 

hoe is made possible through the 
use of a cone and socket three-way 
locking adjustment. The blade is of 

high carbon-high manganese steel.— 

Masterline Products Co. 

143—THIRSTY - TOT water bubbler 
for all who play or work outdoors. 
Safe flexible cup and mouth guard of 
polyethelyne plastic and quick action 
on-off squeeze bar makes this ideal 
for children. Sky blue cup and canary 
yellow handle add color.—Consumer 
Products Inc. 

FEBRUARY 1957 
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144—LAWN-TORCH repels flies, 
mosquitos and insects while adding 
charm to outdoor living areas. Made 
of heavy gage metal with built in wick 
retainer and snuffer the torch has a 

tapered base easily inserted in soft 
earth or sand. Sells in pairs.—Ada 
Metal Products Co. 

145—ONE-HAND operation is an out- 
standing feature of CAN-O-MAT, a 
new can opener which makes use of a 

suction base and an elevator-like at- 
tachment which holds the can and 
raises it into opening position. A boon 
to handicapped and disabled.—Rival 

Manufacturing Co. 

: 

146—BEAUTY IN BRASS with a 
newly styled line of hand wrought, 

hand polished fixtures for modern 
kitchen, dining room and bathroom. 
Popular priced groupings are individ- 
ually packaged to reduce transfer 
costs and encourage “take-withs.” 
Packed with brass screws.—Lafayette 
Products Co. 

147—ADJUSTABLE three position 
blades which raise the cutting action 
of the Roto Edger rotary lawn shears 
above pebbles, earth clods and other 
debris speed trimming operations by 
one third. A locking, spring steel lever 

controls the positioning of the blades. 
—Oregon Saw Chain Corp. 

148—MINIATURE TUBE CUTTER 
for copper, aluminum, brass and plas- 
tic tubing is exclusively designed to 
provide from %” to 3%” capacity. 
Cuts are straight and smooth as two 

of the cutter’s four rollers are always 

in contact with tubing. Cutter is 

chrome plated.—Erie Tool Works. 

149—DUO-CLAW HAMMER elimi- 
nates the need for an extra-leverage 
block by use of a double claw design. 
The nail is started by the large claw 
and the removal is completed by the 
smaller claw. The hickory handle is 
permanently secured by a zinc-plated 
wedge.—A. Cripe Tool Mfg. Corp. 
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TELEVISION, RADIO, NEWSPAPERS, 

MAGAZINES, AND OUTDOOR SPECTACULARS 

ARE SWITCHING THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS 

TO NATIONAL PAINTS. 

NATIONAL PAINT DEALERS ARE ENJOYING THEIR BIGGEST PROFIT OPPORTUNITY. 

FIRST, THE INTRODUCTION OF COLOR-LOK...THE GREAT, NEW PROCESS IN NATIONAL. PAINTS 

THAT PROTECTS THE PAINTED SURFACE WITH A SUPER-HARD, INVISIBLE SHIELD. 

SECOND, A HARD-HITTING, ALL-OUT CONSUMER ADVERTISING AND MERCHANDISING CAMPAIGN 

THAT SELLS YOUR CUSTOMERS ON THE IMPORTANT, EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGE OF 

NATIONAL PAINTS CONTAINING COLOR-LOK. 

JOIN THE NATIONAL PAINT BANDWAGON. STOCK-UP NOW! IT'S YOUR BIGGEST 

PROFIT OPPORTUNITY OF THE YEAR. 

Ee A FEW SELECT FRANCHISED TERRITORIES STILL AVAILABLE. 

Ww RITE FOR INFORMATION ON NATIONAL'S 

‘FLEXIBLE INVENTORY PLAN" TO FIT YOUR NEEDS 

NATIONAL PAINT & VARNISH CO., 2835 E. WASHINGTON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 23, CALIF. 

‘MMe ae see 

ot wan, 



Use Inquiry Postcard for Further Information About NEW PRODUCTS 

150—NEW TUBES for “Presto-Set” 
white glue enable neater and easier 
application to materials being joined. 

Gentle squeeze dispenses desired 
amount, as tube relaxes back pres- 
sure clears the tip of the tube. The 

tube is available in various handy 
sizes.—United States Plywood Corp. 

151 — ECONOMY - PRICED rotary 

tiller features “Select-O-Width” tines 
to permit varying tilling swath to 
row widths from 12 to 36 inches. 
Automotive cone-type clutch and 
throttle controls are located close to 
handle grips. Balanced for easy han- 
dling. — Bolens Products Division. 

152—TRIM DESIGN of four new 

stainless steel and mirror medicine 
cabinets is added to strength and 

utility. Mirrored doors ride smoothly 
on plastic bearings to assure quiet 
operation. Frame corners are capped 

in stainless steel for added strength. 
—Grote Mfg. Co. 

FEBRUARY 1957 

153 — THUNDERBIRD, transistor 
portable of radical design is a new 
entry in the small radio field. Shown 

in closed position, the set opens on a 
plastic dome, exposing a view of the 
interesting interior. Plays in either 
open or closed position. — Sylvania 
Electric Products, Inc. 

154—PORTABLE DEHUMIDIFIER 
uses calcium-chloride to remove mois- 
ture. Effective over 1,000 square-feet, 
the “Dry-Aire” is of value in any 

place where dampness causes damage. 
A plastic-mesh bag collects moisture 
which drains to a basin below.—Polo 
Plastics Co. 

155—THREE PIECE Bar-B-Q tool 
set with “high-style” hardwood han- 
dles, in a colorful gift carton. Conve- 
nient leather thongs eliminate stor- 
age problem of the long-handled cook- 
ing accessories, while adding a smart 
Western touch to modern decor. — 
Wire Specialties Co. 

ag 

156—TILTING Arbor Circular Saw 
cuts to a depth of 3%”. Heavy duty 
saw suitable for school shop, light in- 

dustrial and professional home work 
shops. Steel and cast iron make 10” 
saw as rugged as it is efficient. Set 

of accessories furnished with saw.— 

Toolkraft. 

157—COMPACT Sump Pump suitable 
for portable use or permanent pit 
installation. Submersible pump boasts 
a U.L. rated “snap-action” switch 
mechanism sealed by a neoprene dia- 
phragm in motor housing. Automatic 
float activates the pump méchanism. 
—Barnes Mfg. Co. 

158—ALUMINUM FOOD JARS of a 
new size are now available. Complete 
with insulated stopper and plastic 
serving cup the quart size will fit well 
in outing kits. The pint size is suited 
for workman’s kits, the 10 oz. for 
school kits and replacement sales.— 
American Thermos. 
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Do floor nails 
rip into your 

Sander profits? 
Holt demountable 
drum cushion keeps 
rental sander 

always working 

For rugged 

rental trade. 

nly Holt Streamliner 8 

Floor Sander 

exhausts dust thru 

removable handle. 

When you rent Holt sanders you have the profitable advantage of 

patented demountable drum cushion that you can replace on the 

job or in your store in a matter of 5 minutes. All you have to do 

when the inevitable damage to cushion occurs, is loosen one nut, 

take off the old cushion, slip on the new one —and you're in 

business again. You don’t even remove the drum—just the cushion 

itself comes off. Thus there’s no lost rental while waiting a num- 

ber of days for an exchange drum from the factory, or for a re- 
paired cushion to “set”... no need to tie up capital in spare drums. 

To remove cushion, 

loosen this nut. 

Slip off old, slip 

on new cushion. 

Another exclusive advantage for you is the streamlined design 

of the Holt rental sander. For example, there’s no separate pipe 
for dust exhaust. Dust is carried up thru the handle pipe into the 

dust bag, leaving the machine free of gadgets that catch and 

break. It’s easy to put into and take out of private automobiles. 

For full details, mail coupon NOW. os 

MANUFACTURING CO. 
BETTER FLOOR MACHINES 

FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS Oli 
669 - 20th St., Oakland 12, Calif., or 272 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J. 

HOLT MFG. CO. Dept. K-2 
669 - 20th St., Oakland 12, Calif., or 272 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J. 

Please send me folders describing Holt rental machines. 

NAME. POSITION 

FIRM. 

ADDRESS. 

ee ee em ee ee eee ee Oe at 

For Details Circle 35 on INQUIRY CARD 
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ented working design. Sim- 

| Fan-like spray over 1000 
sq. ft. Light weight. Can't 
rust or clog. 

' 

..and watch those profits 

Ae grow! 

gilmour 

HOSEMASTER 
Exclusive pistol grip con- 
trol. Precision designed and 
quality produced to be the 
world's best hose nozzle. 
Leakproof and non-corro- 
sive. 

< 
gilmour LAWNMASTER 

TWIN-SPIN sprinkler. Full 
rotating at constant speed 
at pressures from 20 to 100 
Ibs. Sprays over 1800 sq. ft. 

with uniform coverage. 

gilmour LAWNMASTER 

SPIN-BOY sprinkler. Pat- 

ple, rugged construction. 

gilmour REELMASTER 

Fiberglas 2-way hose reel 
attaches directly to faucet 
or stakes out on lawn with 
special holder. Holds up to 
175 ft. of garden hose. 

gilmour hosemaster 
INSECTICIDE SPRAYER 
Fits garden hose for accu- 
rate mixtures without pre- 
mixing liquids. Up to 100 
gals. of solution without re- 
filling unbreakable  con- 
tainer,. 

wONEY BAcy 

Factory 

GUARANTEED 
ae eBiodes o 

NOT as event's, 

. » by the world’s largest manufacturer 

of pistol grip hose nozzles. 

GILMOUR 
MANUFACTURING CO. @ SOMERSET, PA. 

HOSEMASTER PRODUCTS 

For Details Circle 34 on INQUIRY CARD 

HARDWARE WORLD 

write for FREE 
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Use Inquiry Postcard for Further Information About NEW PRODUCTS 

159—DESIGNED for faster die lay- 

out, scoring, etching, engraving, 
marking and dating the “Micro-Scrib- 
er” is equipped with a solid carbide 
tip, diamond ground and precision 
lapped. Tip is set in a hexagonal alu- 
minum handle.—Greist Mfg. Co. 

160—WATER THINABLE Redwood 
Paint chemically related to Plexiglas, 

is a combination sealer and finish in 
a rich, permanent redwood color. Rec- 
ommended for all wood surfaces, finish 

is applied with brush or roller and 

ends paint problems. — Linseed Oil 

Products Co. 

161—JET-FLAME lighter for pipe- 

smokers, now at popular price, creates 

a 21,” jet of flame for aiming down- 

wards into the pipe bowl. Aimed 

sideways it serves to light fireplaces 

and campfires and upright as a cigar- 

ette lighter.—Beattie Jet Products. 

FEBRUARY 1957 

162—FOUR-TIER cake pan set will 

turn out extra-fancy party cakes. 

Sold in conjunction with a cake deco- 
rator, in a unit display, the set will 
turn out eye-catching cakes for spe- 
cial occasions. The pans range from 
3% to 9 inches by 14% deep.—Mirro. 

or 

163—MULTI-PURPOSE VISE is 
equipped with removable fibreboard 
jaw faces, serrated steel jaws, and 

built in pipe jaws in the throat. Float- 

ing nut permits automatic opening 
and closing and full takeup. Anvil 

surface of over 7 square inches. — 
Wilton Tool Mfg. Co., Inc. 

164—HIGH-POWERED Whiz Saw is 
now available in two new models. 
Model #10 cuts up to 1” lumber while 
#15 cuts up to 2” lumber. Inside cuts 
can be made without boring a starting 
hole. Blade makes 3250 strokes a min- 
ute and handles with ease and safety. 
—Forsberg Mfg. Co. 

165—FOUR NEW UNITS have been 
added to the “Power-Handle” a port- 
able source of power for lawn, garden 

and home equipment. The components 

shown grouped around the power unit 
are 20” reel, 25” front cutter, 22” 
rotary and aerator. All change in 20 

seconds without tools.—Toro Mfg. Co. 

166—HANDY HOUSE multi-purpose 
home storage facility is a permanent 
structure designed to provide weather 
and fire protection for garden tools, 
lawn furniture, wheel toys, seed and 
other home care equipment. All steel 
house comes in 3 basic sizes.—Grand 
Sheet Metal Products. 

167—BUILDERS SPECIAL full mor- 
tise butt is now available in standard 

hardware finishes; dull brass, prime 

coat, zinc, Matchalum, dull bronze, 

bright brass, nickel and chrome. 
Available in square or round corners, 

packed with pin and screws.—Griffin 
Manufacturing Co. 
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HARDWARE WEEK SPECIALS—(April 25-May 4) 

168—FREE NAMEPLATE mailed 

prepaid to the purchaser of Rural 
mail boxes on return of card enclosed 

in each box. Claimed to be extra-rug- 

ged the boxes make use of a new Rib- 

O-Nized, galvanized steel construc- 

tion.—Jackes-Evans Mfg. Co. 

169—-TWO-IN-ONE file gives service 

in home, farm, shop and garage. 

Single cut on one side and double cut 

on the other the Handy Dandy has a 
molded handle which fits the grip 
comfortably. Specially priced for 

Hardware Week.—Nicholson File Co. 

170—FOLDING RULE and 50 foot 
tape are specials for Hardware Week. 

Boxed individually with Hardware 

Week labels these serviceable products 

allow full dealer margins at reduced 

retail prices. The rule extends to 6 

feet.—Lufkin Rule Co. 

70 

171—SPINNING-SUDSING Fountain 
Brush engineered to rotate at 2500 
RPM, features a built in suds chamber, 
an automatic shut-off gasket, and a 
three foot handle with a vinyl hand 
grip. Specially priced by the maker 
for Hardware Week. — Empire 
Brushes, Inc. 

172—SHEFFIELD English Steak 
knife set has hollow ground stainless 
steel blades with serrated edges and 
is guaranteed to stay forever sharp. 
Handles are Ivory Lustrex, chip and 
crack proof even in boiling water. Re- 
duced for a Hardware Week Special. 

—Regent Sheffield Ltd. 

173—SAW SPECIALS for Hardware 
Week are these popular items shown 

above. Available are a 26” 8 pt. cross- 
cut pattern with maroon plastic han- 
dle, a 26” 8 and 10 pt. with full taper 
ground teeth, and a combination com- 
pass blade and pruning blade—H. K. 

Porter Co. 

174—THREE-FOR-TWO deal is of- 
fered on these items by the manufac- 
turer as a special Hardware Week 
promotion idea. Purchase of the two 
all-metal mail boxes brings the dealer 
the forged iron door knocker without 
cost.—McKinney Manufacturing Co. 

one Bi 
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175—HOLESAWS attaches to a port- 
able electric drill and enables the user 
to cut large diameter round holes far 
beyond the cutting capacity of the 
drill itself. A special assortment of 
holesaws has been prepared for 
Hardware Week specials.—Black & 
Decker Mfg. Co. 

176—SCREWDRIVER SPECIALS are 
offered as Hardware Week items. Of 

major interest is the 6-piece screw- 
driver set, with a tool for every need. 
Also featured is a handy four-way 

screw spinner with ends for a wide 

variety of screw heads.—Fuller Tool 
Company, Inc. 

HARDWARE WORLD 



NEWS... 
(Continued from Page 29) 

PURCHASE SEATTLE 
SIFTER FIRM 

TWO MEMBERS of the Foley Manu- 
facturing Company of Minneapolis, C. 

Judd Ringer (left), sales manager of 

the firm, and Walter M. Ringer, Sr., 

chairman of the board, inspect a Sift- 
Chine flour sifter, manufactured by 
the Meets- A-Need Manufacturing 
Company of Seattle, which was re- 
recently purchased by Foley. Produc- 
tion will be continued in Seattle, ac- 
cording to the firm. 

New Post For Edwards 

Appointment of Richard G. Ed- 

wards to the newly created post of 

director of merchandising for the 
American Hardware Corporation, has 
been announced. In this position he 
will supplement the efforts of all sales 
divisions in developing policies and 
programs in respect to merchandising. 

Lowe Names Rhodes V.P. Sales 

William C. Rhodes has been named 
vice president sales, The Lowe Broth- 

ers Company. Mr. Rhodes will have 

complete charge of all phases of sales 

and marketing. Before his promotion 
he was firm’s general sales manager. 

O. C. Thomas Retires 

Announcement has been made by 

Columbian Enameling and Stamping 
Co., Inc., of the retirement of Mr. 

Orville C. Thomas, vice president in 
charge of sales since 1953 and com- 

pany employee since 1915. Mr. 
Thomas’ position will be assumed by 
T. W. (Bill) Tunney former Colum- 
bian representative in the Chicago 
area. 

New Toastmaster Distributor 

The Phoenix Hardware Company, 

1021 N. 21st Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 

have been newly appointed distribu- 

FEBRUARY 1957 

BUDROW MOVES INTO NEW OFFICE-WAREHOUSING BUILDING 

LOS ANGELES—Budrow & Co., hardware wholesalers recently moved into a 
new office and warehouse at 3161 E. Washington Blvd. The new, concrete, one- 

story building covers 52,000 square feet which is served with spur track facili- 

ties permitting the most modern and approved methods of warehousing and 

merchandise handling. The move to the new building took place during the 

company’s 24th anniversary in the wholesale hardware business. 

tors for the Toastmaster Products Di- 

vision of the McGraw Electric Com- 
pany. They add Toastmaster to the 

Hoover, Prettymaid and American 
Thermos lines they already represent. 

Delta Names Hazelton 

Hardware 

COMPTON, Calif.—P. B. Hazelton 

Wholesale Hardware has been ap- 

pointed wholesale distributor for 
Delta Homecraft Power Tools in 

Southern California and Arizona. To 

introduce this new line to customers 

the Compton firm held a Power Tool 

Show in their warehouse on the eve- 

nings of Jan 21 & 22. Factory repre- 
sentatives demonstrated all the tools 

in the line. Other lines represented, 
according to Howard Padrick, sales 

manager, were the complete line of 
Skil Builder’s Tools and Wen Electric 

Tools. All tools were set up for work- 
ing demonstrations. The company has 

also published an illustrated catalog 

of Delta Tools to aid the dealer in 

ordering. 

MORE POPULAR 

THAN EVER.. 

in their 

“SERVE 
YOURSELF”: . 
packet 

Since 1900 

Moore Picture Hangers in their handsome, 

colorful Picture Window Packets sell faster, with 

less effort. They’re easier to display, easier to 

handle, and the 4 different sizes are more 

quickly identified. For more picture hanger 

sales, stock these 56-year favorites, NOW IN 

TODAY’S MOST MODERN HANGER PACKAGE. 

MOORE PUSH-PIN CO. 

BELONGS ON 
YOUR COUNTER 

The Moore 7208 Counter 

Display. 72 Packet ca- 

pacity, yet is only 10%” 

high, with 9” diameter 

base. All metal. Revolves. 

Ask your jobber. 

Viakers of farnmous Moore. Push-Pins 

113-25 BERKLEY ST. PHILA. 44, PA. 

For Details Circle 36 on INQUIRY CARD 



TANOTHER SHERMAN “FIRST”! . . 

A complete line of Wave Sprinklers all 

in one kit. Powerful selling display 

FREE! 

DISPLAY STOPS 

THE SHOPPER 

FACTS CLINCH 

THE SALE ¢ 

5 SATISFY (AG QUALITY KEEPS 
—N 
a J ‘EM SOLD 
aa) 

-next to rain 

. Sey, 
Zr, 

}SIZE: Display 12'2” long x 11%” wide x 18%’ high: 
SHIPPING WGT:: 26 Ibs. 4 i <=_ e". 

Ne Sherman'a New *159 
CONTAINS: Lever Lock Spray Nozzle 

4 only Model J @$ 8.95 ea. a with the exclusive RED BUTTON 
2 only Model M @ $10.95 ea. Six Nozzles included in each 7-PAC, 

1 only Model 2S @ $13.95 ea. Valued at $1.50 each retail, 
Total Retail . « » Sear YOURS ABSOLUTELY FREE ! 

Regular Dealer Cost . . $47.77 

SPECIAL 7-PAC PRICE $42.99 Sadat gee — 
Plus Free Bonus Nozzles $9.00 

7-PAC DEALER PROFIT Grand Total Dealer Profit 

ay ania 

iy ¥ Err ih s Oe 

ORDER FROM YOUR WHOLESALER NOW 

For Details Circle 37 on INQUIRY CARD 
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Showman THE ONLY 
COMPLETE LINE OF 

LAWN HOSE GOODS 
cHOP EARLY! Avoid possible delay 

in shipment later 

CAT. NO QUANTITY 
TO ORDER 

GARDEN HOSE nozzues|// 

“Gold Label” 

“‘Lever-Lock"’ Spray 

Diamond,’ Heavy Brass 

‘Silver King'’ Chrome Plated 

Jet” 

“Brass King" 

“Green Gold” 

“‘Rainbo” Assortment 

RE-USABLE COUPLINGS AND 
MENDERS FOR PLASTIC HOSE 

Re-Usable Coupling, 7/16” size 

Re-Usable Coupling, 2” size 

Re-Usable Coupling, %” size 

Rod -Re-Usable Coupling, 2” size 

Rod Re-Usable Coupling, %” size 

Rod Re-Usable Coupling, %” size 

Re-Usable Mender, 7/16” size 

Re-Usable Mender, 2” size 

CLINCHER GOODS 

85 CL ‘‘Long-Grip"’ Rolled Thread Clincher, 7/16” . 

85 CL ‘‘Long-Grip"’ Rolled Thread Clincher, 2” ... 

85 CL ‘‘Long-Grip"’ Rolled Thread Clincher, %” ... 

85 CLF ‘‘Long-Grip"’ Clincher, Female End only, 7/16” 

85 CLF ‘‘Long-Grip"’ Clincher, Female End only, 2” . 

85 CLF ‘‘Long-Grip" Clincher, Female End only, %” . 

12CL “Long-Grip" Clincher Mender, 7/16” 

12 CL ‘‘Long-Grip"’ Clincher Mender, 2” 

12 CL ‘“Long-Grip" Clincher Mender, %” 

———— No. 57) SELF SERVE — SALES MAKER 

*7-PAC”’ WAVE SPRINKLER DISPLAY 
4-Model J, 2-Model M, 1-Model 2S.... 

WAVE SPRINKLERS 

————  ModelJ Wave Sprinkler 

|\— ModelM Wave Sprinkler 

)}— Modei 2S Wave Sprinkler 

TRAVELING SPRINKLER 

* 1000 “Traveler” 

* 950 Shut-Off Valve 

* New Item, Carded, t Vu-Pac 

TOTAL 
LIST PRICE 



cnet a 
IMPULSE TYPE SPRINKLERS es 
AND SPRINKLER HEADS ONLY 

Silver Jet” 

“Silver Jet'’ Head Only Chrome Finish 

ROTATING SPRINKLERS 

RING SPRINKLERS, etc. 

"Tulip" Sprinkler 

“Deluxe” Fountain — all brass ring 

‘“Fountain"’ brass top, galv. base ring 

“Half Fountain’’ — brass 

HAND, SPIKE SPRINKLERS 

“Handy” Spray 

Cast Brass Spike Sprinkler 

Wrought Brass Spike Sprinkler 

HOSE ACCESSORIES 

Quik-Tite Coupler 

Faucet Connection — Hose to Plain Faucet. . 

“Flo-Filter’’ Strainer Washer (3 per Card)... 

Screen-Flo Hose Line Filter 

Self-Closing Gardén Hose Shut-Off 

Red Rubber Hose Washers — per doz. clips. 

Hose Siamese %,” Female x %4” Male..... 

Gooseneck, Swivel, cast brass 

NIPPLES, BUSHINGS, etc. 

Double Male Hose Nipples 

Yo" IPT (T) x %” HT 

¥%," IPT (T) x %” HT 

Double Female Nipples 
Yo" IPT (T) x %” HT 
¥,"" IPT (T) x %4” HT 

Male-Female Hose Nipples 

M %” HT XxF 2” IPT (T) 

M %" HT x 3%” IPT (T) 

BRASS, STEEL HOSE CLAMPS 

Brass Lawn and Air — %2” and smaller... . 

Brass Lawn and Air — 5” size 

Brass Lawn and Air — %” size 

* New Item, 

Carded, HOSE COUPLINGS, etc. 

+ Vu-Pac End Cap Bulk 

DEALER’S NAME ____ADDRESS 

Gat... ie eae ZONE oe 

ORDER NO. a AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE 

PREFERRED JOBBER CITY ZONE STATE 

H. B. SHERMAN MANUFACTURING CO., Battle Creek, Mich. UTHO IN U.S.A. 
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FOR THE FRONT YARD SELL THE BEST 

ORNAMENTAL LAWN AND GARDEN 

Beautifies Your Lawn + Keeps OT AUTH TL 2 CC 
Borders Trim + Protects Flow- ashes: “ait eee 

ers and Shrubs + Easy to Set og . m 

in | (\ Cooper's Brilliant New 
Fold-A-Fence is 17” high and is made of 
stout wire rods that never sag, are rust-proof, 

ond finished in white baked enamel. Comes 

packaged in individual sections 10 feet in 3? q8 
length. (6 to a carton.) RETAIL PRICE - 

FO LD-A- FENCE CORP. ph tg Brand new thruout. Brass finish sunburst background and 
smart new brass finish dial. 934 inches wide by 934 inches 

For Details Circle 46 on INQUIRY CARD high. Individually packed in attractive window box. 

/ anorner OMASH VALUE Another Cooper 
i 

| —erom WILSHIRE'S GIGANTIC eecmeer vimana 
FZ PROMOTION, 

7-PC. POLISHED BRASS ENSEMBLE New Display features brass finish Cooper Thermometers. 

No. 17-17 Black Mesh Display measures 14 inches wide by II!/2 inches high. It is 
No. 17-18 Brass Finish Mesh £ printed in gorgeous blue and gold to enhance the rich tones 

— 
SPECIAL LIST 

of the brass in the three fast-selling thermometers. 
reg. $80.00 list 

Here's What You Get: 
3 No. 201 Monterey Wall Thermometers 

3 No. 205 Santa Fe Wall Thermometers 

3 No. 215 Aztec Wall Thermometers 
(Each item brings dealer full 40% profit) 
No. 1548 Display Card (no charge) 

MEG. co. THE COOPER THERMOMETER COMPANY 
107 Main Street Pequabuck, Conn. 

& WRI TE for colorful 12-page V.I.P. Catalog 
© rammed full with RED-HOT VALUES! 

4865 San Fernando Road West ¢ Los Angeles 39, Calif. 

For Details Circle 47 on INQUIRY CARD For Details Circle 39 on INQUIRY CARD 
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TO RECEIVE ANY OF THIS PRINTED MATTER CIRCLE NUMBER 

ON INQUIRY CARD PAGE 74 

“HOW TO CREATE AND DECO- 
RATE CLEVER PARTY CAKE 
HOUSES EASILY,” is the first book- 
let of its kind to be published, gives 
recipes and directions for the decora- 

tion of party cake houses. Booklet 
may be obtained from The Aluminum 
Specialty Company. 

For Details Circle 218 on INQUIRY CARD 

NEW APPLIANCE - HANDLING 
TRUCK CATALOG, issued by the 
American Pulley Company, describes 
types and sizes of appliances that may 
be handled quickly, easily and safely 
with the Appliance-Handling Equip- 
ment including the “Ezy-Up” series 
of magnesium and steel hand trucks. 

For Details Circle 219 on INQUIRY CARD 

FARM GATE CATALOG, an 8- 
page, two color booklet, available 
from the Clay Equipment Corporation 
illustrates Clay’s complete line of steel 
gates, fence fabric, and gate hardware 

and fittings. 
For Details Circle 220 on INQUIRY CARD 

“ARROW SALES MANUAL” on stapling machines makes 
powerful educational tool for the trade. The entire line is 
introduced with simple illustrations and explicit copy 
pointing out the uses of each item, with tips and sugges- 
tions for dramatically demonstrating the tackers. 

For Details Circle 228 on INQUIRY CARD 

76 

“INTEGRATED DATA PROCESS- 
ING: A FACTURAL ANALYSIS,” 
discusses in 24 pages one-writing sys- 

tems, punched cards, magnetic and 
punched tapes, telegraphic transmis- 

sion, and electronic computers. Book- 

let is offered by Ditto, Incorporated. 
For Details Circle 221 on INQUIRY CARD 

SYLVANIA PRESENTS THE MO- 
HAWK, a six-page brochure issued by 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., fea- 

turing the line’s four different styles 
of shielding—low brightness lens, the 

dished plastic panel, the plastic louv- 
ers, and metal louver types. Usages 
of these new commercial lighting fix- 
tures—in stores, schools, offices, public 
buildings, lobbies and conference rooms 

are pointed out in the brochure. 
For Details Circle 222 on INQUIRY CARD 

“TENSION - TITE BROCHURE” 
offers 4 pages of standard sizes and 
tolerances for all-aluminum screen 
doors made by Rudiger - Lang Com- 

pany. 
For Details Circle 223 on INQUIRY CARD 

My Wu 
\ \ 

pri 
NY 

7 
vet 

WELDING ROD COMPARISON 
CHART, an informative and useful 4- 

page flyer, issued by the Page Steel 
and Wire Division Div., American 
Chain & Cable Company, Inc., details 
physical properties, gives analysis, 
tensile strength, elongation, average 
Rockwell hardness and lists the typi- 
cal uses of gas welding rods, bare elec- 
trodes, automatic welding wire and 
metal spray wire. 

For Details Circle 225 on INQUIRY CARD 

FOR THE HOME WORKSHOP 
DARRA-JAMES POWER TOOLS, is 
a 36-page, colorfully illustrated, com- 
pletely indexed catalog which gives 
exact specifications and a complete 
listing of accessories, including mo- 
tors. Outlined in the catalog is Tool- 
kraft’s new Grand Slam Profits Plan, 
plus promotional tie-ins, including 

newspaper mats, direct-mail pieces, 
envelope stuffers, sales letters, floor 

displays and hang tags. 

For Details Circle 226 on INQUIRY CARD 

“EVERYONE CAN GET THE HANG OF THINGS” 
titles a four-page folder designed to aid the retailer in 
over-the-counter sales of Wallgrips, the hollow wall fas- 
tener. Released by Star Expansion, the folder provides 
space for the dealer’s name, address and telephone. 

For Details Circle 227 on INQUIRY CARD 
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DIAMALLOY. 
Long Reach Pliers 

DB58—8” Duck Bill Plier with short nose and long handles, 
Enables user to grip objects in inaccessible places with little 
pressure on the handles. Jaws are Diamond scored for positive 
gripping. Ideal for assembly work. Individually boxed. Weight 
per doz. 5 Ibs. 

NN58—8” Long reach needle nose plier with Diamond scored 
jaws. Ideal for office machine and electronic maintenance. 
Nose is ideally shaped for bending and making loops in wires. 
Polished head—gun metal handles. Each plier individually boxed. 
Weight per doz. 4 Ibs. 8 ozs. 

Ask your wholesaler for a new Diamond Tool Cata- 
log, or write giving his name to the manufacturers. 

DIAMOND CALK 

DULUTH, MINN. He OLS LNG Co TORONTO, ONT. 

For Details Circle 41 on INQUIRY CARD 

Yrte 

The all-p
urpose 

a | — OUTDOORS 

waterproofer .. 

that sells all-year-’round 
THOMPSON’S WATER SEAL is constantly in 

demand by builder and home-owner alike — because 
TWS is a deep penetrating solution that really locks 
moisture out... that actually seals the pores of all 

porous materials! 

water bounces off like a rubber bali 

CHECK THESE IN-DEMAND ADVANTAGES: Preserves and maintains original surface and tex- 

Lasting protection for ture... leaves no film, residue or stain. Increases and 

eee aes eS: See 
asy to Use: Dip, brush, spray or apply with roller. 

[CONCRETE Hf STONE | Economical: One gallon covers up to 400 sq. ft. 

TUE Be MECC To retail @ $1.55 Quart. $4.78 Gallon. Other sizes from 8 oz. 
to 55 Gallons. Cash in on TWS—the all around best seller. 

MANY OTHERS Write Today for complete information! 

E. A. THOMPSON CO. INC. western MERCHANDISE MART ¢ SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA 

For Details Circle 42 on INQUIRY CARD 
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SENSATIONAL 
PROFITS—TURN OVER 

360° ROTATING VISE 
SELLS ON SIGHT 

Every Man a Prospect 
Jaws rotate vertically and Base rotates hori- 
zontally full 360° circle, locking in any 
position. Double jaws, one V-slotted for 
small odd-shaped parts. Fully Guaranteed. 
Suggested Retail Price: $9.95. 

JOBBERS—DEALERS, ORDER NOW 

Write for literature and discounts 

WISLER WESTERN ARMS 
205 Second Street, San Francisco 5, Calif. 

For Details Circle 43 on INQUIRY CARD 

NEW <SuopG° 
Grass Shear 

It has a real sales 
story. And this 

self-selling prod- 
uct card tells your 
customer why he 
should buy. You’ll 

find that he will. 

One of a complete line of ‘“‘Snap- 
Cut’’ Garden Shears for all prun- 
ing and trimming. It’s a snap 
with a “Snap-Cut.” 

Seymour Smitn 
 Swnce 1850 

SEYMOUR SMITH & SON, INC. 
2902 Main St., Oakville, Conn. 

Soles Reps.: John H. Graham & Co., Inc. 
105 Duane St., New York 8, N. Y. 

Fer Details Circle 44 on INQUIRY CARD 
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IN MEMORIAM 

E. T. DOYLE 

E. T. Doyle, for the past two years 
district manager of Diamond Black 
Leaf Company’s Western district sales 
office in San Jose, California, died re- 

cently after a short illness. 

Joining the Diamond Black Leaf 
organization in March, 1955, when 
the company was formed to carry on 
the manufacture and marketing of 
Black Leaf agricultural chemicals, Mr. 
Doyle was previously, for 33 years, 
Western sales representative for the 
former Black Leaf division of Vir- 
ginia-Carolina Chemical Corporation. 

CLARKE I. WILSON 

Clarke I. Wilson, sales manager for 

the past 12 years of the Ariens Com- 
pany, Brillion, Wisconsin, died sud- 
denly December 22, 1956 at the St. 

Elizabeth Hospital, Appleton, Wis- 
consin. Born on December 13, 1895 in 
Gentry, Arkansas he worked in sales 
positions for General Motors and 
George S. May Company before join- 
ing the Ariens Company. 

Mr. Wilson is survived by his widow 
Helen, a step daughter, two brothers 
and a sister. 

GILBERT DRAKE MacLAREN 
EUGENE, Oregon — Gilbert Drake 

MacLaren, 68, owner of the Eugene 
Hardware Company, died December 
13. Mr. MacLaren, a native of Stevens- 
ville, Montana, moved to Eugene in 

1925 and purchased the hardware 
store. 

Survivors include his widow Mrs. 
Effie MacLaren; two daughters, Mrs. 

Howard Lorence and Mrs. Jean Biggs, 

both of Eugene; and two sons, Don- 
ald C. of Eugene and Richard O., of 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

DORA VAN ETTEN 

BERKELEY, Calif. — Mrs. Dora 
Victoria Van Etten, whose family op- 
erated the Van Etten General Mer- 
chandise Store, Berkeley, California, 
for many years, died unexpectedly at 
her home January 3. Mrs. Van Etten, 
a native of Missouri, and her husband, 
the late Horton Van Etten, came to 
Berkeley from Carson City, Nevada, 
where they had operated a hardware 
store. 

FRANCIS P. LEAHEY 

Francis P. Leahey, 58, executive 
vice president of the Nichols Wire and 
Aluminum Co., died December 27 after 
a brief illness. Mr. Leahey was sched- 
uled to leave the company, after a 
10-year affiliation, to become Deputy 
Director of the Aluminum and Mag- 
nesium Division of the Department of 
Commerce in Washington, D. C. 

DOUGLAS M. WOLFS 

SAN FRANCISCO — Douglas M. 
Wolfs, 28, salesman for Dunham, Car- 

rigan & Hayden Company, was killed 
in an automobile accident, Wednesday, 
January 9. Mr. Wolfs had been with 

the wholesale firm for five years, and 
for the past two and one-half years 
had been covering the East Bay terri- 
tory as a specialty toy salesman. 

He is survived by his widow, Mrs. 

Marie Wolfs, and four children, of San 

Lorenzo, Calif. 

MORRIS WAMPLER MARTENET 
ANAHEIM, Calif—Morris Wamp- 

ler Martenet, 88, senior firm member 

of the Martenet Hardware, died Sun- 
day, December 16, following a heart 

attack. Mr. Martenet, a native of San 
Francisco, moved to Anaheim in 1910 
and established the hardware store at 

that time. 

He is survived by his widow, Viola 
W., a son. Morris, who had operated 

the store with his father, and a 
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Hood, of 

Harbor City, Calif. 

You wouldn’t 
buy adozen j 

buggy-whips--; 
Why put up with 

old-fashioned brooms? 

The FREEWAY Push Broom 
is as modern as tomorrow's 
auto. Made with Duratex plastic 
bristles, it is impervious to com- 
monly-used petroleum and caus- 
tic products. The FREEWAY, 
by actual test, outwears ordi- 
nary brooms three to one. Ask 
your jobber about FREEWAY 
Push Brooms for commercial, 
industrial, household and high- 

way maintenance, or for any 
other sweeping products. 

AMERICAN 
PUSH BROOM CO. 

114 FERN STREET 

HARDWARE WORLD 



20 Calif. Builders Hardware 
Men Elect Officers For '57 

The Builders Hardware Club of 
Southern California has elected Rob- 
ert J. Kelly, American Wholesale 
Hardware Company, as president in 
November. Other officers to serve the 
term with him are: V.P.—Paul Jaffe, 
Kwikset Lock Company; secretary— 

Richard Acton, Amerock Corp.; trea- 
surer — Roger Hewitt, California 
Hardware Company; sergeant-at-arms 
—Bud Olson, Builders Brass Works. 
Mr. Kelly succeeds S. G. Varley, 

Tavart Company, of Paramount, Cal., 

as president of the club. 
This club was formed five years ago 

and Ed Hallock, Jr. was its first pres- 
ident. 

DeVilbiss Builds L. A. Branch 

LOS ANGELES — The DeVilbiss 
Company, manufacturers of spray 

guns, booths, air compressors, rubber 
hose and other finishing components, 
is constructing a new and larger di- 

rect factory branch in Los Angeles. 

The centrally located branch will in- 
corporate sales offices, warehouse 
space, service department, rebuilt ex- 
change and a customer research labor- 

atory. 

TMA Elects Officers For "57 

Elected to serve as officers of the 
Toy Manufacturers of the U.S.A., Inc. 

for the 1957 season were: president, 
Abraham Swedlin, Gund Manufactur- 
ing Company; vice presidents, Her- 
man G. Fisher, Fisher-Price Toys, 

Inc.; and Robert W. Muessel, South 

Bend Toy Manufacturing Company; 

treasurer, Charles B. Gainsburgh, Es- 
quire Novelty Company; assistant 

treasurer, Norman A. Sas, Tudor 

Metal Products Corp.; executive sec- 
retary, Horatio D. Clark; and assis- 

tant secretary, Stuart Hoover. 

Blisscraft Opens New Plant 
GARDENA, Calif. — Blisscraft of 

Hollywood, manufacturers of plastic 
housewares, opened a new, modern, 

million-dollar plant in Gardena, Cali- 
fornia, on the date of their 10th an- 

niversary. Notable feature of the new 

plant is “Powerful-Polly,” one of the 
largest plastic presses in the West, 

capable of producing in a single op- 
eration a complete plastic unit weigh- 
ing more than 10 pounds. 

Entering the housewares field in 
1946, with one product, Blisscraft now 

produces over 50 items. 

Weather-Proof Ups Two 

Weather-Proof Company has an- 

nounced the promotion of two execu- 

tives to Eastern and Western dis- 

tributor sales managers. John Ste- 

pehens has been made manager of 

Eastern distributor sales and Edward 

Pachacki will handle the Western 

states. Both men have been promoted 

from district managers to their pres- 

ent positions. 

Field Sales Changes Announced 

An extensive reorganization of the 

field sales structure of the Manhat- 
tan Rubber and Packing Division has 
been announced by Raybestos-Manhat- 

tan, Inc. New Western regional man- 

ager will be S. V. V. Hoffman, with 
R. B. Park as San Francisco district 
manager. 

Wilson Joins Junior Toy 
Leonard E. Wilson has joined Jun- 

ior Toy Corporation, subsidiary of 

American Machine & Foundry Com- 
pany, as sales manager. Mr. Wilson 

was formerly associated with the 

Huffman Manufacturing Company, 
Dayton, Ohio. 

eS 

Hampden 

Hampden — Mark of leadership The new summer 
furniture line again shows you why. In Hampden aluminum chaises real sales 

imagination brings you big extras like automatic arm action, improved mattresses 

and bright new covers, all realistically brought together under a price tag 

which won't stand in the way of the sale. 

Hampden Specialty Products, Inc., Easthampton, Massachusetts 

Permanent SHowrooms: New York. ] Park Ave — CuicaGo: 666 Lakeshore Dr 

Putra... 1607 Summer St — Los Anoeres 2155 E. 7th St. — 

San Francisco: 1355 Marker St 

For Details Circle 40 on INQUIRY CARD 
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perfect target for 

| ad 0 00) 

SHARK BRAND 
SWEDISH CHISELS 

we ~ 

TRADE Sa MARK 

SONGTE <rens ine. 
Saw & Tool Division 

1702 Nevins Road, Fair Lawn, N. J. 

___ For Details Circle 48 on INQUIRY CARD 

WATERFEEDER 
Model 954. Applicator for cart- 

ridge type fertilizers. Attaches 

easily to faucet or hose. Use any 

watering device. Fertilize while 

you water. $1.99. 

WATERSPIKE 
Amazing model 553 
—2 way watering de- 
vice. Waters over- 

head or flip valve for 

sub-surface irri- 

gation directly to 

roots. $4.90 ea —_ 

SQUARESPRAY 
Famous model 433. 
It gets the 

corners. Hookup in tandem or use to 

, fertilize while you water. $2.95. 

WATERFEED 
Woter soluble 

cartridge type 

fertilizer. 2 for- 

muloe, 30-10-i0 

ond 15-40-10 
No lawn burn. 

Leaf feeding 

Box of 20 cart- 

ridges $1.00 or 

in bulk pack. 

PROEN 
PRODUCTS CO. 

9th & GRAYSON « BERKELEY 10+ CALIFORNIA 

POen 

For Details Circle 49 on INQUIRY CARD 
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SCHEDULE OF CONVENTIONS AND SHOWS 
Feb. 4-8 

Feb. 25-27 

Feb. 25- 
March 1 

March 1-10 

March 3-6 

March 6-15 

March 19-24 

April 4-7 

April 4-14 

April 14-27 

May 5-7 

May 26-28 

WINTER MARKET, at Western Merchandise Mart, San 

Francisco. (A. Cameron Ball, Western Merchandise Mart, 

1355 Market Street, San Francisco 3.) 

PORTLAND GIFT SHOW, at Public Auditorium and 
Plaza Hotel, Portland, Oregon. (Kay Leber, WMEA, 1355 
Market St., San Francisco 8) 

CALIFORNIA RETAIL HARDWARE ASSOCIATION 
CONVENTION AND SHOW, headquarters, Fairmont 
Hotel, San Francisco. (Krueger B. Jacobsen, 122 9th St., 
San Francisco 3) 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST GIFT SHOW, at Civic Aud., 
Olympic and New Wash. Hotels, Seattle, Wash. (Kay 

Leber, WMEA, 1355 Market St., San Francisco 3) 

ALLIED GIFT & JEWELRY SHOW, Hotel Adolphus, 
Dallas, Texas. (Allied Exhibitors, Inc., 3832 Wilshire Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Calif.) 

MARSHALL-WELLS CONGRESS for Spokane branch, 
at Spokane, Wash. 

PACIFIC SOUTHWEST HARDWARE ASSOCIATION, 
convention—Long Beach Auditorium, Long Beach, Calif. 

(Otto H. Grigg, 1519 So. Garfield, L. A.) 

MARSHALL-WELLS CONGRESS for Portland & Seattle 
branches, at Portland, Ore. 

THE HARDWARE TRADES FAIR, London, England. 
(HTF-Universal Exhibitions Ltd., 74 Holland Park, Lon- 
don W. 11) 

SAN FRANCISCO NATIONAL SPORTS & BOAT SHOW, 
San Francisco Cow Palace (Thomas Rooney, Show Man- 

ager, 369 Pine Street, San Francisco) 

DENVER GIFT & JEWELRY SHOW, at Hotel Albany, 
Denver. (Allied Exhibitors, Inc., 3882 Wilshire Blvd., Los 

Angeles 5) 

1957 AMERICAN TOY FAIR, at dealers’ showrooms, Ete. 
(Toy Information Bureau, 200 Fifth Ave., New York 10, 

New York. Horatio D. Clark, Secretary) 

SPOKANE SPORTS SHOW, at Colliseum, Spokane, Wash- 
ington (Spokane Sportsman-Review Charities, Inc. Tom 

O’Loughlin) 

INTERNATIONAL GADGET SHOW, at Trade Show 

Bldg., New York City. (Henry S. Harris, 1123 Broadway, 
New York, N. Y.) 

LOS ANGELES SPORTSMEN’S VACATION, BOAT & 
TRAILER SHOW, at Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles, 

Calif. (H. Werner Buck & Mel R. Morrison) 

UNITED STATES WORLD TRADE FAIR, at New Coli- 

seum, New York City. (Charles Snitow, U. S. World Trade 
Fair, Suite 1108, 331 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.) 

PHOENIX GIFT & JEWELRY SHOW, at Hotel Westward 

Ho, Phoenix, Arizona. (Allied Exhibitions, Inc., 3832 

Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif.) 

12th ANNUAL PACIFIC COAST BUILDERS’ HARD- 
WARE CONFERENCE OF NBHA & ASAHC, at Empress 
Hotel, Victoria, B.C. (Gen. Chairman F. A. Haines, Wash- 

ington Hardware Co., 1247 Puyallup Ave., Tacoma, Wash.) 

HARDWARE WORLD 



Macklanburg-Duncan Names Rep 

STOCKTON, Calif—Roger Horst- 
korta of Stockton, California has been 

appointed sales representative for the 
territory comprising the northern one- 

third of California and the northwest- 
ern part of Nevada, by the Macklan- 
burg-Duncan Company of Oklahoma 
City, building specialty manufactur- 
ers. 

Mr. Horstkorta’s past experience 

includes service with the Stockton 
Lumber Co. and the Diamond Match 
Co. also in the building material field. 

Diehl Named Sales Manager 

Announcement has been made of 
the appointment of William J. Diehl as 
sales manager for Fred Seltzer Com- 
pany and Seltzer International, Inc. 

Formerly District sales manager of 
Luz Clock Manufacturing Company, 
Mr. Diehl will direct the sales of 
Fantasy Rings and other products. 

Feature and 

Tool Expert New Sales Manager 

SAN FRANCISCO—Paul V. O’Daf- 

fer has been named district sales man- 

ager for Rockwell Manufacturing 

Company’s Delta Power Tool Division. 

According to John MacCrossen, 

Western regional sales manager, Mr. 

O’Daffer will cover most of northern 

California, Nevada, Utah and part of 

Wyoming. 

Valley Appoints New Reps. 

Appointment of two new distribu- 

torships for their line of pool tables 

have been announced by Valley Manu- 

facturing Co., of Bay City, Michigan. 

New York representative is Julius 

Levenson, Inc., 7 E. 17th Street, New 

York, N. Y. and in Los Angeles the 

line is handled by Anderson Sales Co., 

2330 W. 3rd Street. 

SIMONSEN 

TOOL and 

TACKLE 

+. NEW impr 
Thi SC 

oved 

New Post For Harry Jeter 

SAN JOSE, Calif—Food Machinery 

and Chemical Corporation’s John 

Bean Division, Western operation, 

has announced the appointment of 

Harry A. Jeter as manager of adver- 

tising and sales promotion. Mr. Jeter 

was formerly the advertising, public- 

ity and public relations director for 

C. M. Volkman & Company, whole- 

sale seed firm in San Francisco. 

Seal-Kote Ups Jack Specht 

Appointment of Jack Specht as 
sales promotion manager has been an- 

nounced by Seal-Kote, Inc., Wooster, 

Ohio. Having filled the position of ad- 
vertising manager for the past two 

years, Mr. Specht will now direct the 

sales staff in the promotion of the 

company’s line of liquid plastic fin- 

ishes. 

has the Best |BALANCED) DROP-FORGED FRAME 
resulting in more accurate measurements in the 
hands of skilled and unskilled workers alike. 

The Micrometer head is “Cusfre - Chrome” 
furnished at NO EXTRA COST. 

Promote these The Easy-to-Read 1/10,000" Vernier 
is furnished at NO EXTRA 

CHARGE. 

TODAY's 
best buy in Precision Mi- 
crometers suitable and af- 
fordable for Schools, 
School-Shops, Students, 
Fine Mechanic's Inspec- 
tors, etc. 

t will pay to investigate 
SCHERR Micrometers be- 
fore investing Tool-Dollars. 

f $ 
Special arrangements for 75 

(; 

welded piano hinge: durable materials . . Group-Purchasers, Educa- Tungsten Carbide Tipped Anvils 
PROFIT baked enamel finish; bright, tional Institutions and $2.50 ext 

zinc plated hardware; hasp priced for Schools. . ‘ P 

B U | LD E RS | ter e2T); 1a” (a2), epee A FULLY MODERN MICROMETER ee 
. 16” (162T); 14” (1427). Ee THE OLD REASONABLE | 

Write for catalog of full Simonsen line 
De ee ee ee ee y SIMONSEN INDUSTRIES, INC. TA WeLeel XT OTT ERM 

For Details Circle 50 on INQUIRY CARD 

BOXES 

0-1" Size 
with LOCKNUT and RATCHET 
and 10th Vernier (2s shown) 

$11.75 
0-1" Size - Plain - 10th Vernier 

FIRST... 
for sizes 

models, 

Ne. 212T 

Seamless, deep drawn steel 
tool box, 21” x 7'/o”x7"; 2 
cantilever trays with 6 pats, 
adjustable dividers; electro- 

1414 South Michigan Avenue © Chicago 5, Illinois SS 200-HW LAFAYETTE STREET * NEW YORK 12, N.Y. 

For Details Circle 51 on INQUIRY CARD 

Foam MARSHALLTOWN 
o> TROWELS 

MARSHALLTOWN TROWEL COMPANY «+ MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA 
For Details Circle 52 on INQUIRY CARD 

| APPA AMERICAN CHAINS 
for Farms, Homes, Industry 

and Transportation 
STORE IMPROVEMENT KIT 

It contains a large graph sheet and scaled 
modules, representing table and wall fix- 

tures, along with many ideas and complete 
instructions for effecting changes in store 
layout, full modernization or step-by-step 
improvements. Our readers may procure 
this valuable kit for one dollar ($1.00). 
Send money order or check today. 

for Steady Profits all year ’round— 

Buy AMERICAN 
Display AMERICAN 

in this sales-making Standp> 

Sell AMERICAN 

HARDWARE WORLD SERVICE BUREAU 
1355 Market Street 

American Chain Division 

AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE 
York, Pennsylvania « 

San Francisco 3 

Bridgeport 2, Connecticut 

For Details Circle 67 on INQUIRY CARD For Details Circle 66 on INQUIRY CARD 
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ONLY 

ees. DsM Sports 

Lue, Lquipment SAFETY PRODUCTS = quam 
an SLEEPING BAGS One of the most respected names in 

American business. 

A complete quality made line backed by 

more than a century of experience. 

Nationally-known brand merchandise. 

Quick delivery from your wholesaler. 

Equipment in every price range. 

~ 

#612 PLASTISOL RING BUOY 

ena Semtthegeeodl a Famous MacGregor tennis rackets, tennis 

balls and golf balls. 

More profits through faster turnover. 

#209 RACING VEST 

#792 DELUXE YACHT CAP 

#467 SLEEPING BAG— 

1009, DACRON FILLED 

#325 SCOTCH PLAID CUSHION These seven big advantages and many others are why more 
ne imei cae snd and more dealers feature the D & M line. You, too, will find 

it’s a pleasant, easy and profitable experience to take on 
| Draper-Maynard Sports Equipment. 

Write today for complete information, Draper-Maynard 

#202 CORK VEST 
(Coast Guerd Approved) 

"You can't buy beHet..- | Write for 
to save yout ite free literature catalogs and the name of your nearest wholesaler. 

+ 

THE AMERICAN PAD & TEXTILE CO. DRAPER-MAYNARD 
GREENFIELD, OHIO 

: J 

ie omy elem ports Equipmen 
In Canada: Tapatco, ltd., Magog, Quebec 

CINCINNATI 32, OHIO 
For Details Circle 53 on INQUIRY CARD For Details Circle 54 on INQUIRY CARD 
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Complete 
IME for a romp outdoors 

takes many a turn in this 

great country of ours and the 
complete sports department is 

one that can supply the right 
sports gear at the right time to 
a wide assortment of sportsmen 

and sportswomen. 

Most sports departments are 
set up primarily to serve as an 
outlet for hunting supplies and 
fishing gear. This is the back- 

bone of the industry and it is 
well that most people think of a 

sports department as a section 

catering to the whims and fancy 
of hunters and fishermen. But, 

the owner, or manager, who 
thinks along these lines, and 
does his buying, stocking, and 

selling accordingly, is limiting 

the potential of the department. 
There are various reasons for 

this tendency to limit stock to a 
great extent to firearms and 
fishing gear. High on the list is 

an unawareness of the wide 
scope of sports activities which 

are popular in a given area. 
Take the game of golf for in- 

stance. There are few, if any, 

areas in this country where golf 

is not a popular form of rec- 
reation for all ages and both 
sexes. Tennis, badminton, bowl- 

ing, baseball, basketball, skiing, 
boating, and picnicking and 
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Sports Department Has 
camping, are all popular in al- 

most every section of the coun- 
try. 

More Time for Play 

And now that paid vacations 
are the rule rather than the ex- 

ception, and with the trend 
toward longer vacations, two 
and three weeks and in some in- 
stances as much as a full month, 
Americans are spending more 

time doing the things they en- 
joy the most, and are spending 
more and more each year for 

the necessary gear. 

“IT don’t want to waste time 
and display space on low ticket 
items,” is the way many dealers 

react to the suggestion of add- 
ing non-hunting and non-fishing 
lines. 

This same dealer with half of 
his display space taken up with 
35¢ to $1.25 lures. and plugs as 

well as 15¢ tubes of split shot, 

floats, and loose hooks, can’t find 
room for a display of $75.00 
golf clubs, a $40.00 pair of skiis, 

a $14.00 sports shirt, or a $7.95 
basketball. Consequently, this 

merchandise is purchased at a 
nearby store of some type where 
the management is aware that 

a profit made on a set of golf 

clubs is just as green as it would 

be if made on the sale of a fish- 

Right Gear 
ing reel. 

Furthermore, you can just 
bet your next to the last dollar 
that in every area there will be 

an outlet for this type of mer- 
chandise and you can bet your 

last dollar that he is selling 

some of your regular customers 
who buy their split shot from 

you. é 

No one would advocate that 
the lures, split shot and other 

accessories be kicked out of the 
department to make room for a 

broader line of merchandise, 
but it might be wise to consider 

the advisability of cutting down 

on the number of slow moving 
items that are stocked as more 
of a convenience ‘than anything 
else, as well as the advisability 

of cutting depth on many items 
that can be ordered and deliv- 
ered on short notice. Buying 
small quantities at a time will 
keep a dealer on his toes to save 
lost sales, while it will make 
for a better balanced stock, and 

just this alone will clear display 
space for other types of mer- 

chandise, and also leave dollars 

free to invest in other merchan- 
dise. 

Almost any store with fix- 

tures that are three to five years 

old can find newer fixtures on 

the market that will go a long 
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BOTH OF YOU WILL LIKE 

y BOLTS 
AND 

NUTS 

Both you and your customers will be pleased with the 
exceptional package and the quality product. 

First because Lewis bolts and nuts are precision built, 
threaded to spinning fit, work better—look better— 
are better. 

Second because the tough colorful carton quickly 
identifies the size and type and "comes up clean and 
bright" even under rough treatment. 
Handling and selling the Lewis line is a pleasure. Ask 
us for details. 

ig BOLT & NUT CO. 

L 504 Malcolm Ave. S.E. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

For Details Circle 61 on INQUIRYCARD 
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new GEYER pispLay apps 
GREATER PROFITS TO YOU! 

ROTARY EDGER 
— TRIMMER 

@ Assortment of three 
most popular models. 

Shipped in carton 
that quickly assem- 
bles to an attractive 
floor display. 

@ Colorful, easy 
to set up, mini- 

mum floor space 
required. 

eYou get fast 
turnover with 

big profits. 

See your jobber 

or write: — 

GEYER MANUFACTURING CO. s2sci:"* 
For Details Circle 63 on INQUIRY CARD 

HERE’S A 3 WAY 

WINNER! 
TO HELP BUILD SALES 

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT 
PRINTED HERE 

Increase paint sales fast, the 
RESTCO way and build customer 
good-will at the same time. Each 
of these three RESTCO products 
is a constant reminder of your 
store name and the paint you sell. 
Each one a high quality product, 
is available to you imprinted with 
your store name at a low low cost 
Write now for free samples, prices. 

Reviasre Strainer 1 
Manuracturinc Co. t 

RESTCO 
PAINT 
STRAINERS 

) PAINT 
PADDLES 
YARDSTICKS 

We manufacture 
RESTCO Paint 
Strainer Holders. 
Prices on request. 

725 N. EASTERN AVE 

OS ANGELES 32, CALIF 

For Details Circle 62 on INQUIRY CARD 

Makes a clear 

bold mark on 

any surface... 

even glass, 

plastic, 

and cellophane. 

Refills in black, 

red, blue, green, 

yellow, and white. 

Ask your wholesaler or write 

LISTO PENCIL CORPORATION, ALAMEDA, CALIFORNIA 

For Details Circle 64 on INQU IRY CARD 
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ways toward solving the prob- 

lem of limited display space. In 

fact, the dealers who are paying 

a square-foot rental, and who 
are cramped for space, cannot 
under the current amortization 
tax set-up, afford to continue 

using the same old fixtures year 

after year. 
While hunting and fishing is 

not confined exclusively to adult 

males, the other sports and rec- 
reational activities appeals to a 
far greater segment of our 
population. 

Take camping for instance. 

This is a form of recreation that 
appeals to all members of most 

families and is usually indulged 
in by every member of the fam- 

ily unit. As an indication of the 
popularity of camping as a form 

of recreation, we have reports 

by all agencies of the federal 
and state agencies that main- 

tain parks and_ recreational 
areas, that they are hard put to 
maintain facilities to meet the 
demands of the many millions 
who each year visit such facili- 
ties. 

In fact, many small cities of 

25,000 or less population, are 

now operating mountain and 
seashore areas, often many hun- 

dreds of miles away, for the 

benefit of their citizens who 
want to rough-it for a few days 

or weeks in a supervised area at 
a nominal cost. 

These campers go to the 
mountains and the seashore not 
only because the entire family 

can enjoy a vacation for the 
price it would cost one member 
to go “first cabin,” but also be- 
cause they enjoy “roughing-it” 
in nature’s great outdoors. 

This roughing-it usually boils 

down to a tent with a floor, 
sleeping bags for every member 

of the family from the baby to 

granddad, a portable ice chest, 
camp stoves, gas _ lanterns, 

tables, chairs, and cooking uten- 
sils made especially for outdoor 

use. 
The family automobile, espe- 

cially if the family is headed for 
a federal, state or municipal 
controlled area, will also be load- 
ed down with tennis rackets, 

golf clubs, horseshoes, ball bats, 
gloves, baseballs, and almost 

every other type of sports gear 
that “Pop” and the youngsters 

can find room for. 
This is the sports gear that 

Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public 

buys and plays with, and if you 

are going to sell them, you 
“gotta” stock it. 

= st =. 

ANNIVERSARY CATALOG of Glad- 
ding Company comes up with new- 

est success items to mark 140 years 
in business. Spotlighted are: self- 

locking spools designed for ease in 

transferring line from spool to reel 
without snarling, a two-section spool 
for the closed face reel lines that 
clearly displays the “red flag warn- 
ing” of the last 20 yards. Over 30 

products are listed. 

For Details Circle 290 on INQUIRY CARD 
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TRUE TEMPER 16-page catalog de- 
scribes and pictures full line of rods, 
reels, lures. Featuring a completely 
re-styled line, the catalog depicts 163 

fresh and salt water items with rich 

color and trim combinations. The 
company states, “We've built the rods 
that fishermen — and fisherwomen — 
want, new lighter actions have a par- 
ticular appeal to anglers who fish for 

sport.” 

For Details Circle 291 on INQUIRY CARD 

SPORTS NEW PRODUCTS——— 

293—PLASTIC TACKLE KIT has 
been added to equipment designed for 

spin fishing. Two clear plastic lids 
open individually. Lures are clearly 
visible and can be removed from 
either side. Piano type hinges over- 
come hinge breakage problem.—Old 

Pal, Ine. 

294— MINNOW BUCKET with ele- 

vating device lifts minnows to top 
without wetting hands. Bucket is one 
piece, round, non-floating type of 10- 

quart capacity and is of galvanized 

steel with seams sealed to prevent 

leakage.—Old Pal, Inc. 

295—DRAG REEL offering complete 
drag control in the reel handle, elim- 
inates necessity of fisherman relax- 
ing hold to adjust drag while playing 

a fish. Variable drag control auto- 
matically matches pull exerted by 

fish.—Montague-Ocean City Co. 
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PERFORMANCE 4 
AT THE 

Hottes” 
Price: | 

TRIMMER 
Completely New 

WITH EXCLUSIVE FEATURES! 

The new Shopmate Trimmer has everything you need to get 

volume sales .. . brilliant new two-tone colors to catch the 

eye (sparkling silver luster with bright red handles and cord)! | 

Exclusive new features make trimming a pleasure (some so 

advanced that they’re patented), and a price that’s $15 to | 

$20 lower than other quality trimmers! Take a look, and 

you'll see why Shopmate sells in volume! — 

NEW TRAP-LOCK CUTTER TEETH 
ESSE tightly grip the material to be cut 

NEW TRIPLE-DUTY HANDLE — 

side handle attaches on either 

side for right or left hand use 
— attaches on rear of trimmer 

g wide hedges. It’s 

without a slip! They're exclusive! 

for tri 

exclusive! 
fine features! 

light for easy handling — only 
54 pounds. 

improved bevel pinion gear and 
cam action insures years of 
trouble-free performance 

sturdy, die-cast aluminum 
housing 

13” sickle-type blade made of 
hardened tool steel, precision 
ground to stay sharp under con- 
stant use 

insulated comfort grip handle 
and contour designed auxiliary 
handle 
rugged series motor — 1.6 amp. 

EXTENSION HANDLE .. . (op- 
tional at extra cost) attaches 

on the back — makes hard-to- 
reach spots easy to reach. It’s 

exclusive! 

Write for complete information Dept. HW 2-57 

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS, INC. 
320 West 83rd Street « Chicago 20. Illinois 

For Details Circle 55 on INQUIRY CARD 

SPORTS PROMOTION of the MONTH 

(Scheduled on our calendar, 

page 57, for March 23-April 16) 

A ee 

OBJECTIVE—Is to consolidate in a single 
| promotion all the sports gear, of a non-hunters 
_or non-fisherman type, that is most in demand 

Check these other during the early spring and summer months, and 
then go all-out with the direct mail and news- 

_ paper advertising necessary to make this a suc- 
| cessful event. 
| 

WINDOW—Cram all the merchandise that fits 
_this promotion into window in “like” groups or 
'in a helter-skelter fashion, and tie the whole 
| thing together with a lattice-type fence in the 
| background and a cut-out cardboard sun, painted 
yellow or orange, which is attached to lattice. 

ADVERTISING — Newspaper advertising as 

| well as direct mail, or handout type literature, 
| should be used to back promotion. Copy some- 
thing like this can be used to head all advertis- 
ing “Spring Will Soon Be Here. We Have the 
Sports Gear for Adult and Child that Will Make 
This a More Pleasant Time.” Illustrate as many 
items of merchandise as possible, or if unable to 

get mats or cuts from wholesalers or manufac- 
| turers, then list as many types of merchandise 
as space permits. 

HARDWARE WORLD 



FOR THE BEST IN... 

BUILDERS HARDWARE—TOOLS 

CALL 
we 4? ’ 

Ch) 
MARSHALL-NEWELL suppLy COMPANY 

Spear & Mission Sts., San Francisco 19 Cr ‘Yee ah®/ 

EXbrook 2-1901 “SCey, TLL 
For Details Circle 56 on INQUIRY CARD 

JUST PEEL IT 
FOOT AND CHECK VALVES 
silicone treated — - \N \ S T | K K | T 
RUBBER POPPET 

STIKK - STRIP* 
4 The New Bronze Self-fastening 

Clog-proof FRAME WEATHER STRIPPING 
Strainer? 

Just peel the cover, press the adhesive backing to 
Strataflo Foot and aoe the frame of door or hinged sash. No oaean to 
Valves end en ee es, evaporate or oxidize, it stays stuck and how! Sightly 
save wear *h L pee’ ye and efficient, it needs no tools, no carpentry, no skill 
. pod Ideal btm ‘ot. to attach a professional-grade job in a jiffy at one 

type pumps. Write for ; third the usual cost. 
Bulletin 1003. 

BETTER ORDER YOUR SEASON’S STOCK NOW 
Order from your jobber 

ADHESIVE METALS COMPANY 
STRATAFLO PRODUCTS, INC. i = 1112 West Hillcrest Boulevard, Inglewood, Calif. 

Fort Wayne 1, Indiana | a e * U. S. and Foreign Patents Pending 

For Details Circle 58 on INQUIRY CARD 

DEALERS SELL 
FAMOUS BRAND 

a TANDROTINE 
NON IRRITATING <<s , PAINT THINNER 
PLEASANT ODOR 

HIGH FLASH POINT 

LONG LEVELING (NO BRUSH MARKS) 

LONG WET EDGE (NO BRUSH MARKS) 

GALS., QTS., PTS.. HALF PTS. 

TURPENTINE & ROSIN FACTORS, INC 
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA 

Dealers realize greater profits through faster turnover and higher markup. Stock TANDROTINE — today ! 

For Details Circle 59 on INQUIRY CARD 
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You'll cart away a “load” of 
profits when you stock, display 
and sell these Victor products 
because top quality and consis- 
tent advertising have made it 
the line more consumers— your 
customers —demand! 

Special Flexible or Flexible — Perfect 
for the householder because they’re 
the best all-around blades...econom- 
ical, too. 

“Moly”® High Speed Steel—For those 
who want long metal-cutting life in 
an economy blade. Outlasts standard 
high speed steel blades 10 to 1! 

Aaa Te EEE ae ss 

These Victor Hacksaw Frames 
Are Priced Right for your Trade — 
New Victor No. 10 with green Ten- 
ite handle and No. 15 with red 
Tenite handle for either 10-inch or 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
(This index is published as a convenience and not as a part of the advertising contract. Eve 
care is taken to index correctly and no allowance will be made for errors or failure to insert 

12-inch blades, yet are built around 
a solid, one-piece steel backbone, 
the most rigid construction ever 
devised. New under-the-handle 
lever-lock makes blade changing 
easy and automatically puts correct 
tension on every blade. 

Victor No. 20 Frame is the long-time 
mechanics’ favorite. Adjustable for 
10-inch and 12-inch blades. Extra- 
leverage tension lock. 

Increase Blade Sales 
By Featuring “Molyflex’’® 

Display Card No. 166 

Three-color easel card 
holds ten 10” “Moly- 
flex” blades, assorted 
18- and 24-tooth. 
There’s four times the 
dollar profit for you in 
every sale—more than 
four times the cutting 
efficiency for your 
customers. 

ities 
ee vis 

J SUECTAL 
ACK SAW BLA 

Attractive 2-color card carries an all-purpose 
3-blade assortment of 10” Special Flexible 
blades. A best seller for years. 

Sold Only Through Recognized Distributors 

Ask your Victor Distributor fo: 
FREE a supply of NEW Metal Cut- 

ting Booklets and Wall Charts. 

Psi S VICTQR zg... 
VICTOR SAW WORKS 
MIDDLETOWN, N. Y., U.S. A. 

Makers of Hand and Power Hacksaw Blades, 
Frames, and Metal and Wood Cutting 
Band Sow Blades of every type and size. 

For Details Circle 60 on INQUIRY CARD 

Note: Figures in parenthesis () refer 

to Inquiry Card Number which can be 

circled on inquiry card on page 74 

when desiring further information 

about advertisement. 

Adhesive Metals Co 

American Chain & Cable Co 

American Pad & Textile Co 

American Push Broom Co 

American Steel & Wire Co 

Animal Trap Company of America 

The Brearley Co. 

Cleveland Mille Go. 2... .ccvcsccesess eh 

Colorado Fuel & Iron Corp., Western Div... 33 

Columbia-Geneva Products Div., U S Steel 

Ceasnemt Deak Gs «das sccsdgleius scacaets 

D 

Diamond Calk Horseshoe Co 

Draper Maynard Co. 

Dutton-Lainson Co 

Eclipse Lawn Mower Co., The 

Evans Rule Co 

Fold-A-Fence Company 

Fuller Tool Co. 

General Metalware Co. ........... Third Cover 

Geyer Manufacturing Co. 

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co 

Gilmour Manufacturing Co. 

Greenlee Tool Co. .......... 

H 

Hampden Specialty Products, Inc. ........ 79 

Hayes Spray Gun Company (29) 

Holt Manufacturing Co 

Hyde Manufacturing Co.................. 15 

Irwin Auger Bit Co. (1) Front Cover 

K 

Mathias Klein & Sons... ..cccscccccscecses 64 

L 

ee eer ere ree eer 84 

Lincoln Metal Products Corp. (26) 

Se EE CS os vccnc ues encsacanesawe 84 

M 

Marshall-Newell Supply Co 

Marshalltown Trowel Co. 

Melnor Industries, Inc................000% 

Robert E. Miller & Co., Inc 

Montague-Ocean City Rod & Reel Co. (20). 27 

Moore Push Pin Co. 

Morck Brush Div., Pittsburgh Plate Glass 

National Paint & Varnish Co. (33) 

National Screw & Manufacturing Co 

New York Wire Cloth Co...........cseee: i 

Oo 

Ox Fibre Brush Co., Inc. (10)...... eoceces 11 

r 

Pennsylvania Lawn Mower Div., American 

Chain & Cable Co. (28) 

Plastic Woven Products, Inc. ........+/.+- 34 

Plymouth Cordage Co.............000ee00: 8, 9 

Portable Electric Tool Inc. ..........++0+5 86 

Proem Products Co. ...ccccccsccscccccsecs 80 

Red Devil Tools 

Reliable Strainer Manufacturing Co. ...... 

Russell, Burdsall & Ward Bolt & Nut Co... 54 

8 

Sandvik Steel, Inc., Saw & Tool Div 

George Scherr Co., Inc 

Seymour Smith & Son, Inc 

H. B. Sherman Mfg. Co. (38) 72, 73, 74 

The Sherwin-Williams Co. ...........-- 52, 53 

Simonsen Industries, Inc 

Skil Corporation (14) 17, 18, 19, 29 

Southern Screw Co..........cccccscvcesece 26 

Strataflo Products, Inc 

Supplex Company 

E. A. Thompson Co., Inc 

Turpentine & Rosin Factors, Inc........... 87 

U 

United States Steel Corp., Subsidiaries 

American Steel & Wire Co 2, 21, 61 

Columbia-Geneva Steel Div 

U S Steel Corp., Cyclone Fence 

U S Steel Products, Boyco Div 

Victor Saw Works 

Warp Brothers, Flex-O-Glass (69)..Back Cover 

Wilshire Manufacturing Co. ......... ionnk ae 

Wither Wenders Asti oka oc cccctecckéccocns 78 

Y 

Yardley PinsGiet, DAC. ..ccccvccsocsvnesesses 23 
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Announcements in this section are inserted at the rate of ten 
cents per word, including address or box number, with a minimum 
charge of $2.00 per issue, payable in advance. Send copy to 1355 

INTERIOR DECORATION 
HOME STUDY 

Announcing new home study course 

in Interior Decoration. For profes- 
sional or personal use. Fine field for 
men and women. Practical basic train- 
ing. Approved supervised method. 
Low tuition. Easy payments. Free 
booklet. Chicago School of Interior 
Decoration, 835 Diversey Parkway, 
Dept. 5512, Chicago 14. 

SALESMAN WANTED 

Attractive Side line of Light Hard- 
ware, Commission Basis, Territory 
Northern California, open to aggres- 
sive Salesman now calling on Retail 
Outlets. Address Box A-889, care 

HARDWARE WORLD, 1355 Market 
Street, San Francisco 3, Calif. 

POSITION 

HARDWARE SALESMAN, aggres- 

sive, 12 years with one wholesale 
hardware company, 42 years young. 

Experience in stock control, merchan- 
dising, broadside advertising, stores 

engineering, supervising and store de- 

veloping. References present em- 
ployer. Prefer Western state. Write 

R. J. Sutton, E. 1115 Thurston, Spo- 

kane, Wash. 

WANTED 

HARDWARE STORE 

Prominent location in fast growing 

district of San Jose, Calif—Great po- 

tential—$21,000 including stock and 
fixtures—also owners 3 b/r home near 

store reasonably priced. James A. 

Clayton & Co., 34 W. Santa Clara 

St., San Jose, Calif. 

New Date for Toy Fair 

The 
U.S.A., Inc., 
official opening date of the 1957 Amer- 

Manufacturers of the 

have announced a new 

Toy 

ican Toy Fair as Wednesday, March 

6. The Fair will run until Friday noon 

March 15. 
Besides the change in the opening 

date of the Fair, another innovation 
will be made this year in having the 
exhibits remain open on Sunday, 
March 10. 

FEBRUARY 1957 

Market Street, San Francisco 3, California. 

CORRECTION 

It has been brought to our atten- 

tion by R. W. Maycock, manager, 
ZCMI Wholesale Distributors, that 
our article about this firm in the 
November, 1956 issue included sev- 

eral errors. 

He points out, “In the first sen- 
tence on Page 72, you state that 

‘The name of the firm has been 

changed to ZCMI Wholesale distrib- 
utors . . .? Our corporate name is 
Zion’s Co-operative Mercantile In- 
stitution, but to distinguish the 

wholesale part of the business from 
the large department store, we have 
adopted the trade style of ‘ZCMI 
Wholesale Distributors.’ ” 
We also referred to their opera- 

tions as containing a score of whole- 

sale divisions. Mr. Maycock explains, 
“We have a ‘score’ of departments, 
but only six wholesale divisions. 
These divisions ‘were scattered in al- 

most as many buildings in as many 

different locations’ prior to 1950. As 
a result of acquiring the building we 
now occupy, which was built during 

the war for use by the Remington 

Small Arms Plant, and renovating 

it for our use, we are now housed, 
for the most part, in this one loca- 

tion.” 
The last error was in spelling the 

firm’s vice president and general 

manager’s name incorrectly. It 
should have been H. H. Bennett. 

Se a 
* 

bColtbanejelel-yam erat: 
FULLER money- bape 

specials Uke this | : 
? 

: 

4 

A complete Self-Service 

“Screwdriver Dep't" 

on a hang-up rack! 

100 Screwdrivers Individually 
Carded and Priced 

Fuller's famous #100-SS Assort- 
ment... 25 
ular kinds 

of the most pop- 
including Phillips- 

type. All with cadmium blades, 
amber plastic handles, 

Retail from I5¢ proof domes. 
to 85c each. 

blister- 

Heavy Metal Hang- Up Rack (a 
$10.00 value) is free. 
only for stock. 

You pay 

ORDER TODAY... 
and ask about 

other Fuller Specials, too! 

FULLER | TOOL COMPANY, INC. 

WwW 

I= 

3522 _—s avenue, New York 67 

~ 
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*% ORIGINAL 
& 
e 

ry Always the Right Size for Every Need 
‘* NATIONALLY ADVERTISED. SOLD THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

$ For 48 Years (since 1909) . . . unequaled for quality 
and dependability. Nothing rivals 

e these products in performance—in complete and lasting satisfaction. 
e 

sizes, Insulated Rubber Cushion Glides 
. Best Known — Quickest Selling 

8/32 Machine 
Screw Type —> 

and 

TYPES * Needle Point Drive-on 

° Type — 

6 SIZES 

Pintle and 

Socket Type— oe ee 

4 Aa Mn for all 

WwoOoD * ct Jog 
and = 4, 

METAL * 
Furniture Recessed 

. he 
@ for metal 

““MONOPOINT”’ > furniture 
@ round or 

i a Single Prong . re 

Furniture Glides 

square 

Legmount 
Type — 
for metal 

furniture 

round or 
square 
tubing 

Container and 
cards in 3 col- © 

ors. %”, 4" ore 
1” sizes. 120 

cards in con-2 

Glide Softly, Silently Needle Point A 

* Smoothly 

* 
* 6 SIZES 

1% . % . 
5 sue 

By 
in 3sn@ Made of best steel 
/2 , 78 @ obtainable. Finest 

@ mirror finish, plus 

3" 

4 

SBAKELITE 

‘*DOMES of SILENCE 

DISPLAY 
BOX. 

12 Sets of 1/,”, 
a", Ya", ",”. 
4 pcs. in box. 

+ 3-COLOR DISPLAY Tread Rings 
CARTON 
6’x31/,” 

x2”. 

1 ‘shee 2 Bxs e 

4p. @ 
in Box. @ 

e 

BY White—black. 8 sizes—15 to 23 

& 

Remco Screw & Tack Bumpers $ 
For use on 

e light cabinets, 
e radios, boxes, 
* etc. Black or 

white rubber. 
Screw head 

slotted. 

Tack 
Bumper 

Screw 
Bumper ® FURNITURE 

SRESTS \ 
$ Absorb 
$ Vibration. 

° Shatterproof 

® BAKELITE 
©CASTER CUPS 
eo! 

Polished Mahogany color. Sizes 2” and 2%”. 
Drive-on Type 

Sizes 1”, 12”, 2”. 

jm + Insulated 

Rubber 

Cushion 
Glides 
Rubber 
Expander @ 
Tubular @ 

Tube 

Spring 
Type 

Imported 

and 

Adjustable 
Glide 

for wood 100 to box. 
2 
« 
s 
@ 10 boxes to 

af carton e " 

2 

THUMB TACKS 

REMCO UPHOLSTERY NAILS 
Steel and Brass. Imported and Domestic 

Variety of finishes, colors, sizes. 1000 to box. 

REMCO 

ASK YOUR JOBBER, IF HE IS NOT SUPPLIED, WRITE 

DOMES OF SILENCE, Division of ROBERT E. MILLER & CO., INC. 35 Peart st., New York 4, N. Y. 
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6, 8, 10 and 12-Ft. 

POCKET TAPES 
A size for every use 
Top quality workman- 
ship. The pace-setters 
of the pocket tape field 

KING-SIZE 

10-Ft. and 12-Ft. 
Something NEW. % 
wide blade permits 
higher upright measure- 
ments. EXTRA: The 
Evans KING-SIZE is 
equipped with a remov- 
able BELT-CLIP 

LONG TAPES 

25, 50, 75, 100-Ft. 
Vinyl! leatherette cov- 
ered, special hook-ring 
attachment, chrome- 

plated winding reel and 
double roller mouth- 
piece. Stainless steel 

edge band 

Y 

AND au tHese EX7KAC 
DISPLAYS — ail Evans packaging unfolds 

into multicolored displays which hold 
and sell Evans White-Tapes. 

THE LARGEST NATIONAL 

CONSUMER ADVERTISING 
CAMPAIGN IN STEEL 
TAPE HISTORY 
over 100,000,000 ads 
on Evans Tapes 

EVERY YEAR! 

APES 
The only complete quality line 

of white steel tapes 
with ALL these sales features 

ya 

bel 4 
@ Plastic Utility Cases ey 

@ Double Markings hi 
ae 

Work in feet and inches? 
Read here. TITTTTT TT 

le 10 ve 11 ea 

2/3 2) 2 
Work in inches? | 2\2 | 4 

Read here. 

@ Sliding Hook—For Accurate ‘ 
Inside-Outside Measuring 

@ Chrome-Plated Cases @ Guaranteed 
Unconditionally 

& Replaceable Blades @ Snow-White Blades 

In All Sizes Jet Black Markings 

RETAILERS REPORT Ewvara 

THEIR BEST-SELLING | 

TAPE LINE... Ey 2 TO 1! 

In a recent survey, thousands of retailers 
were asked: 

1) Which brand of tape sells best? 

2) Which manufacturer does the best pack- 
aging and merchandising job? 

By two to one, dealers said Evans outsold 
all other lines! 

They rated Evans America’s best packaged, 
best merchandised tape line, too! 

Evans was first to foresee the volume sales 
possibilities of steel measuring tapes. Evans 
“firsts”...in products, packaging, pricing and 
promotion...took tapes out from under the 
counter—and dressed them to go places. 
The result? A tremendous sales increase for 
Evans’ dealers — thanks to the public’s new 
“tape-consciousness” produced by Evans ad- 
vertising and merchandising. 

Are you taking full advantage of this 
proved, profit-rich market? 
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® A PURE 

[\ POLYETHYLENI 
\ L SHEETING 

Now in New GaucEs 

New WIDTHS and at: 

New Low Prices! 
COVERALL COMES 

IN MOISTURE-PROOF | CLEAR 
for see-through” inspection and quick inven- 
tory of materials. 

took for COVERALL COMES —— 

— ° | Oo IN SUN-RESISTANT 
Warp's 

” for use where protection against sunlight is 
pte needed in addition to preventing damage from 
on the eage moisture. 

~ \ 

Ss 
Stack Covers Drop Cloths 

WATER-TIGHT BG eee. Y, WIA: SS ILSESN. GB j 
. \*: e: _— = a op yp 

ROT-PROOF z 
Seals Out Moisture Protects Materials Silage Covers Furniture Covers 

ACID-PROOF Warp's Polyethylene CoverALL perma- Sunlight Resistant BLACK Coveratt is 
nently solves moisture vapor problems recommended for covering lumber, brick, 

pes FLEX I BLE under houses. Prevents rotting of joists stone, and construction equipment at hs Lalit ly 

T60 ° and sills. Also recommended for use the lumber yard and at construction site. 
BELOW ZERO The BLACK protects materials from . ; A between Studdings and Siding, and be- 

tween Sheeting and Roofing material. damage caused by both Sun and Mois- 
CoveERALL lasts a lifetime—is inexpensive, ture. Warp’s BLACK CoveRALL makes an ¥ = 

comes in various thicknesses and widths ideal, inexpensive tarp. Machi Hy ih Seat 

Worp'’s COVERALL to 20 feet, for simple, easy installation. achinery Covers at Covers 

Has Hundreds of Other Uses 

«Cth fee » Silo Liners | gach 100 #1, Rol x rotdea ..\YWARP’S COVERALL COMES IN 100 FT. ROLLS) 
e Concrete Covers © Pond Liners | Down to Convenient Width M 2 é 

e Irrigation Ditch Liners (Packed 1 Roll Per Carton) é Gauge (.002 Thick) | 4 Gauge (.004 Thick) 16 Gauge (.006 Thick) 

hamnnsiecisenhaenn Moisture-Proof 3 and 9 Ft. 3, 6, 10%, 12, 16% | 6,12, 16% and 
Widths and 20 Ft. Widths 20 Ft. Widths 

6, 12 and 20 Ft. 6, 12 and 20 Ft. 

For current prices, samples, and C i ear 

product information on Warp’s R ¢ 

COVERALL, ask your Jobber or . 3 Ft. Widths Widths Widths 
write to Warp Bros., Chicago 51. 

Coveratt is Another Quality Plastic Product by Warp Bros. 

Makers of Flex-O-Glass, Glass-O-Net, Wyr-O-Glass & Screen-Glas 

As Well As Other Top Selling Plastic Window Materials 

CARRIED BY RELIABLE JOBBERS EVERYWHERE 


